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NOTE : The Scheme which follows this Note has been made under Section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969 and will come into
operation on 7th June 1979 when it will replace:—

(a) the Post Office Inland Post Scheme 1975 (Post Office Scheme P8/1975) and
<jb) the following Schemes which amended chat Scheme, that is to say, me Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 1)

•Scheme 1975 (Post Office Scheme P13/1975), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 2) Scheme 1975 (Post Office
Scheme PI5/1975), the Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 3) Scheme 1976 (Post Office Scheme PI/1976) and
rtihe Post Office Inland Post Amendment (No. 4) Scheme 1977 (Post Office Scheme PI/1977).

The new Scheme consolidates the provisions of the above-mentioned Schemes with amendments.
The principal changes are:
<1. die introduction of compensation payments up to £12.50 for unregistered postal packets and for parcels not sent by the

compensation fee parcels service:
2. the amount of compensation payable for loss of or damage to recorded delivery packets is increased1 to £15;
3. the scale of compensation fees and compensation payable according to the fee paid for lost or damaged' compensation

fee parcels is amended';
4. a procedure is introduced for claims for compensation for loss or damage pccuring in the post which cannot readily be

resolved to be submitted) to an independent complaints panel for consideration.
(This note is not part of the Scheme)

THE POST OFFICE INLAND POST SCHEME 1979

Made 24th May 1979
Coming into Operation 7th June 1979
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6. Additional postage on late posted packets.
7. Additional postage on certain parcels.

PART il
Postage
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PARTVOil
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42. Compensation fee parcel service.

PART Vin
Recorded Delivery

43. Recorded delivery service.
44. Conditions as to recorded delivery .packets.
45. Receipts for recorded delivery packets.
46. Compensation for recorded delivery packets.

PART IX
Compensation for certain other postal .packets

47. Compensation for certain other .postal packets.

PARTX
Cash on Delivery

48. Fees and conditions.
49. Delivery of cash on delivery packets.
50. Payment of trade charge to sender.
51. Trade charge money orders—crossing.
52. Trade charge money orders—payment to bankers.
53. Payment of out of .date money orders. .

PART XI
Miscellaneous and General

54. Jury summonses in Northern Ireland'.
55. Variation of route.
56. Remission of postage.

PART XED
Application of Scheme to Packets to and from the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland

57. Application generally.
58. Services not available for packets to and from the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland.
59. Services not available to and from the Republic of Ireland.
60. Services not available to and from the Isle of Man.
61. No rebate postings to the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland.
62. Transmission of business reply packets, freepost packets (but not postage forward parcels) to and from the Channel

Islands.
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63. Transmission of business reply packets to and from the Isle of Man.
64. (Registered postal packets to and from the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland.
65. No compensation for compulsory registerable packets to and from the Republic of Ireland.
66. Parcels on which compensation fee is paid.
67. Compensation for certain postal packets to and from the Republic of Ireland.
68. Cash on delivery packets to and from the Channel Islands or to and from the Isle .of Man.
69. Postage not prepaid or insufficiently prepaid.
70. Customs regulations, prepayment of duty and clearance of incoming packets.
71. Incoming .packets in bond.

' 72. Postings in Channel Islands, Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland.

PART XIII
Transitional Provisions

73. Transitional provisions.

PART XIV
Complaints Panel

74. Complaints panel.

SCHEDULE'S

Schedule 1: Rates of Postage and Limits of Size and Weight.
Schedule 2: Postal Franking Machines.
Schedule 3: Postal Facilities.
(Schedule 4: Express Delivery Services.
(Schedule 5: Registered Postal Packets.
{Schedule 6: Parcel Compensation Fees.
Schedule 7: Recorded Delivery Packets.
Schedule 8: Compensation for certain other postal packets.
(Schedule 9: Schemes revoked.

The Post Office, by virtue of the powers conferred upon- it by Section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969, and all other powers
enabling it in this behalf, hereby makes the following Scheme:

PART I

COMMENCEMENT, CITATION, REVOCATION* INTERPRETATION AMID APPLICATION

Commencement and citation
1. This Scheme shaU come into operation on the 7<th day of June 1979 and1 may be cited as the Post Office Inland Post

.Scheme 1979.

Revocation
2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 73, the Schemes mentioned in Schedule 9 are hereby revoked,

Interpretation
3.—(1) In this Scheme, except so far as the contrary is provided or the context otherwise requires, the following expressions

ihave the meanings hereby assigned to them respectively:
" the Act" means the Post Office Act 1953, as amended by the Post Office Act 1969;
" area rate parcel" means a parcel posted in, and intended to be delivered within, a prescribed area;
" articles for the blind " has the meaning assigned to it by paragraph 24;
" 'British postal area " means the United Kingdom;
" business reply packet" means a letter which, by authority of the Post Office, may be posted without pre-payment
of postage to an address of, or of the agent of, a person who has made provision to the satisfaction of the Post
Office for the payment of the appropriate postage on letters so posted which are -received by him or by such agent,
being a letter which:
(a) consists of, or is enclosed' in, a card, folder, letter card or envelope provided by that person with the authority

of the Post Office, on which are printed the address to which die letter may be so posted and special distinguish-
ing characters allocated for the purpose by the Post Office; or

(D) has affixed thereon a label provided by that person with such authority, on which are printed such address and
the .distinguishing characters so allocated;

" cash on delivery packet" means a registered letter, a registered! newspaper or a parcel with respect to which the
sender has requested the Post Office to collect or secure the collection of a sum of money (in this Scheme referred
to as a trade charge) on his behalf from the addressee of the packet as a condition of delivery and has paid the fee
for the cash on delivery service;
" coin " means coin (whether or not current) except such as is used or designed for purposes of ornament;
" current registered newspaper " means:

(a) a complete published copy of a current issue of a registered newspaper (being an issue which is in course of
distribution- by the publisher, a wholesaler or a retailer) with or without a complete copy of such a supplement
published with that issue as meets the requirements specified in .paragraph 21(8), or

~*TISJB
(jb) a packet of two or more complete (published copies of such an issue of a registered newspaper, each or any of

them with or. without a complete copy of such a supplement published with that issue, which is posted, or is
intended to be posted, for transmission as a current registered newspaper at the rate of postage specified in
•item 2 of .Schedule 1;

" customs duty " includes value added tax;
" express delivery office" means any post office from time to time authorised by .the Post Office for the reception
of postal packets for conveyance and delivery by special messenger;
" express -packet" means a postal packet conveyed or ,to be conveyed by special messenger at the request of the
sender or the addressee, throughout its whole course in the post, or any part thereof; "
" first class letter " means: .

(a) a letter .upon which there is denoted in a manner provided by paragraph 12(3) payment of postage at die rate
specified in or fixed1 under Schedule 1 appropriate for its transmission as a first class letter;
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(b) a letter on which postage has not been prepaid and with respect to which the (Post Office has entered into an
arrangement with .the sender for the grant of credit facilities and which is distinguished or marked in such man-
ner as the Post Office may direct to indicate the intention of the sender 'that it is to be transmitted as a first
class letter;

(c) a business reply packe which is distinguished! or marked in such manner as the Post Office may direct to indicate
the intention that it is to be transmitted as a first class letter;

<d) a letter transmitted under the provisions of paragraph 36 which is distinguished or marked in such manner as
the Post Office may direct to indicate the intention of ithe sender that it is to be transmitted as a first class letter;

" freepost .packet" means a letter (not being a business reply packet) which, by authority of the Post Office, may be
posted without prepayment of postage for transmission as a jsecond class letter and which:

(a) is addressed' to, or to the agent of, a> person who has made provision to the satisfaction of the Post Office for
the payment of the appropriate postage on letters which are posted without prepayment of (postage and are received

by him or by such agent; and
(b) is so addressed in terms authorised! by she Post O ffice for the purpose;, incorporating the designation " /PREE-

POST " and such other distinguishing characters (if any) as the Post Office may deem necessary ;
"incoming" when used in relation to any postal packet, or any description of postal packet, means received in the
British postal area from ithe Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or front the Republic of Ireland;
" inland ", iwhen_used in (relation to any postal packet, or any description of postal packet, means posted in the British
postal area and addressed to some place in the British postal area, but does not include a postal packet addressed to
a .ship of the (Royal 'Navy, notwithstanding 'that the name of a port in the British postal area or /the word® "c/o
B.F.P.O. Ships " are included in the address., if the packet has to be sent abroad for delivery to the ship ;

" jewellery " means:
(a) gold, silver or (platinum or other precious metal1 in a manufactured' state; that is to say, a state in which value

is added to the raw material iby skilled workmanship, and in .this definition are included any coins used1 or designed
for the purposes of ornament;

(b) diamonds and (precious stones j
(c) watches, the cases of which are entirely or mainly composed of gold, silver, or platinum or other precious metal;

and
(d) any article, of a like nature which, apart from workmanship, has an intrinsic or market value;
"late posted packet" has the meaning assigned to.it by paragraph 6;
" letter " means any postal (packet except a packet consisting of articles for ithe blind, a current registered newspaper,
a oarcel, an unaddressed packet or a packet consisting of a petition or address of a kind referred to in Section £4(1)
of "the Post Office Act 1969;
" the minimum registration fee " means the smallest fee specified in Column 1 of Part jE of Schedule 5;
" national parcel" means a parcel which is not an area rate parcel;
" officer of the Post Office " means a person engaged in the .business of the Post Office;
" paper money " .means:

{a) 'bank notes or currency motes, being current in the (British postal area or elsewhere;
'(b) money orders and postal orders:
(c) unobliterated postage or revenue stamps available for current use in the British postal area or elsewhere <except

revenue stamps embossed or impressed on an instrument -which has (been executed), and National Savings stamps;
(d) exchequer bills, bills of exchange, promissory notes, cheques, credit notes which entitle the holder .to money or

goods and all orders and authorities for the payment of money, whether negotiable or not j
(e) bonds and coupons relating thereto and other securities for money, whether negotiable or not;
(f) coupons, vouchers, tokens, cards, stamps or similar documents, exchangeable (singly or with other such docu-

ments) ifor money, .goods or services;
" parcel" means a postal packet which is posted as a parcel in accordance with the provisions of this Scheme;
"postage forward parcel" meams a parcel which by authority of the Post .Office, may be posted' without prepayment
of postage to an address of, or of the agent of, a person who has made provision to the satisfaction of .the Post Office
for the payment of the appropriate postage on parcels so posted which are received by him or by such agent, being
a parcel which:

(a) is enclosed in a wrapper or container provided by, that person with the authority of .the Post 'Office on which are
printed the address DO which .the parcel may be so posed and .special distinguishing characters allocated lor the
purpose iby the Post Office; or

(b) has affixed thereon a label provided by that person with such authority, on which are printed such address
and the distinguishing characters so allocated;

" postal form " means a form issued 'by or under the authority of the Post Office;
" postal franking (machine " means a franking machine of any such -type as the Post Office may from time to time
approve designed to stamp impressions denoting 'the .payment of postage and other fees, charges and sums payable to
the. Post (Office, by means of a franking die and a date stamping die, and' includes any meter used in the machine
or in connection therewith and any dies used in 'the machine;
" postal packet" means and includes every packet or article transmissible by post, except a telegram;
" preferred envelope " means an envelope which is of the 'shape and. within the limits of size (Specified in Column 3
of 'Schedule I (for a preferred letter, has no open panel, and is made of paper weighing at least 63 grammes per
square metre;
"preferred letter" means, a letter which is of the shape and within the limits of size specified in Column 3 and
within the limits of weight specified in Column 4 of .Schedule 1 for a preferred letter and which either:

(a) is enclosed in a preferred envelope; or
<jb) consists of an unfolded card (not enclosed in am outer covering) (which complies .with the provisions of para-

graph t!9; or , ;t
(c) consists of a folded card or folded1 paper of a type approved by ithe Post (Office which is sealed or secured in

such manner as the Post Office may require;
"prescribed" means prescribed (by the Post Office;
" railex service " means a service whereby a letter is conveyed by a special messenger from an express delivery
office to the appropriate railway station, despatched from that station iby the next available and suitable train and
delivered .to the addressee from the railway station to which it was despatched;
" recorded delivery packet" means an 'Unregistered postal packet which is sent <by the recorded delivery service;
" redirection" as applied to a postal packet includes re-posting;
" registered newspaper " means a publication which is a .registered newspaper by virtue of paragraph 21(4);
" same day packet" means a. postal (packet addressed to a place within <the same day packet delivery area of the
place at which the packet is posted;
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" same djay packet delivery area " means 'the area prescribed as such for .the place at which a- same day packet is
posted; • .
" second class letter " means any letter other -than a first class letter;
" .trade charge " has (the meaning assigned .to it in the foregoing definition of " cash on delivery packet";
" trade charge form" has the meaning assigned to at by paragraph 48;
" trade charge money order" means a money order in' a special form iCbeLng a form printed' on a trade charge
form) for remitting ithe trade charge to 'the sender of a cash on delivery packet or to a (person tnamed by him to
receive the amount;
"unaddfessed packet" means a postal packet, whether enclosed in a cover or not, which is not addressed to, or
intended for delivery to, any specified addressee or address, and forms part of a consignment for general delivery
within a particular area.

(2) (Any reference dn> -this Scheme to additional postage shall have effect in relation to a postal packet for which no
trate of postage is (specified as though for the words " additional postage" there jwere substituted 'the word " post-
age".

(3) Any (reference in this Scheme to the provisions of any enactment, regulations or scheme shall be construed, unless
.the context otherwise requites, as a reference to those 'provisions as amended, re-enacted or replaced by any sub-
sequent enactment, order, regulation or scheme.

(4) 'Any reference in any regulations or scheme to ithe provision of any (scheme revoked by this Scheme shall 'be construed,
' unless the context otherwise requires, as a reference to! .the corresponding provisions of this Scheme.

(5) The Interpretation Act 1978 applies for the interpretation of this (Scheme, as it applies for the interpretation of an
Act of Parliament, and' as if this •Scheme and ithe schemes hereby (revoked were Acts of (Parliament and -the Act
were an Act conferring the power to make this Scheme.

Application
4 Save; so far as (any provision hereof is expressly applied by any other scheme, this Scheme shall apply (exclusively to

(and to services and facilities provided on connection with :
(a) the posting in the British postal area of postal packets addressed ito places in -that area, in the (Channel Islands, the

-Isle of Man or in the Republic of Ireliand;
(b) the treatment, conveyance and delivery of .postal packets so addressed1 to places which have been posted in that area;
(c) 'the treatment, conveyance and delivery of postal (packets addressed to places in that area which have been posted

an -the Channel Islands, ithe Isle of iMan> or in the 'Republic of Ireland and transmitted to that area:

Provided that:

(l)'tihis Scheme shall not apply in .relation to any postal packet addressed to a shop of the (Royal Navy (whether so
addressed to (the ship at a port in the British postal area, or " c/o G.P.O. (London ") if .the packet has to be sent to
a place outside that area in order that it may .be delivered <to that -ship;

(2)<in .the case of packets transmitted (or for transmission) between the -British Postal area and the Channel Islands,
the Isle of sMan or the Republic of Ireland, -this Scheme shall apply in (relation only .to the posting, <regis>tration,
treatment, conveyance and delivery of such packets under the authority of the Post (Office (and to services and
facilities provided' -under such authority), and shall so apply subject to and in accordance with the exceptions, modifi-
cations and (further {provisions contained an Part XII.

PART H

'POSTAGE
Rates of postage

5.—(1) There shall be charged1 and paid upon the postal packets specified in Column 1 of Schedule 1 (other than packets
accepted for transmission under paragraph 36) postage at the rates respectively specified in or fixed under Column 2
of that Schedule, upon unaddressed packets postage at the rates fixed under paragraph 25, and upon packets ac-
cepted for transmission under paragraph 36 postage rates fixed under that paragraph.

(2) The Post Office shall publish from time to time in the London, Edinburgh and Belfasit Gazettes, or in such other
manner as it may determine, the rates of postage fix sd by it under Schedule 1.

Additional postage on late posted packets

6.—(1) In this paragraph .the expression " late posited packet" means a postal packet of such' description as may be
prescribed1:
(a) which is posted at any time in any positing box which may be provided1 by the Post Office on a train ; or

<fc) which is posted at any time in any posting box which may be provided by the Post Office for the purpose at
a railway station in order that it may, if possible, be conveyed by a particular train departing from that station;
or

(c) which is accepted as a registered postal packet or as a recorded delivery packet at a travelling post office, that
is a Post Office sorting carriage attached to a train, at such times as the Post Office may prescribe; or

(d) which is accepted as a registered packet or as a recorded delivery packet, after the hours up to which such
postal packets are ordinarily accepted at the office of posting in order that they may if possible be forwarded
by a particular despatch, buit within such further time (if any) as the Posit Office may from time to time appoint
in relation to the office.

(2) There shall be charged and1 paid in respect of a late posted packet which is posited as a registered postal packet
or a recorded delivery packet additional postage of such amount not exceeding lOp as the Post Office may fix.

(3) Where a packet is posited in a posting box referred to in sub-paragraphs (1X&) or (1Kb) and
(a) it appears to be intended to be posted1 as a reg'stered postal packet or has such a label as is mentioned in para-

graph 2 of Part II of Schedule 7 attached to it and the additional postage thereon has not been prepaid or
sufficiently prepaid, the packet may be forwarded by the train referred to in those sub-paragraphs as may be
appropriate in the particular case and the amount payable by the addressee or the sender under paragraph 13
shall be the amount of the deficiency ;

(b) where no such intention appears or no such label is attached and tine additional postage thereon has not been
prepaid or sufficiently prepaid the packet may be forwarded as if it had not been posted as a late posted packet.
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Additional postage on certain parcels
7.—(1) Upon any parcel redirected1 by the Post Office as specified in the firsit column of paragraph 12 of Schedule 3

)to an address served from a different delivery office not being an "area rate parcel", or being an area rate parcel
not redirected to an address within the prescribed area for that parcel there shall be charged additional postage
of an amount equal to the amount of postage which would have been prepayable on the parcel 'if it has been pos-
ted anew by the addressee to the address specified in .the application for .redirection.

(2) Any additional postage so charged upon a parcel shall be paid by the addressee upon delivery thereof, and if on
tender of the parcel at the address so specified payment of such postage is refused, the parcel may be dealt with
or disposed' of in such manner as the Post Office may think fit.

PART M

GENERAL CONDITIONS
Prohibitions

8.—(l)Save as the Post Office may either generally or in any particular case allow, there shall not be conveyed or
delivered by post any postal packet of a description refer-red to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) of Section 11(1)
of the Aqt.

(2) Subject to Section 8(3) of the Act, there shall not be posted or conveyed or delivered by post any postal packet:
(a) containing:

(i) except as may be permitted1 by the Post Office either generally or in any particular case, any living creature;
(ii) any imitation of a bank note within the meaning of Section 38 of the Criminal Justice Act 192S;

(|b) containing or bearing any fictitious stamp (not being a fictitious stamp made with the approval of the Posit
Office in accordance with the conditions of such approval), or any counterfeit impression of a postal franking
machine used under the direction or with the authority of the Post Office, or any counterfeit of any other impres-
sion authorised by or under this Scheme to be used to denote payment of postage or fees;

(c) having thereon, or on the cover thereof, any words, letters or marks (used without due auithorilty) which signify
or imply, or may reasonably lead the recipient thereof to believe, that the postal packet is sent on Her Majesty's
service;

(d) of such a size, form, substance or colour or so made up for transmission by post as to be likely, in the opinion of
the Posit Office, to embarrass the officers of the Post Office in dealing with the packet;

(e) having anything written, printed or otherwise impressed upon or attached to any part of the postal packet or
showing through the cover of the packet which, either (i) by tending to prevent the easy and quick reading of
the address of the packet or (ii) by inconvenient proximity to the stamp or stamps used in the payment of
postage of to any such impression as is referred to in paragraph 12(3)(c) so used or (iii) in any other way, is
in itself, or in the manner in which iit is written, printed, impressed, or attached, likely, in the opinion of the
Post Office, to embarrass the officers of the Post Office in dealing with the packet;

(if) whereon the payment of any postage or fees purports to be denoted by any stamp or impression which has been
previously used to denote payment of the postage or fees on any other postal packet.

Packets containing others for different .persons
9.—(1) There shall not be posted any postal packet consisting of or containing two or more postal packets addressed' to

different persons who are at different addresses.

(2) 1C any such postal packet be posted, each postal packet contained therein may be forwarded separately to its addres-
see subject to such charge as the Posit Office may fix (not exceeding the amount of the charge which would have
'been payable in respect thereof if it had been posted separately without prepayment of postage), and such charge
shall be payable by the addressee on the delivery of the packet or if the packet is refused, or cannot for any
other reason be delivered, by the sender.

Packing
10. Every postal packet shall be made up and secured in such manner as, in the opinion of the Post Office, is calculated

,to prevent injury to any other postal packet in course of conveyance, or to any receptacle in which the same is conveyed,
or to an officer of the Posit Office or other persons who may deal with such packet.

Limits of size and weight
11. Save as the Post Office may either generally or in any particular case allow, ami subject to paragraph 15, no packet

shall be transmissible under this Scheme as a postal packet of any such description as is referred to in Column 1 of
.Schedule 1 if its size exceeds the limit of size specified in relation to that description of postal packet in Column 3
of that Schedule, or its weight exceeds the limit of weight (if any) so specified in Column 4 of that Schedule; and
where any such h'm&t of size or weight is specified in relauon to a description of postal packet if the packet is posted
for transmission as a first class letter or if it is posted for transmission as a second class letter, no packet of that
description the size or weight of which exceeds that limit shall be transmissible as a first class letter or (as the case
may be) as a second class letter.

Payment of postage and fees
12.—(1) Except as the Post Office may otherwise direct, and subject to the provisions of this Scheme, the postage and fees

payable on every postal packet, and the fees payable in respect of postal facilities, shall be prepaid^

(2) The provisions of this Scheme with reference to the prepayment of postage and fees shall not apply to the postage
payable on business reply packets, freepost packets or postage forward parcel's, or to the postage and fees payable
on postal packets wilth respect to which the Post Office has entered into an arrangement with the senders for the
grant of credit facilities.

(3) Payment of postage or fees payable under this Scheme may be denoted:
(a) by adhesive postage stamps bearing the effigy of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second;, being sftamps of

denominations of money in the new currency of the United Kingdom provided for by the Decimal Currency Act
1967;

(b) by postage stamps of suth denominations embossed, impressed or printed on envelopes, covers, wrappers, card's,
or letter forms authorised by the Post Office for postal use, or on other postal forms, or by such postage stamps
which have been cut out of, or otherwise detached from, any such envelopes, covers, wrappers, cards, letter forms
or other postal forms;

(c) by means of impressions made by postal franking machines, printing presses, or other printing or stamping
devices, ibedng machines, presses or devices operam time to time permit.

(d) in such other manner as the Post Office may froted under the direction, ox with the authority, of the Post
Office;
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(4) No stamp indicating on the face thereof payment of a registration <fee (with or without postage) shall be used to
denote payment of postage or fees on any unregistered postal packet.

(5) Packets bearing the impression of postal franking machines or intended for impression.' by postal franking machines,
and -packets on. which payment of postage is denoted by a printed impression! or by an impression made by any
other device authorised' by (the Post Office, shall be accepted only at sudi post offices, within such hours, and under
and (subject to such conditions and restrictions as tihe Posit Office may consider appropriate.

(6) -Except as regards any postal franking machine the use of which is for the time toeing authorised by a licence in
writing granted by the Post Office, .the provisions of Schedule 2 shall apply with respecit to the granting and ter-
mination by tone Post Office of authority to use a postal franking machine and' the fuse thereof.

(7) (Subject to the provisions of this Scheme, the stamp or impression denoting payment of postage or fees shall be
placed in such position on the envelope, cover, wrapper, postcard or other form as the Post "Office may consider
appropriate.

(8) No stamp or impressioni which is imperfect or mutilated or defaced in any way, or across which anything is written
or printed or otherwise impressed, shall be used to denote payment of postage tor fees; but a stamp shall not be
deemed to be imperfect or mutilated or defaced or to have anythiny written or printed or impressed across it within
the meaning of this provision, by reason only that it is distinctly (perforated with initials by means of a punch if the
perforating holes are not larger than those dividing one stamp from another in a sheet of stamps.

Unpaid or underpaid postage

13.—<1) Where the postage or any other sum chargeable for the transmission of an inland postal .packet is required to be
prepaid and has not been, or has been insufficiently, prepaid by the sender, there shall be payable by the addressee on
(the delivery of the packet, or, if the packet is refused or cannot for any other reason be delivered, by the Sender:

(a) subject as provided by paragraph 6(3)(a) (late posted registered postal packet or recorded delivery packet), where
the •non-payment or deficiency is in respect of postage, an amouqit equal to twice the amount of the (postage, or
as the case may be, of the deficiency;

(to) where the non-payment or deficiency is in respect of a sum' other than postage, an amount equal to that sum,
or as the case may be, to the amount of the deficiency.

(2) -Where, on the delivery to him of an- inland postal packet, the addressee has paid any amount thereon in accordance
with sub-paragraph (1) and desires to reject the packet, the Post Office may, on the application of the addressee,
charge to the sender the said amount together with the additional postage and other charges, if any, for returning
the packet to him, and the sender shall pay any sum so charged; and on the Ithe payment by the sender of that
sum the Posit Office shall repay to the addressee the amount paid by ihiml under sub-paragraph (1).

Postmarks

14.—(l)The marks used by the Post Office for the purpose of cancelling stamps or impressions denoting the payment of
.postage on postal packets may consist of such words or devices as the Post Office may in its discretion think
proper, including words or devices (whether constituting advertisements or otherwise) in respect of the <use of which
as postmarks payment ds made by any persons to the Post Office.

(2) The Post Office may write or impress on a postal packet such words, codes or devices as the Post Office may in its
discretion' think proper, for the purpose of drawing attention to any error in, omission from or other matter in, or
renting to, the address.

Treatment of irregular packets
15.—(-1) If any postal packet (other (than a packet to which paragraph 40(1) or (2) applies) which appears to have been

intended for itransmission as a packet of a particular description is found in the post or is left at a post office,
and it- does not comply, or its manner of posting did not comply, with the provisions of this Scheme which are
applicable to postal packets of that description, the Post Office may (as it thinks fit) treat it either as if it had been
posted as a postal packet of that description or as if it had been posted as a postal packet of such other description
as iit considers appropriate; and the provisions of this Scheme shall apply thereto accordingly.

(2) Where any postal packet is treated as a parcel under sub-paragraph (1), and the amount of postage which was
prepaid therein is less than the amount which would have been prepayable thereon if it bad been posted as a parcel,
there shall be payable by the addressee on the delivery of the packet, or of the packet is refused or cannot for any
other reason' be delivered, by the sender, the appropriate postage at the rate applicable to parcels and the additional
sum of Ipi less -the amount of any postage prepaid.

Return of undeliverable postal packets (except parcels)
16.—(1) In die case of any postal packet (other than (i) a parcel, (ii) a letter accepted' for transmission as a second class

letter under paragraph 35, @ii) a current registered newspaper, or (iv) a election communication; which has been re-
ceived by the Post Office for transmission under Section 79(1) of the Representation of the People Act 1949) which
for a-ny reason cannot be delivered, the following provisions shall apply:
(a) -where the name and address of the sender appear legibly on the outside of the packet, the (packet shall be re-

turned to the sender unopened, but subject to payment of any charges to which it has become Cable;
(b) where 'the name and address of the sender do not appear on the outside of the packet or are illegible, the

packet shall be opened by any officer of the Post Office duly authorised in ithat behalf and if the packet is
found 10 contain or consist wholly or partly of anything other than commercial advertising matter, newspapers
or magazines, then if the name and address of the sender cam be ascertained, .the packet shall be returned to the
sender, subject to payment of any charges to which it has become liable;

(c) if the packet has (been opened by an officer of the Post Office in pursuance of sub-jparagraph (l)(b) and the name
and address of the sender cannot be ascertained, or it is found to conitain or consist of nothing except com-
mercial advertising matter, (newspapers or magazines, it may be dealt with or disposed of in such manner
as the Post Office may think fit.

<2) In ithe case of (i) a letter accepted for transmission as a second class letter under paragraph 35 or (ii) a postal packet
which is a current registered newspaper, being in either case a packet which for any reason cannot be delivered,
the following provisions shall apply
(a) where the name and addres of the sender appear legibly on the outside of ithe packet, the packet shall be returned

•to 'the sender unopened, subject to payment of any charges to which it has become liable;
(b) where the name and address of the sender do not appear on the outside of the packet or are illegible, the packet

may be dealt with or disposed of in such manner as the Post Office may think fit.
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(3) If a packet shall be tendered to the sender under the provisions of this paragraph and he refuses or fails to pay
any charges to which the packet has become liable, the packet may be dealt with or disposed of in such mariner ELS
the Post Office may think fit.

Return of updeliverable parcels
17. In the case of:
(a) a parcel which for any reason, cannot be delivered, or
(b) a parcel which is addressed to a place mot within the limits of the posited delivery area of any town or district or itt> a

ship in a port in the British postal area, and1 which is cot called for or delivered within such time as the Post Office

the following provisions shall apply:

(1) The parted 'shall be retained at, or forthwith forwarded to, such place as the Post Offiioe may from time to time appoint
and may, if necessary, be /there opened and examined.

(2) Where the name and address of the sender can be ascertained from the parcel, then, -subject to sub-paragraphs (4),
* (5) anil' '(6).:" " ' '

(a) unless Jt is a (postage forward parcel, it shall be returned to the sender free of chargej
(b) if at is a postage forward pared, it shall be returned' to the sender charged with postage equal in amount 10 that

which would' have been payable on it originally of it has been posted' otherwise than as a postage forward parcel.

(3) Where the name and address of the sender cannot Ibe ascertained from the parcel, it shall Ibe retained for a period of
3 (months beginning with (the day when it was opened and examined to await & claim from -the sender or addressee.

(4) Where, in the case of a pared which cannot 'be deMvered for want of a true direction, the sender eorrects (the address of
the .parcel, the parcel"shall be forwarded to the corrected address (subject to the following conditions:

(a) where the corrected address of ithe parcel is served' from the same, delivery office as tthe original address, and the
(parcel Is not at the time of such corredtoon lying alt a relumed latter office, no additaonal charge shall be made
wnith respect to the delivery of the parcel;

<jb) where the (corrected address of the parcel is not served from the same delivery office as the original address, or the
parcel at the time of such correction is lying at a iiaturned letter office, (the sender (shall at the time when the
address is corrected pay addlitional postage of the same amount as that which would be prepayable on ithe parcel
if it were posted1 anew to the corrected address:

Provided that if for any reason, the parcel cannot be delivered at .the corrected address, the (provision's, of sub-
paragraph (2) or 'siubHparagiiaph (3) shall apply. '

(5) Where, in the case of a parcel which for any reason cannot be delivered! (not being a case such as is menfionedl in
sub-paragraph (4) in whdich the parcel is to be forwarded to a corrected address) :
(a) ithe parcel is subsequently retransmitted to the addressee at the request of the sender or of the addressee; or

(b) the nante and1 address of a substituted addressee is furnished by the sender or by the addressee and the parcel is
transmitted to the substituted address,

the addressee or, as .the (case may be, .the substituted addfress.ee, shall pay additional postage of the same amount as
<that which would 'have been prepayable on the parcel if it has been posted anew for such retransmission or trans-
mission.

(6) Notwithstanding anything herein contained, a parcel shall not be given up or returned by post to ithe -sender except
iUpon payment by him of any charge to which the par/eel has 'become liable under the provisions of any such Teguik'-
tions as are referred to in Section 116 of the Act.

(7) The Post Office may require proof to its satisfaction that ia person! daimjing a parcel is entitled to receive it as (or as
' ithe agent of) ithe sender or the addiressee. ' ' " ' ' .

(<8) Where:
<a) in the case of a parcel retained under sub-paragraph |(3), no claim ds made within the period (therein provided 'by any

person who appears to the 'Post Office to be entitled to receive it, or the claimant ((being such a person) refuses or
fails to pay any such charge as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (6) ; or

(b) ia the case of a parcel forwarded to the address of -the sender '(by way of (return) pursuant to isub-paragraph (2),
or tendered for delivery at the address to which it has been retransmitted or the substituted address pursuant <to
siubiparagraph (5), ithe parcel is refused ait that address, or the sender, addressee or substituted addressee (as the
case may be) refuses or fails to pay any postage or addi^onal postage payable thereon under 'this paragraph or any
•such charge as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (6).

the parcel may be dealt with or disposed of in such manner as the POSH Qffilce may think fit

(9) Any parcel in the possession, of the Post Office which bepomes offensive or injuribus to amy officer of the Post Officey
or other person, or to other (parcels, or which is likely (from its character or condition to become offensive or injurious
<as aforesaid, or to become valueless before it can foe delivered or otherwise dealt with an accordance with the provisions
of this {Scheme, may forthwith be dealt with or disposed of in such manner as ,the Post Office may think fit, notwith-
standing that (the provisions pf this (Scheme as to the return! of such parcel have not been, or have only partially (been,
complied with.

Treatment of packets addressed too deceased persons
18*-r(l) Where ithe Post Office is satisfied that the addiressee of postal packets ds dead, it may at iits disoretton:

(a) deliver or redirect such postal packets on the written application of any one or more of ithe executors named
in ithe will of 'the addressee, or of a person appealing to 'the Post 'Office to foe emtided to take out letters of
administration to the estate of the addressee, or in Scotland of a (majority or quorum of -the executors or (if there
its <no will) of /the person1 whose appointment is being sought as executor dative; or

(b) deliver or redirect such postal packets on the written application of any person (appearing to the Post Office
to be conducting the affairs of the deceased addressee of the postal packets; or

'(c) retain js'uch postal packets for such period as it may think fit and, on production of probate of the will or letters
of administration to the estate of the addressee 'together with rhe written application of one or more of the
executors or admini'Strators, or in Scotland on production of confirmation together with the written application
of a majority or quorum of the executors or the executor dative, deliver or redirect the packets in accordance
wiith such application; or

(d) treat such postal packets tin accordance with the provisions of this. •Scheme as postal packets which camnolt be
delivered. .
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(2) The charges specified) in paragraph 10A of (Schedule 3 shaJl be payable for redirection under this paragraph, and
paragraph 7 of this Scheme shall apply to parcels so redirected. .

Cards
•19. *A letter consisting of a card' not enclosed! in an outer (covering shall (be made of material of such rigidity and thick-

ness that its sorting and banding will not ibe hindered.

PART IV

CONDITION^ RELATING TO PARTICULAR CLASSES OF POSTAL PACKETS

Defennenft of sjecond class tetters

20. Any second class letter may be withheld from despatch or delivery until any subsequent despatch or delivery.
Registration of newspapers

21.— (1) The proprietor or printer of any publication, which Imeeits the -requirement's (specified in sub-paragraph (6) may
register it in a regilster of (newspapers kept by the Post .(Office for that purpose on such form and with such (particulars
as the Post ^Office may direct :

Provided1 ithSat -the Post Office may refuse to permit the registration under this sub-paragraph of any publication
(printed land published outside die British postal area, the Channel 'Islands tor the Isle pf Man. unless arrangements
have (been' made to its satisfaction for maintaining a responsible 'representative of the publication id the United
Kingdom.

(2) Any such registration shall be in respect of a period tof .twelve months commencing on such dlate in each year as the
Post Office may direct, and there shall be payable on each registration a fee of two [pound's.

(3) A (publication which is on the -said register immediately before fthis Scheme comes into operation shall remain
on (the (register (without {prejudice to sub-paragraph (5)) until the dbte mentioned in sub-paragraph (2) which occurs
next after (this Scheme has come into operation.

(4) A publication for the time being on die said register —
(a) shall ibe a registered newspaper within die meaning of the provisions of tMs {Scheme and of any other scheme

made (under the Post Office Act 1969 ;
<jb) shall be a newspaper within the meaning of any arrangement with (the Government or postal administration of

any other country for securing advantages for newspapers sent by post.

(5) The Post Office may from time to time remove from the register kept .under sub-panagtraph (1) any publication not
registerable <by virtue of sub-paragraph <6), and the. derision of ihe Post Office on ithe admission to, or removal
from, the said register of a publication shall ibe final

(6) A publication shall jbe registerable under bub-paragraph (1) as a newspaper if —
(a) not less than one third of the publication consists of political or other news or of articles relating thereto or to

other current topics ; and
(b) it as printed on .paper and! is printed and published in tthe British postal area, the Channel Islands, the Isle of

Man or in1 some other part of the ICommonwealth, in a British Protected (State, or in tihe (Republic of Ireland ;
and

(c) it is (published in numbers ait intervals of not more than seven days ; and

(i) the full (title and the date of publication printed1 prominently on tihe first page ; and
(ii) tihe whole or part of the ititle and the date of (publication printed on every detached sheet which is issued
as (part of it ; and

(iii) the words " Registered as la newspaper ait the 'Post Office " printed on it.

(7) A (publication' which is not tregisterable by virtue of sub-paragraph (6) by reason only that less than one third of
the publication consists or (political or other news or x>f articles relating thereto or to other current topics shall
nevertheless be regisiterabLe if it (was stamped a*s a newspaper before 'the 15th day of June 18SS.

(8) A publication -snail (be deemed to be a supplement to a registered .newspaper if —
(ta)it is published with an issue of a 'registered newspaper ; and
(b) it is (printed on paper and consists of matter like (that of the newspaper, or of advertisemenTs, or wholly off

partly of pictorial matter illustrative of articles in 'the newspaper ; and
<c)the heading " Supplement " Js printed on every !page:

Provided (that in the case of (a supplement consisting of:
(i) several sheets bound itogether and separate from the newspaper itself, it shall be 'sufficient 'if ithe heading

" Supplement " and the whole or part of me ti'tle of the newspaper anre printed only on the first page ;
(ii)a sheet or sheets not bound together and separate front the newspaper fttself, it shall (be sufficient if the

heading " Supplement " and tthe whole or part of <the tiue of the newspaper are printed on one side of
every sheet ; and

(d) all sheets of the publication are put together in some one pact of that issue of the newspaper, whether gummed
or sfciltched up with the (newspaper or not ; land

(e) the total area of its pages does not exceed the total area of Ithe pages .of a copy of ithe issue of the newspaper
with which it is published.

Conditions as to current registered newspapers

22. — (.1) Every current registered (newspaper shall be prominently marked oa the outside (or, if covered, on the outside of the
cover or envelope thereof) "Newspaper Post " and shall 'be subject to examination in the post, and if posted without
ia cover shall not be fastened or otherwise treated so as to prevent easy examination. The cover or envelope of a
covered ourrent -registered .newspaper shall be unfas tened or (save as the Post Office may either generally or in any
particular case allow) so adapted that the contents can be easily examined without breaking any seal, or tearing any
paper, or cutting any string, or separating any surfaces.

(2) Save as .thte iPost Office may either generally or in any particular case allow, every current registered newspaper when
posited shall ibe so folded and, if posted in at cover or envelope, so covered, as to permit the title and date of issue
to be readily inspected.
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(3) There shall not be posted in, with, or in the same cover of envelope as, a current registered newspaper anything which
would1 not ibe transmissible separately as -such other than:
(a) a supplement which is para tof that \newspaper;
(b) not more than three advertising inserts each comprising a single .sheet of paper or card of advertising manner

iand oonsi's^ng wholly or in part of a daird which is a (preferred letter oar a preferred envelope (but not a folder
unless it is made 'to (be sealed dbwn along all edges), intended to be used to ordelr or enquire by posit about,
the goodls ox services advertised. The card or envelope must bear the correct postal address, including the post-
code of the advertiser:

Provided that:

(i) the supplement and advertising inserts must: foe the same in <each copy of an issue of a current registered
newspaper despatched t)o addresses in the United! 'Kingdom1;

<ii) the <total area of the .supplement and1 adyertising inserts together must not exceed the1 total area, of ithe pages
of a (copy of the issue of the newspaper wi'th which they are despatched.

(4) No current registered! newspaper, and too caver or envelope in which it is enclosed, shall (bear anything (not (being
paitt of the newspaper) except:

•Ca) ithe names, addresses and1 descriptions of Ithe sender and addressee with index or reference numbers and letters';
(b) 'the word's " With compliments ", " Spedmen> copy " or " Voucher copy " ;
(c) the title of the newspaper, and a reference to its registration for transmission by post; and
(d)a reference to any page of or place in the news paper to /which the attention of the addressee is directed.

(5) The name and' address of the 'sender shall appear legibly on the outside of all current registered! newspapers (or if
enclosed in a cover or envelope on the outside of such cover or envelope) intended for transmission by post under
this (paragraph where ithe 'sender wishes the current registered (newspaper 'to be ffeffiucnedl too him as provided1 in
paragraph 16(2).

Parcels

23.—(.1) All -parcels intended1 to be [transmitted 'by post '.shall Ibe posted: (la) by toeing handed in at a post office to an officer
of the Post Office on diuty at 'the (counter, on ithe days and within the hours during which such office shall be open
to the public for Ithe posting of .parcels, or (b) (in cirxrumstances in which /the Post .Office (permits that mode of
posting) by being handed to an officer of the Post Office for the time being authorised to receive parcels for the post
otherwise than at ia post office.

(2) Every parcel Ishalil be packed in such a manner as in the opiindbni of the {Post Office is calculated to preserve the
contents £rom loss or damage in the \post and to prevent any tamperiing wi'th its contents.

Articles for the blind

24.—(1) In this Scheme the expression *' articles for (the blind " means:
(i) Books and1 papers (including letters to or from blind persons) impressed or otherwise prepared! (for use of the

blind;
(ii) Paper {posted to any [person for the purpose of being 'so impressed' or prepared;

and! 'the" following articles ^specially adapted1 for Ithe use of 'the blind:
(iid) Relief maps;
<iv) Machines, frames and1 attachments for making impressions' for the use of the blind;
>(y) Pencil /wirMng frames land attachments j

(vi) Brai'llette (boards and metal pegs therefor;
(yip De Braille instructional (devices;
(viii) Games (including card games);

(ix) Mathematical appliances and attachments;
(x) Voice records ran discs, film, tape or wire of readings from books, journals, newspapers, periodicals or other

similar printed1 publications, and apparatus designed! to play such records ;
(xi) Metal plates impressed, or posted for the purpose of being impressed, for ithe use of 'the blind;

<xii) Wrappers and labels for use on postal packets for .the blind—bulk supplies ;
(xidi) Braille watches, clocks, and itimers;
(xiv) Tools, aids 'and precision instruments ;
(xy) Rules and measures;
(xvi) Sectional or collapsible walking sticks ;

(xvii) Harness for guide dogs.
(2) The following (provisions 'shall apply to postal packets corasi'Stin'g of articles for $he bland:

(a) Every packet snail bear; oh the outside thereof the inscription " Articles tor the blind " and) the writtteni or [printed
natris land address of ithe sendei

(b) Every packet shall be subject itp examinaltion in the post.
'(c) Every packet 'shall ibe posted either without a cover or in a cover which can be easily removed for the purposes

of examination.
(id) No packet shall contain any article which is not an article for the (blind (except a label which may 'bear the

name a«d addlness of »tne person to whom -the packet is to be returned).
(e)No packet, shall contain asny communication or inscription either in writinig or printing (except the tiitle, date of

publication or manufacture, serial number, names and addresses of printer, publisher or manufacturer, price and
table of contents of the 'book or paper, and any key to or instructions for the use of the .special type or of any
enclosed article).

Cf) lArticles (viii) to (xvii) (inclusive) mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) may be sent only to blind persons by such institu-
tions as iiave enitered1 feto special arrangements to the satisfaction of .the Post Office with regard to ithe trans-
mission of such articles, or to' .such" institutions by blind! persons.

Unaddressed packets

25,—(!) Subject to the following sub-paragraphs, unaddresied (packets may be sent in a consignment tfor general delivery
within an area in respect of which ithe iunaddressed packet delivery service is available.

(2) The number of unaddressed packets in each consignment shall be sudi as Ithe Post Office shall require, having
regard to the number of delivery points in ithe delivery area.
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(3) The packets comprised in a consignment of (unaddxeased packets shall (be1 identical with each other in all respects
{including the contents thereof); and .the weight (which shall <rfot exceed 1 kg), dimensions and1 shape of teach (shall
'be such as Ithe Post Office (may approve.

(4) Every unaddressed packet shall 'be subject Co examination in the post. Save as the Post Office may allow (either
generally, or in respect of any category of unaddxessed packets, or, dn any (particular case), a packet without a. cover
shall not be fastened or otherwise treated so as to prevent easy examination, and a> covered or enveloped (packet
shall <be so made up that the contents can -be easily examined without 'breaking any seal, or "tearing any paper,
or cutting any string, or separating amy adhering surfaces.

(5) The 'sender shall comply with 'such conditions as .the Post 'Office may consider appropriaite, either generally or in
•the particular case; as ito:
(a) ;the provision iby the sender iflo the Post Office of a specimen of the unaddressed packets to .be included' in a

{proposed consignment before the consignment is posted;
<jb) the assembly of the individual unaddressed packed into groups or (bunadles Iby the sender, and their enclosure by

•him in mail (bags or other containers;
(c) ime (manneTj (time, day and office at which & con<sdgnmeht of unaddtessed packets is -to (be posted;
(d) any incidental or supplemental 'matters for which the Post Office may (consider it expedient 'to (provide.

(6) There shall (be charged and paid on (uaiaddiressed (packets postage at such rates as the Post Office may fix, and dif-
ferent -rates may >be (fixed1 for different circumstances, ind'udihi in- particular the circumstance /whether 'the packets
are ito be delivered1 in a town postal delivery area or a .rural delivery area:

Provided that the amount of postage Charged and paid ion a consignment of lumaddressed packets shall not exceed
the total amount of (postage which would have been payable oindier this Scheme on the individual packets comprised
in .the consignmenjt of each of them had been posted singly and, df >tihe .weight of each packet does not exceed
750 |g, as if each packet bad (been BO (posted1 as a second class letter.

(7)Positage on unadd'ressed packets shall be paid in suehmamner as the (Post Office shall require.

(8) The 'Post (Office may if it thinks fit refuse ito accept any consignment or part of a consignment of unaddtessed
packets for delivery.

(9) The (Post Office may, if it 'thinks fit, refuse to deliver any consignment or part of a consignment, if on (examination
[thereof or of any of the packets 'therein after acceptance, the Post Office considers that—
(a) any of .the provisions of sub-paragraphs <2), ((3) and (4), or any such conditions as are mentioned in sub-para-

graph <5) (have not been (complied, with, or
(b) such (packets differ 'in any respect from ,a (Specimen provided in accordance with such conditions as are {mentioned

in sub-paragraph i(5).

(10) The Post Office may defer (fox -such.- time as ft thinks fit 'the delivery of any umaddressed (packets

{11) Any unad<d!ressed packet -which is mot delivered ma^ be dealt with or disposed of as the (Post Office may 'think fit

(12) The (Post Office may provide as postal facilities in relation to unaddressed packets such incideoi'lail (services as it may
consider expedient, and (the fees for any service so provided shall be such as the Post (Office may fix either gener-
ally or in any particular case, and shall be paid in such manner as 'the Post Office shall require.

(13) <a) For the purpose Kxf the definition of " inland" in paragraph 3(1), an unaddressed packet shall be deemed to be
addressed ito a place (within the area in which tit is to be delivered'.

(b) Paragraphs <12(3), 116, $7, 42, 43 -and 47 shall not .apply to unaddressed packets.

Same day packets

26.—(1) A same tijay (packet which, is required! to be delivered *the isame day stoaQ.bear die word " Sjpeed|post" or other •such
word or (words, and1 such Bines or marks, as >the Post Office may require.

(2) Such packet may toe (posted1:
(a) by [being (handed in at a Post (Office in the same day packet delivery area to an officer on duty at .the counter,

or
<b) (in circumstances in which ithe Post Office permits (that; mode or posting) !by /being handed' ito an officer of 'the

Post Office for -the time being authorised <to receive .such same d£y packets -otherwise than at ja (Post Office, and
(c) between such times as ithe Post Office may from time to ante determine.

(3) The service may (be (provided by ithe Post (Office at isuch, times,, during such period's, and1 at such posit offices
as it may from (time to 'tame consider expedient. Without prejudice to 'the generality of the forgoing no same day
packet wiU be 'accepted (for transmission on a Saturday, (Sunday or (public holiday.

(4)Every same day packet, shall be packed in such a ma inner as in -the opinion of the Post Office -is calculated >to
preserve the contents from 'loss or damage in ijhe post and to prevent any tampering with its contents.

(5) The facility of redirection by the Post Office (item 10 of Schedule 3 off die Sfeheme) slhail not iapply to same
day packets.

PART V

POSTAL FACILITIES
General
27.—(1) There shall fee charged and! paid for the postal facilities. specified in the first column of (Schedule <3 tihe charges

.specified or (referred to in. .the second column of 'the said Schedule, and .the said facilities shall be subject ito the
^conditions and provisions contained in the body of this Scheme.

<2) The postal facilities referred to in this Part of this Scjheme and in Schedules1 3 and <4 may be provided1 'by the
Post Office at such (times, during such periods, and iat such (post offices, in .such circumstances, aiad on such con-
ditions (not being inconsistent with the provisions of 'this iScheine) as the Post Office may from time to time consider
expedient.

Express delivery
28.—(1) There shafll 4x5 charged arid paid for -the conveyance of an express packet conveyed in 'tihe ma-oner specified in

Column (1 of Schedule" 4 fees at the rates specified in Columns 2 and! 4 of that Schedule. The facilities shall
be subject .to the limit's of size and weight of the postal [packets wraveyed (referred to in Column 3 of that Schedule,
ito die (provisions specified in Column' 4 thereof and to die (furtiher' provisions contained in- ithe body of this Scheme.
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(2) An express ipscket (other than a ,packet to be conveyed (by (Special messenger to an office of collection! for trans-
mission by ordinary (post through ithe (remainder of its oour.se in -die post) shall bear ithe word " Express " or such

aaid such lines or (marks, as the Post .Office may require.

(3) An express packet to be conveyed by special messenger throughout the whole of j!ts /course in the posit shall be
posted:
(a) by toeing bandied in at a post office which 'i-s an iex press (delivery office to an officer on duty at the counter, /or
(b) (in circumstances in which the Post .'Office (permits that anode of (posting) (by being handed to an officer of the

Post Office for the time being authorised to receive such express packets otherwise ithan at a post office.

(4) The sender or addressee of an express (packet may requite ithe messenger who delivers the packet to aticept for
conveyance an express (packet tby way of reply or further (service. There shall ibe charged and paidi do respect
of the last mentioned (packet the charges specified in (Schedule 4.

(5) The (Post /Office may forward a packet as jan, express packet although tfhe full postage and! fees chargeable .thereon
acre mot prepaid, and if ithe addressee refuses to pay the amount payable in respect tof ithe deficiency, it shall [be
(paid by the -sender,. In iqo ca-se "shall the Post Office (be (bound to deliver any express packet mot fully (prepaid!
unless the addressee pays ithe [amount {payable thereon.

<6 Subject to .the provisions of this Scheme 'as to express delivery, all express packets 'shall foe forwarded, conveyed!,
and delivered in all (respects subject to the provisions of the enactments and Schemes din force for "the tame being
in relation to inland postal packets, so far as the same are applicable.

Railex iservice

29. — (1) A letter intended to be ifcrammilted rby grailex •service shall be posited by Ibeing franded ito an officer of the Post
Office on duty at ithe counter at a (posit office which is an express delivery office.

(2 A letter shall inot be posted! for transmission fby a itailex -service :
(a) sts a (registered! Costal (packet, or
<jb- if it .contai'ns coin or jewellery.

(3) No postal packet other than a letter may be transmitted by railex service.

(4) The delivery of ai letter transmitted by a railex service to <the addressee from the (railway station to (Which it
was (conveyed Ihy 'railway will be by special messenger meeting .the "train if, (but only (if, it arrives at ithat station
at a time when a fnejssenger is- on duty.

Business reply packets and {postage forward! parcels

30. — (1) A person prho proposes .to invite others 'to (post business .reply packets to him or 'to his agent tqay (apply tJo the
Post Office for a licence authorising the posting of business reply packets to an address of Hie applicant or of his
agent specified therein ((being an- address (within the British postal area) without prepayment of postage, 'and the
provision by *he (applicant and the use for that purpose of 'die (necessary cards,, folders, letter cards, envelope's
or labels.

(2) A [person who (proposes -to invite others to post .postage (forward parcel's to ham or to Tiis agent may apply to the
Post Office for a licence authorising ithe (posting of postage forward parcels to an address of the applicant or of
his agent specified therein (being an address within the British postal area) without prepayment of postage, and the
provision by the applicant and 'the use for (that purpose of the inecessary wrappers, containers or labels*

(3) A licence conferring such authority as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) or im sub^patiagraph (2) (including
a 'licence granted! before the day on which this Scheme comes into operation and in force on. that day) is herein-
after referred to as a " Business Reply Licence " or as a " Postage Forward Parcel Licence " as the case may be,
and the person on whose application any .such licence was granted is hereinafter .referred to in relation to Ithat
licence as " the licensee ".

(4) A Business Reply 'Licence or a Postage Forward Parcel Licence may specify more than one address) of the licensee
or of his agent to which business reply packets or (as 'the case may be) postage forward1 parcels may be posted
{Jbeing in each case an address within the British postal area), and other such addresses may be added to any
llkence firom time to time on 'the application of the .licensee.

(5) Every Business Reply Licence or a Postage (Forward Parcel Licence granted pursuant to an application made under
subHparagraph (1) or sub-paragraph (2) shall be granted so on and subject to :
(a) a condition that the licensee shall make provision '(by way of deposit and other payments in advance) at such

times, in such manner, and to such extent as the 'Post 'Office shall think fit with respect to 'the payment of
postage payable by him on postal packets posted by authority of ithe Post Office without prepayment of postage
to him or to his agent ;

(jb)sudi other terms and conditions (including conditions as to revocation and variation) as the Post Office may
think fit.

(6) Subject as may be provided' in the relevant (Business Reply Licence or Postage Forward! Parcel Licence, no card,
folder, letter card, envelope or label, or (as the case may be) wrapper, container or label shall be made available by
the licensee for use by any person, as or with a business reply packet or postage forward parcel (or, 'being a label,
shall be incorporated in an advertisement published iby or for the licensee) unless :

(a) it has printed theneon in such .position and manner as have been1 approved by the 'Post 'Office special distinguish-
ing characters allocated1 for the purpose by the Posit Office and an address specified in the relevant licence ;

(b) it meets ithe prescribed' specifications and is similar in all respects <to a specimen thereof which has 'been sub-
mitted to and approved by the Post Office.

(7) Postage charged and payable under this Scheme on (business reply packets or postage forward parcels .shall be
paid:

(a) by the licensee in respect of a Business Reply Licence, on all such packets which are posted! in accordance with
that licence without prepayment of postage and are received by him or by his agent ;

<jb)by the licensee in respect of a Postage Forward Parcel Licence, on all such parcels which are posted in accord-
ance with that licence without prepayment of postage and are received by him or by his agent.
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(8) Subject -as provided in subiparagraph (9) ithere shall be charged and paid by the licensee in respect of every year or
part of a year in which each such licence (whether it be a Business Reply Licence or a Postage Forward Parcel Licence)
is in force an annual fee of £15 for each address specified therein to which such packets or •parcel's (as the case
onay be) may toe posted. The fee shall toe paid (in respect of the first year) toy the applicant for the licence before
it is gran-ted, and shall toe due and payable on every anniversary of .the day when it was granted {or 'the day on
which jit was deemed to have ibeen granted by virtue of any provision of a scheme revoked toy this Scheme) on
which it remains in force (hereinafter referred to i<n relation to such a licence as " a relevant anniversary "). In the
case of a licence ©ranted1 before the day on which this (Scheme comes into operation, -die first annual fee under this
paragraph shall toe due and! payable on uhe relevant .anniversary falling on> or next after (that day, without prejudice
to the right of the 'Post Office to recover from the licensee the amount of any fee due or payable before that day
under any provision of a scheme revoked by (this Scheme which remains unpaid.

(9) If and' whenever an address is added to a licence do /accordance with sub-paragraph (4) then' (unless* the addition
is to -take effect on a relevant anniversary) there sha! toe charged and payable by the licensee for that address when
the addition is made a rateable proportion of the annual fee of £15 in respect of so much as remains unexpked of
the year ending imme'diatefly before the next irelevanl! anniversary.

(10) On the surrender toy the Licensee or .revocation by the Post Office of a Business Reply (Licence or a Postage Forward
Parcel (Licence, the Post Office, if it thinks fit, may (refund >to the licensee such (proportion as it thinks fust of the
annual fee paid in (respect of the year in which the surrender or revocation takes effect, or may appropriate thai
proportion of the fee in or towards payment of any postage which is or may (become due .and payable toy the licensee
in respect of business reply packets or postage forward parcels (as the case may toe) (posted to the 'licensee or (his
agent

FiTeepost 'licences

31.—(1) A person who proposes to invite others to post freejpost packets :to him or to his agent may apply to the Post
Office for a licence authorising the posting of free post packets to an address of the applicant, or of his agent,
specified therein [(being an address within the British postal area) (without .prepayment of postage. Such a licence
•may specify more than one address to which freepost packets taay toe posted.

(2) In relation to each address so specified, such a licence shall specify also the terms in which 'freepost packets posted!
thereto are to toe addressed, and) such terms) (which may state the address in an abbreviated form with or without
words, characters and' symbols used as codes) shall include the word " FREEPOST " (in capital letters) and such
•special distinguishing characters (if any) as the Post Office may allocate.

(3) A 'licence authorising the posting of freepost packets granted by the Post Office (including such a licence granted
ibefore the day on which this Scheme comes into operation and in force on 'that day) is hereinafter -referred1 to as a
" Ereepost Licence", the .person on whose application such a licence was granted is hereinafter referred 'to in
relation to -the licence as the "'licensee", and references herein to the "authorised terms" in relation to an
address specified in such a licence are references to the terms therein specified in which freepost packets posted to
that address are to toe addressed.

(4) Every advertisement, notice, letter or other communication published;, displayed^ broadcast, issued, given, sent or
made toy, for or with the authority of the licensee which includes an invitation to post freepost packets to an
address of the licensee or his agent specified in 'the licence shall state (that address precisely in the authorised terms
and in) the manner and order in which such terms are specified in the licence.

(5) No letter may 'be (posted) as a freepost paicket without prepayment! of postage which is not addressed to an address
specified in <a Ereepost Licence in the authorised terms.

(6) Every letter .posted as a freepost packet without (prepayment of postage shall toe transmitted! and delivered as a
second class letter.

(7) Postage charged! and) payable under this Scheme on freepost packets shall toe paid toy (the licensee in respect of a.
Freepost Licence on all <such packets which are posted jn accordance with that licence without prepayment of
postage and are received by him or toy his agent

(8) Every Freepost Licence granted pursuant to an application made .under sub-paragraph 1(1) shall be so granted on
and subject to:

(a) a condition that the licensee shall make provision (by way of deposit and' other payments in advance) at such
times, in such manner and1 to such extent as 'the Post Office shall! think fit with respect to 'the payment of
postage payable toy him under sob-paragraph (7) 'and that if landl so long as the 'licensee is also die licensee
wiith respect to a (British Reply Licence, such provision shall (if -the Post Office thinks fit) toe combined! with
rhe [provision made by the licensee with respect to the payment of postage on business reply packets;

(b) such other perms and conditions (including conditions as to revocation and1 (variation) as the Post Office thinks
fit.

(9) Subject as provided1 in sub-paragraphs <10), (lil) and (12), -there shall be charged and! paid toy the licensee in respect
of every year or (part of a year in which a Freepost Licence is in force an annual fee of £15 for each address
specified therein to which freepost packets may be pos;ted; and, subject as aforesaid, such fee shall be paid -(in respect
of ithe first year) toy the applicant for the licence toeaore the licence is granted, and shall toe due aind .payable on
every anniversary of the day when it was granted on which it remains in force (hereinafter referred 'to in relation
to isuchi a licence as a *' relevant anniversary ").

(10) If the applicant for ai iFreepost Licence 'is the licensee in respect of a 'Business Reply 'Licence:
(a) there shall be charged and payable by him 'before the Freepoat Licence is granted, instead! of /the full annual

fee in respect of the first year thereof, a rateable proportion of 'the annual fee of £15 for each address specified
therein in respect of the period commencing with the day om which it is to come into effect and ending im-
mediately before the next anniversairy of the day when the Business Reply Licence was granted;

(to) the full annual fee payable under sub-para-graph (9) shall be due and payable on that and on each subsequent
anniversary of -the day when the Business Repy Licence was (granted (if the IFreepost Licence then remains in
force); and every such anniversary (but not such an anniversary as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (9) shall
toe a relevant anniversary in relation to the Freepost Licence for ,the purposes of this paragraph.

(11) if and! whenever on the application of the licensee there is added to a Freepost Licence an address of the 'licensee
or his agent to which freepost packets may be .posted, then (unless -the addition is to take effect on a relevant
anniversary) there shall be charged and payable by -the licensee for that address (When the addition is made a
rateable (proportion of the annual fee >of £15 in respect of so much as remains unexpired of the year ending im-
mediately before the -next relevant anniversary.
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(12) For the purposes of the application of sub-paragraphs (9), (10) and '(11) in relation to a Freepost jLiceo.ee granted
'before the day on which .this Scheme comes into openatiom and in (force on that day:
(a) if when that Freepost Licence was granted the licensee was the licensee in respect of a Business Reply Licence,

every (anniversary of the day when the Business Reply Licence was granted: on which the 'Freejpost Licence
remains in force •shall be a relevant aianiversary;

<ib) in every other case, every anniversary of the day when that Freepo&t Licence was granted and on which it
remains in- force shall be a (relevant anniversary;

and the first annual fee under •those 'sub-paragraphs shall toe due and payable on the relevant anniversary falling
on or next after the day on which this Scheme comes into operation, without prejudice to the right of the Post
Office ito (recover from the licensee the amount of any fee due and [payable before that day .under aiuy provision of
a scheme revoked1 .by this Scheme which remains unpaid.

{'13) On the surrender by 'the licensee or revocation; by the 'Post 'Office of a iFreepost Licence, the Post 'Office, if it thinks
fit, imay refund to the licensee such proportion as / it thinks just of ,the annual fee paid in respect of the year in
which the (surrender or -revocation takes effect, or "may appropriate the whole or any part of that proportion of
•the fee in or towards payment of any postage which is or may become dtoe and payable by the licensee in respect
of freepost .packets or business reply packets (posted to 'the licensee or to his agent.

Redirection iby -the pmblic

32.—(!) Any .postal packet (other than a business reply packet, a 'freepost packet ,a same day packet or a postage forward
parcel) way 'be redirected from its original address, <or any substituted address,, to the same addressee at any other
address' to the British postal area,, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland.

(2) Any postal packet (other than a parcel) so redirected on the day of its delivery at the address from which it is
redirected, or on> the day next following '(Sundays, Christmas Day, New Year's Day, Good Friday, and1 public holi-
days being disregarded for this purpose), shall be transmitted toy post to the new 'address free of any additional
charge or [postage in respect of such transmission:

Provided that this sub-paragraph shall not apply if (before redirection the packet 'hast been opened, or altered
otherwise than by the substitution of a oew address, or if the name of 'the addressee 'has |beenT obscured) by any
adhesive label used to indicate the new address.

(3)'Subject to su|b-paragraph (2), there shall be charged on each •redirection of a •postal packet, and (if not previously
paid) paid' toy the addressee on -the delivery of the packet at the new address, additional postage of an amount
equal to that which would be charged and prepayable thereon if, instead of 'being redirected, it were posted anew
to that address (otherwise thani as a registered postal packet or a recorded delivery packet), together with the follow-
ing fee where applicable—
(ft) in the case off a. registered postal packet, a fee equal to the minimum registration fee;
(to) in the case of a> 'recorded delivery packet redirected to an address ib >the (British .postal area, the Channel

Islands or the Isle of Man, a f ee of 9p:

Provided that '(without prejudice to 'the general provision for remission under paragraph 5) in the case of a
parcel redirected on the day of its delivery at the address from which it is redirected or on the day next follow-
ing (Sundays,, (Christmas 'Day, New Year's Day, Good 'Friday, 'and public holidays being disregarded for this
purpose), .the Post Office may remit such additional postage if the parcel is redirected to an, address served frorn
the 'same delivery area.

(4) (a) A second class letter which is redirected! iamd to which suib-paragraph <2) applies may be withheld from despatch
or delivery until 'any subsequent despatch or delivery.

(b) Any letter which is redirected and to (which sub-paragraph (3) .applies . 'may 'be withheld from despath or
delivery until any subsequent despatch or delivery, unless (before it is redirected there is paid the additional post-
age mentioned in that sub-paqagraph at the rate specified in or fixed under (Schedule I appropriate for its trans-
mission as a> (first class letter, together with any fee chargeable under the said sub-paragraph.

Evasion of postage by redirection
33.—(1) In any case where the Post Office considers that a packet, purporting to be redirected, has been posted as a re-

directed packet with a view to evading the payment of any postage chargeable upon such packet, it may, before
the delivery' of such packet, require the addressee i(who shall furnish proof of identity to the satisfaction of the
Post Office) to sign a receipt for the same.

(2) Any redirected packet which appears to have 'been opened (before being redirected, and any packet which purports
to be reddrecJted, but which appears to have been treated in a manner designed ito evade the payment of any
postage chargeable 'thereon shall be dealt with and charged as an) unpaid packet of the same description) or other-
wise dealt with as the Post Office may think fit.

Poste restante
34. The following provisions shall apply to postal packets addressed to a post office to be called for:

(a) 'Except as 'the Post Office may otherwise decide, the service is provided only for the convenience of travellers.
(b) The address of such packets shall include the words " To (be called for " or " Pos-te Restante ".
(<c).Such packets shall not be addressed to an addressee designated by a ficticious name, or by initials only, or by a

'forename (without a surname.
(d) The Post Office may refuse to deliver any such packet to a caller unless it is satisfied of the caller's identity.
(e) Such packets shall not be (retained at the post office for delivery to the caller for more than 14 days, unless the

Post Office shall otherwise decide in relation to any particular packet or class or description of packets.
•(f) The Post Office may refuse or cease to retain for delivery to the caller any such packet the retention

of which {would in its opinion involve an abuse of the service, or which contravenes sutMparagraphs i(b) or (c),
or which is addressed to a post office at which the service is not available.

(g) The siender may add to the address of any such packet a request that the (packet may, if not called for within
'the time specified in the request, be returned to the sender or some person designated by him; and (subject to
sub-paragraph (e) at the expiration of such time the packet shall toe 'returned as specified in the request.

Oh) The provisions of this Scheme as to the return, or treatment of, undeliverable postal packets shall apply to any
such packet which the Post Office refuses or ceases to (retain for delivery to 'the caller.

Rebate postings of 'second class letters :

35.—(1) The Post 'Office may accept consignments of second' class letters for itranismission by post as rebate postings under
this paragraph.
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(2) A rebate posting shal consist of a consignment of not less than 4,251 second class letters all sent toy the same
sender, each (except where, and so far as, the Post Office otherwise allows) -being such as ito be chargeable with
•the same amount of postage and being identical with 'the others in size and shape.

(3) The manse and ad'diress of the sender shall appear legibly on the outside of all tetters intended for transmission, by
post under this paragraph where the (sender wishes the letter to Ibe retuuned to him as provided in paragraph 16(2).

(4) Unless tthe Post Office in any particular case otherwise allows in writing, & person who proposes to make a rebate
posting shall .make application .therefor to the Post Office on a prescribed postal form at least 24 hours before
the time at which the (wishes -to make the posting.

(5) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 27(2) (and subject to sub-paragraph (8) of this paragraph), ttoe
sender shall (comply wiith such conditions as the Post Office may consider appropriate in the particular case as to:
(a) 'the manper in which the postage on rhe individual letters comprised kt ithe rebate posting is to be paid;
(b) the sorting and assembly of the individual letters by ithe sender into .groups, so 'that all the letters contained in

any one group are letters addressed to places in the same county, city or town, or in the same postal or other
district or area (as such conditions may require), and so that the address sides of all the outer covers in the
group face in the same direction;

(c)the manner, time, day, and office at which .the rebate posting is to be delivered to .the Post Office for transmis-
sion ;

(d) any incidental or supplemental matters for which the (Post Office may consider it expedient to provide;
and any such conditions as -to the matters referred to hi <c) of this sub-paragraph may require the groups of letters
to be divided into separate and secured bundles to be delivered ito the Post Office at different .times or on different
days.

(6) Where the Post Office has accepted' a consignment of letters as a -rebate posting for transmission under this para-
graph, and !the sender has complied with all the conditions falling to be complied with under sub-paragraph (5)
the 'Post Office shall refund ito the sender (or allow him in account) a rebate or part of the aggregate amount
of the <postage charged on those letters, .the amount of such rebate in any case being the amount specified in the
following Table which is appropriate to the number of letters in the consignment:

TABLE
Number of letters within fofltivftng limtos: Rebate

Minimum Maximum Amount eqiifd <o:
4,251 — 4,999 the postage on the excess over 4,250 letters
5,000 — 23,529 15 per cent of ithe total postage

23,530 — 24,999 the postage on the excess over 20,000 letters
25,000 — 96,875 20 .per cent of the total postage
96,876 — 99,999 the postage on the excess over 77,500 tetters

100,000 — 241,935 22£ per cent, of the itotal postage
241,936 — 249,999 the postage on ithe excess over 187,500 letters
250,000 — 933,333 25 per cent, of .the total postage
933,334 — 999.999 die postage on the excess over 700,000 letters

One million or 'more letters 30 per cent, of the total postage

(7) In the table in sub-paragraph (6) the expression " the postage on the excess over " followed by a statement of a
oumber of letters means that proportion of the aggregate amount of the postage paid on all the letters in the con-
signment which the difference between the total number of letters in the consignment and1 the stated number of
letters bears to such total number; and " the total postage " means that aggregate amount of postage.

(8) Where the Post Office has accepted a consignment of letters as a •rebate posting for 'transmission under this para-
graph and the sender has failed to comply (or to comply completely) with such of the conditions applicable under
sub-paragraph <5) as relate to the sorting and assembly of the individual letters, (but has complied in all respects
with every other condition so applicable, ithe Post Office may, if it thinks fit, refund to the sender (or allow him in
account) am amount equal to such proportion (not exceeding 50%) as it (thinks just of the amount of (the rebate to
which he would have been entitled under sub-para.graph (6) had all the conditions so applicable been fidly com-
plied with.

(9) The Post 'Office may defer .to such time as it thinks expedient the despatch or delivery of letters accepted for
transmission as a rebate posting under this paragraph.

Transmission of (postal packets in bulk
36.—(l)The (Post Office may make arrangements with any senders) of unregistered postal packets (other, than cash on

delivery packets) for their acceptance and transmission jas bulk postings under this paragraph and such arrange-
ments shall have effect for the purposes of this paragraph at .such .times and during such periods as the Post Office
may from time to time consider expedient.

(2) The senders of packets under, this paragraph shall comply iwith such conditions as the Post Office may consider
appropriate either generally or in die particular case and paragraph 23(1) shall ncitj apply to any such packets which
are parcels.

(3) There shall Ibe charged and paid on packets accepted for transmission under this paragraph postage at such rates
as the Post Office may fix; and different rates may be fixed for different circumstances.

(4) Postage on packets accepted1 for transmission under this .paragraph shall be paid' and denoted in such manner and
at S'tich time as the Post Office may require or permit and paragraph 12(3) shall not apply to such packets.

(5) The provisions of paragraphs 28, 29 and 43 shall not apply -to any packet transmitted under diis paragraph.

PART VI

SRBGISTRiATION
Registration

37,.—<1) .Subject to the provisions of this Scheme, any postal packet other than a second) class letter, a same day packet or
a parcel may be registered.

(2) In addition to the postage charged and payable thereon, -there shall be charged and paid for the registration of any
such .postal packet the minimum registration fee or, if the sender so elects, one of the higher registration fees
specified in Column '1 of Pare I of .Schedule 5.
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Conditions as (to registered' packets
38.—(1) The conditions set out in Part II of Schedule 5 shall be complied with in relation -to a registered postal packet.

(2) For the purpose of section 30 of the '(Post Office Act 1969, the expression " sender " means the person on whose
'behalf the postal packet is iposited but does not include a. person at whose request the ardole or any of the articles
contained in the postal packet is sent by the first mentioned person 'by post.

Receipts for registered packets
39. On itihe delivery of a registered! postal packet the (recipient shall give a written receipt therefor in the prescribed form.

Where such a receipt is not obtained, ,the packet may nevertheless be delivered, or may be withheld' amd dealt with
or disposed of in such manner as the Post Office may think fit.

Ckmiipulisory •registration
40.^—(l)Iif any postal packet; (other itihain a parcel) having written or impressed on it (or on its envelope or cover) the

word " registered'";, or any other word,, phrase, or mark conveying the impression that the packet is registered! or
intended1 ito be registered, is found in .the posit or left at a. post office, and ithe packet has not (been registered!,
it .shall (be registered (whether or (not it is eligible fo>r registration trader paragraph 37(1)), and may be detained
for that purpose at any post office through which it passes.

(2) Where an unregistered postal packet (other ithan a parcel) is found .when in the -posit <tp contain:
(a) any uncrossed' postal order in which the name of the payee has not been inserted; or
(jh) any cheque or dividend warrant which is (uncrossed: and payable "to bearer; or
(c) any .bearer security (including a share warrant, scrip or subscription certificate, bond or relative coupon); or
(d) any bank note or currency note, being current in the (British postal area or elsewhere; or
(e) any unoibli'terated postage or 'revenue stamp available for current use in the British postal area or elsewhere

(except a revenue stamp embossed or 'impressed on an instrument which has ibeen executed) ; or
Of) any National Insurance or Savings stamp; or
(g) any coupon, voucher, token, card, snamp or similar document, exchangeable (singly or with any other such docu-

ments) for (money, goods or services ; or
(hi) coin or jewellery;
of a total value of £15 or over, the packet shall be (registered (whether or not it is eligible for {registration under
paragraph 37(1)), andl rntay 'be detained1 for that! purpose at 'any post office through which it passes. In this sub-
paragraph the expression "value", except in relation ito jewellery or in relation to coin of greater value than, its
face value, means face value.

(3) Any postal packet which is subject to compulsory registration {under sub-paragraph (1) or sub-paragraph (2) shall
be either forwarded to the addressee or tendered! ito the 'sender charged (in either case) with the minimum regis-
tration fee and, in the case of a second- ckiss letter, an additional sum equal to the difference between the amount
of the postage paid thereon and the amount of the postage which would have been payable if the letter had been
posted as a (first class letter. The amount (if any) of the postage which may have been prepaid in respect of any
packet other than a. second class letter in excess of the ordinary postage and, in the case of a recorded delivery
.packet, ihe fee of 9p paid thereon, shall be accepted in1 part payment, or, if sufficient, in payment, of such registra-
tion (fee. If the said excess amount (including the said fee (if any)) is greater than the minimum registration fee, the
packet shall! be forwarded or tendered as aforesaid charged with ithe highest registration fee which the said excess
amount covers;, and! .the said excess amount shall be accepted in payment of such last mentioned registration) fee.

(4) Where upon .tender of such a postal packet to the sendler, pursuant to subparagraph (3), the sender pays the changes
to which iit has 'become liable, the packet shall be forwarded .to the addresee.

(5)'Where upon tender of such postal packet to the addressee or .sender he refuses OF fails to pay the charges to which
the same has 'become liable the packet may be dealt with or disposed' of in such manner as the Posit Office may
think fit

Compensation for (registered packets
41.—(l)The maximum amount which shall he available for "ompensating persons aggrieved by the loss of or damage to

a registered .postal packet (including a packet which has been registered compulsorily under this (Scheme) and its
contents shall be ithe amount specified in Column 2 of Part I of Schedule 5 in relation to the amount of ithe
registration fee paid or charged in respect of the) packet.

(2) For the purpose of this paragraph any fee payable under paragraph 32 on 'redirection of the packet shall be dis-
regarded.

PART VII

COMPENSATION FEE PARCEL (SERVICE

42,-—(1) Where, on ithe posting of a parcel, a compensation fee of an amount 'Specified id Column 1 of Pant I of 'Schedule
6 (in addition to the postage {payable thereon) was paid by the sender (or such a fee was charged to him in respect
of the parcel pursuant to an arrangement for the grant of credit facilities), the Post Office: may, if satisfied that any
article of (pecuniary value enclosed in or forming part of that parcel has been lost or damaged whilst in the post
(but subject to and' in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph), pay such sum as it may think just
'by way of compensation for such loss or damage -to any person who. in its opinion, establishes a reasonable
claim thereto, whether as the sender or as the addressee of ithe parcel.

(2) The total amount of compensation which the Post pffice may pay under sub-paragraph (1) in. respect of any one
parcel and! its contents shall mot in any case exceed the sum specified! in Column 2 of Pant I of Schedule 6 as .the
{maximum amount of compensation in relation to the compensation fee paid (or charged) on ithe posting of the
parcel.

(3) Subject to sub-paragraph (2), the knaximum amount of compensation which the Post Office (may pay under sub-
paragraph (1) in respect of any article enclosed in or forming part of a parcel shall be such sum as, in its opinion,
represents:
(a) in a case where ithe Post Office is satisfied1 'that 'the article has been lost or 'rendered valueless in the posit,

the market value thereof (excluding the value of any message or communication) at the time of posting;
(b) in any other case, the amount by which such value has been diminished! by damage suffered in the post.

(4) No compensation may be paid under sulxparagraph i(l) for loss of, or damage ito, any such article as is described
in Part IIII of Schedule 6.
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compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any parcel or any of its contents unless the
I'ost (Office is satisfied that the condition's set out in Bart II of Schedule 6 have /been- complied with in the case
cf that parcel.

(6) Jn the case of a parcel which was redirected under paragraph 32 after delivery at ffihe address stated on the certificate
Obtained1 on the original posting thereof, no compensation may be paid -under sub-paragraph (1) for doss of, or
damage to, the parcel or any of its contents while in the post, unless the parcel was so 'redirected by -being posted

- anew and 'full postage (was prepaid on such reposting together with a further compensation fee, in which case
^•' compensation may be paid, subject to and in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this paragraph, for any

such loss or damage -which the Post Office is satisfied occurred while the parcel was in the post after such -re-
posting, <but so that the total amount payable in respect of the parcel and its contents shall not exceed the maxi-
mum amount appropriate to ithe further compensation fee paid!.

(7) No compensation may ibe paid under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any parcel or its contents if the parcel has
•been destroyed or otherwise dealt with or disposed of by -the Post Office pursuant to section 8(3) of the Act or
sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 7 or sub-paragraph (8) or (9) of paragraph 17, or sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph
33 of this 'Scheme.

(8) No compensation may be paid- in respect of any parcel or its contents 'Unless:
(a) a claim for such compensation is received from the sender or the addressee within, a period of twelve months

beginning with -the date on which the parcel was posted;
(b) the certificate obtained on .the posting of the parcel is produced and1 delivered! up to the Post Office if the Post

-Office so requires;
<c) in a case where loss of the parcel is claimed, and 'the Post Office so requires, a declaration Is made by the laddies-

see that the parcel was not delivered to him or to1 ithe address on that certificate;
(d) in a case where the parcel has been delivered and compensation is claimed for damage to all or any of its

contents or for loss or abstraction of all or any of its contents,, and the Post Office so requires, 'the following
things are produced for the Post Office's inspection, in the condition as nearly as possible in which they (were
when the parcel was delivered;
(i) where such damage is alleged, the cover of the parcel, the damaged article, its packing material, and any

container in which -the damaged article was enclosed;
<ii) where such loss or abstraction is alleged, the cover of me parcel.

<9) The Post Office may, if it thinks fit, refuse to accept payment of a compensation fee on the posting of any parcel.

PART VIII

RECORDED DELIVERY
Recorded delivery service

43.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Scheme, any unregistered postal packet other than a parcel may 'be sent toy the
recorded1 delivery service.

(2) There shall be changed and paid on each recorded delivery packet, iin addition to any postage and other charges
payable on such -packet, a fee of 9p.

(3) If an1 unregistered postal packet (other than a -parcel) to which is attached such a label as is mentioned in para-
graph 2 of Part II of Schedule 7 is found in the post or left at a post office, and the requirements of paragraphs
I, 2 and 3 of Part HI of Schedule 7 have not been complied with,, >the packet shall be either forwarded to the
addressee or .tendered to 'the sender charged (in either case) with the recorded delivery fee of 9p, but ithe amount
(if any) of the postage which may have been prepaid in respect of the packet in excess of the ordinary postage shall'
be accepted in part payment, or, if sufficient, in payment of such recorded delivery fee.

(4) Where upon tender of such a .postal packet to the sender pursuant K> sutHparagraph (3) the sender pays the
charges to which it has become liable the packet shall be forwarded to the addressee.

(5) Where upon tender of such a postal packet to the addressee or sender, he refuses or fails to pay the charges to which
it has 'become liable, the packet may be dealt with or disposed of in such manner as the Post Office thinks fit.

Conditions as to 'recorded delivery packets
44. The conditions set out in Part II of 'Schedule 7 shall be complied with in relation -to a recorded delivery packet.

Receipts for recorded delivery packets

45. On the delivery of a recorded delivery packet the (recipient shall give a written receipt therefor in the prescribed
form. Where such a -receipt is not obtained, -the packet may nevertheless Ibe delivered, or may be (withheld and
dealt with or disposed of in such manner as the Post 'Office may think fit.

Compensation for recorded delivery packets
46.—<•!) If any article of pecuniary value enclosed in, or forming part of, a recorded delivery packet fe lost or damaged

whilst -in the custody of lie Post Office, the Post Olce may pay to any person from whom a claim for compen-
sation is received, and who in the opinion of the Post Office establishes a reasonable claim to compensation whether
as the sender or addressee of the packet (having regard to the nature of the article, the care with which it was
packed, and other circumstances) such sum as it may think just.

(2) (a) The total amount of compensation which the Post Office may pay under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any
one packet and its contents shall not in any case exceed the sum specified in Column 2 of Pan I of -Schedule 7.

{b) Subject to paragraph 2(a), the maximum amount of compensation which the Post Office may pay under sub-
paragraph (1) in respect of any article enclosed in or forming part of a postal packet shall be such sum as, in its
opiinion represents:
(i) in a case where die Post Office is satisfied that toe article has (been lost or rendered valueless in the post

the market value thereof (excluding the value of any message or communication) at the time of posting ',
(ii)in any other case, the amount by which such value has been diminished by damage suffered in the post.

(3) No compensationi may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) for loss of, or damage so, any such article as is described
in Part IH of Sdiedule 7.

(4) No compensation may be paid in respect of any packet or its. contents unless a daim for such compensation is
received- from the sender or the addressee within a period of "twelve months beginning with the date on Iwhich
•The packet was posted.
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(5) No {compensation may be paid in respect of any •packet jar: its contents if the (packet ha* been destroyed or
otherwise dealt with or disposed! of by the Post Office pursuant to section 8(3) of the Act or sub-paragraph (l)(c)
or (3) of paragraph 16 or sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 33 of this iScheme.

(6) No compensaition may be paid in respect of any packet which 'has >beeni redirected! from its original addiress, or any
substittuted address, to the same addressee at any other address in ithe iRerjubiljc of Ireland.'

PART JX

iCOMPENiSATION FOR CERTAIN QTMER POSTAL PACKETS

Compensation for certain other pqsfflal packets
47.—(il) Where (the Post Office is •satisfied that any article of pecuniary value enclosed in, or forming part of, a postal

* packet other than a registered packet, a recorded delivery packet, a parcel to which Part VII applies, an umaddressed
packet, or a postal 'packet 'containing or consisting of' articles for the blind- or a registered newspaper, has been
•lost or 'damaged, whilst in the post, it may (but subject to and in accordance with the provisions of this para-
graph) pay such sum as it may think just by way of compensation for such loss or damage to any. person who,
•in its opinion, establishes a reasonable claim thereto, whether las the sender or as the addressee of ithe postal packet.

(2) The total amount of compensation which the Posit Office may pay under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any one
postal packet and its contents shall .not in> any case exceed £12.50.

(3) .Subject <to suib-paragiiaph (2), the maximum amount of compensation which (the Post Office; may pay under sub-
paragraph |(1) in respect of any article enclosed in or forming part of a postal packet shall be such sum as, in its
opinion; represents:
(a) in a case where ithe Post (Office as .satisfied! thlat the article has (been lost or Tendered! valueless in the post, the
• ' market value thereof (excluding the value of any message or communication) at the time of posting;
(b) in any other case, the amount !by which such value has been diminished toy damage suffered in the post.

(4) No compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (Jl) for loss of, or damage to, any such article as is described
in part II of Schedule !8.

(5) No compensation may be paid; under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any postal packet or any of its contents unless
•the Post' Office fe satisfied1 (that the conditions' set out in. Part I of Schedule 8 have /been complied with in the
case of that postal packet.

{6) In the case of a postal packet which /was redirected under paragraph 32 after delivery at the place to which it
was addressed, no compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) for loss of or damage to the postal packet
or any of its contents while in the post, unless the postal packet was so redirected by being posted anew and full
postage was prepaid on such reposting in which case compensation! may ibe paid subject to and in accordance
with this paragraph for such loss or damage which the (Pos-t 'Office is satisfied occurred while ithe postal packet
was'in the post after such reposting.

(7) No compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any postal packet or any of its contents' if .the
packet has 'been destroyed or otherwise dealt with or disposed of by the Post Office pursuant >to section 8(3) of the
Act, or sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 7, or sub-paragraphs (l)(c) or (2)(b) or (3) of paragraph \163 or sub-paragraphs
'(8.) or )(9) of paragraph: 17, or sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 33 of .this (Scheme.

(8)No compensation may be paid in respect of any postal packet or its contents, unless:
(a) a claim for such compensation! is received from 'the sender or the addressee within a period of (twelve months

beginning with the date on which the packet was posted;
<ib) a'certificate was obtained1 on the .posting of the packet and1 is produced land delivered up to the Post Office if

t he Post Office so requires; ' ' , - • • ' . . -
<c) in a: case where lo-ss of ithe packet is claimed, and the Post Office so requires, a declaration is made by tine

addressee that the packet (was not dielivered to him or to the address on that certificate;
(d) in a case where 'the packet has been delivered and compensation is claimed for damage to all or any of its con-
" itents or for loss or abstraction of all or any of its contents^ and the Post Office so requires, the following things

are produced for •die (Post Office's inspection, in the condition as nearly as possible 'in which they were when
•the packet was delivered:
(i) where such damage is alleged, .the cover of she packet, the damaged aiFticlei, its (packing material, and any
container in which the'damaged article was enclosed'j ' v* l

(ii) where such loss or abstraction is alleged, the cover of the packet.

PART X

CASH ON DBUMBRY
Fees and conditions> '-i'- '• i ' •'• • •-

to the postage aiqd other charges

(3) No 'trade charge exceeding £100 shall be collected under "fllis iScherne.

(4) The sender pf a cash on delivery packet shall fill up, as far as required, the prescriibed'-fonn {ins this Scheme referred
' itQ as""'the trade charge'fpinn "ji, and shall 'mark ithe p'acket iin'such lniiannier''an^iwth'isuch 'panticulairs as the PostOffice m a y require.. • ' • • " • " • • • ' • • . > • • . • • • > • • . ..-• .... • . . , . .

<S)The fee payable on- a dash on delivery packet shall be paid by the sender and. shall be indicated on the trade
charge form. * " :... . • .. .,

Delivery of cash on delivery packets
4?!.—<1)A casty ion, delivery packet shall «po,t be given up to the addressee, cjr opened at his irequest, .until -the trade

charge and any postage: orother charges.due thereon have been paid. ' r ' ' *

(2) Where the (trade charge on a cash on delivery packet exceeds £50 or ithe trade charge and the 'postage or other
charges due in respect of such packet exceed .that sura, the Post Office may give notice* to the addressee of the
arrival thereof'and-(before delivery is effected require die addressee |o_ pay ithe amount due withjia such period and
at such office" as may be. specified^ the notice. ' " ' '
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Payment of trade charge to -sender
50. The Post Office shall upon receiving the trade charge from the addressee remit the same to the sender of the packet,

or a person named by him to receive it, by means of a trade charge money order orn ithe trade charge form, or by
such other -means as the Post Office may -think fit. ' • '

Trade charge money orders—crossing
5'1.—(-1) A trade charge money ordier shall be crossed and marked " not negotiable ", and (except where the Post Office shall

otherwise direct) shall be paid only to a 'banker ' ' % " ' ••"

(2) The order may be crossed! either:
(a) generally iby the addition on its face of two parallel transverse lines, or
(b) specially toy (the addition on its face of the name of a"bank"er between the two parallel transverse lines, in which

case the order shall be deemed to be crossed to and shall be paid to that banker. ' ' '

(3) A ibanker to whom a> fade charge money order is crossed may 'again cross it -to another banker as his agent foxcollection. ' . . . . . . •, .... ... . . .

Trade charge money orders—payment to (bankers
52.—(l)The following rules shall apply to the payment of a -trade charge money order to a banker:

(1)A trade charge money order may be presented for payment by a 'banker at any office ait which payment of such
orders .presented1 by a (banker may •from 'time to ti me be. authorised by the Post Office.

(2) A trade charge money order which is presented for .paymenit by a banker to whom it has 'been delivered for
collection may be paid notwithstanding that the receipt thereon has not been' signed1 if it has the name of the
banker presenting it written or stamped' upon its face, {whether (by way 'of crossing or' otherwise) or 'bears a code
or device of ithat banker, being a code or device in terms and of a type, design and size1 and in a position approved
(by the Post Office.

Payment of out of date money orders
53. If a trade scharge money order is presented for payment after -the expiration of a .period of six months after the

last day of the month in which it (was issued, it shall not be paid until it has been referred to a post office for inquiry:
and it may be retained1 by the Post Office until such inquiry has'been completed and the (Post Office is satisfied that
it ought to be paid'.

PART XI

MISCEULANEOUS ANQ GENERAL
Jury summonses in Northern Ireland

54. The fee to be paid (over and above the postage) for the services to be performed by a postmaster in Northern
Ireland to whom a jury slmmons is taken in'pursuance of section 22 of the Juries Act (Ireland) 1871 shall be ip.

Variation of -route
55. Where any postal packet from its size, weight character, or condition is, in -the opinion of the Post Office, unfit for

transmission by the route by which such packet would ordinarily travel .in the (post, such packet may foe detained
and forwarded toy such other route as the Post Office may think fit.

Remission of postage
56. The Post Office may remit in whole or in part any postage or .other sums changeable -under this Scheme in such cases

or classes of case as it may determine.

PART XII

APPLICATION OF SCHEME TO PACKETS TO AND FROM
THE CHANNEL ISLANDS, THE ISLE OF 'MIAN OR TOE. (REPUBLIC OF IRiELAlN'D

Application generally ,
57. This part of this Scheme applies in relation only to .postal packets transmitted (or for transmission) between the

British postal area and' the Channel Islands, the Isle of'Man or the Republic of -Ireland.

•Services not available for packets to and front the Channel. Islands, the Isle of Man or .the Republic of Ireland
58. The service relating to express packets, ito so far as it provides fqr the conveyance of such a packet toy special mes-

senger throughout the whole of its course'in the post, and the railex service .shall not be available for packets posted
for .transmission between the British postal area and ithe Channel 'Islands, the Isle of Man- or the Republic of Ireland.

Services not available to and from the Republic of Ireland
59. 'No postal packet shall be transmitted between the British postal area and1 the Republic of Ireland as a business reply

(packet, a freeposit packet, a postage forward parcel, a cash on delivery packet, an unaddressed packet or a recorded
delivery packet

Services not available to and! from the Isle of Man
6(X No postal tpacket shall be transmitted between -the British postal area and the Isle of Man as a freepost packet, a

•postage forward parcel or an unaddressed packet.

No rebaite postings to the .Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the -Republic of Ireland
61. No letters addressed tq places in -the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or in the Republic of Ireland shall be posted

as, or inciude<i in, a consignment of letters'for ^ansinissaoit as a rebate posting'under paragraph 35.

Transmission of (business reply packets, fieepost -packets (but mot postage forward parcels) to and from (the Channel Islands
62.—(1) There may be posted in the British .postal area wi thout prepayment of postage to an address in, any pact of the

Channel Islands, any letter corresponding to a business reply packet, 'being such a letter as (under or -by virtue
of ;the" enactments,'orders' or ordinances for the time' being" in' force in that part /with respect to postal services)
might be posted ifo "that j>ait to tljat address wthout prepayment of postage.' -
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(2) Where, in accordance with the enactments, orders or ordinances for the itiine 'being in force in any part of the
• . Channel Islands with respect >tp postal services, a (business reply packet is posted in that part without prepay-

ment of postage to an address in the British postal area .specified in a Business Reply Licence, the 'licensee in
(respect of that licence shall pay on that packet, if it shall be received (by him or by 'his agent, the same amount
of postage as would have been charged and) payable thereon by him under this Scheme if <the packet 'had been
posted in 'the British postal area.

(3) Where, in accordance with the enactments, orders or ordinances for -the time being in force in any pant of (the
Channel Islands with respect to postal (services, a £r leepost packet is posted in that part without prepayment of
postage to an address in the British postal area sped fied in a Freepost Licence, the 'licensee iin respect of 'Chat
licence shall pay on that packet, if k shall be received by him or by his agent, the same amount of postage as
would have 'been charged! and' payable thereon toy b im under this (Scheme if the packet hadl been .posted) in the
British postal area.

<4) There may be posted in the British postal area with out pre-payment of postage to an address in the Bailiwick of
Guernsey any letter corresponding to a freepost packet, being isuoh a letter as> (under or |by virtue of the enactments,,
orders or ordinances for the time being in force in that Bailiwick with respect to postal services) might 'be posted
in that Bailiwick to that address without prepayment of postage.

(5) No postal packet shall be transmitted between -the British postal area and the Channel Islands as a postage forward
parcel.

Transmission of business reply packets (to and from the Isle of Man
63.—(1)There may be posted' in the British postal area, without prepayment.of postage to an address in the Isle of 'Man

any letter corresponding to a business reply packet, being such a letter as -(under or by virtue of the enactments,
orders or ordinances for the time being in force in the Isle of Man with respect to postal services) might be posted
in the Isle of Man ito that address without prepayment of postage.

(2) Where* in accordance with the enactments, orders or ordinances for 'the time 'being in force in the -Isle of Man
with respect to postal services, a 'business reply packet is posted in the Isle of Man without prepayment of postage
to an address in die British postal area specified in a 'Business Reply Licence, the licensee in respect of that licence
•shall pay on that packet, if it shall be received by him oar by Ms agent, the same amount of postage as would have
(been charged and payable thereon 'by him under this Scheme if the packet hadi been posted in the British postal
area.

Registered postal packets to and from the Channel Islands, 'the Isle of Man or 'the 'Republic of Ireland
64. The following modifications .shall have effect hi the application of this Scheme to registered postal plackets posted in

the British postal area for transmission to addresses in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Mam or the Republic of Ire-
land, and to such packets posted in those Islands or in that 'Republic for •transmission) ito addresses in that area,
that is to say:

(1) For paragraph 38 there shall be substituted the following paragraph:

" 38. The conditions set out in 'Fart II of Schedule '5 shall (be complied) with in relation to a registered postal
packet posted! in the British postal area for transmiss ion to an address in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Mam or
die 'Republic of Ireland."

(2) For paragraph 41 there shall be substituted1 'the following paragraph:

" 41.—(1) If any article of pecuniary value enclosed in,or forming part of, a registered postal packet (including a
registered parcel posted as such in the Republic of Ireland) be lost or damaged whilst in the cusitody of
the Post Office, the Post Office may pay to any person or persons who may, in the opinion of the Post
Office, establish a reasonable claim to compensation (having regard to the nature of the article, 'the
care with which it was packed, and other circumstances) such sum as die Post Office may think just:
Provided1 that die sum payable in respect of any one packet and its con-tents shall not exceed:
(a) in the case of a packet posted! in the British postal area, die (appropriate amount specified in Column

2 of Part I of Schedule 5, having regard to -the amount of the registration! fee paid;
(b) in die case of a packet posted in the Channel Islands, the (Isle of Man or die Republic of Ireland,

die maximum amount of compensation payable in respect of die packet and its contents (having
regard to die amount of die registration (fee paid) by or under die enactments, orders, ordinances
or regulations widi respect to postal services for die 'time being in force in the place of posting.

(2) The decision of (the (Post 'Office on all questions arising (between die Post (Office and aniy person claiming
payment in respect of die loss of or damage to any article enclosed in or forming part of a registered
•postal packet shall be final and conclusive."

No compensation for compulsorily registerafble packets to and from 'the Republic of Ireland

65. If any postal packet posited for transmission between -the British postal area and the Republic of (Ireland, 'being a
packet: which is subject to compulsory registration, was posted without registration no compensation shaM 'be paid
in respect of any loss of, or damage to, any article enclosed in, or forming pant of that packet.

Parcels on which compensation fee paid

66.- Where a compensation fee has been paid:
(a) in respect of a parcel posted' in die British .postal area for transmission to an address in the Channel Islands, die

Isle of Man or die Republic of Ireland); or
(b) in respect of a1 parcel posted in the Channel Islands or 'the Isle of Man for transmission to an address in die

British postal area;
the Post Office may pay compensation to die sender or to the addressee under and in accordance iwith paragraph 42
(but subject as therein provided) in respect of. any article 'of pecuniary value enclosed in or forming part of tihat parcel,
if satisfied that such auricle has 'been lost or damaged whilst in die post and) that no compensation has 'been or will be
paid, in die case of a parcel posted in the British postal area, by the postal administration for the place ito which it
was addressed, or in the case of a parcel posted in the Channel Islands or die Me of Man, by the postal administra-
tion for die place in which it was posted.

Compensation for certain postal packets to and from the Republic of Ireland

67. Where a postal packet for which compensation may be paid under Part IX of .this (Scheme has 'been posted in die
British postal area for 'transmission to an address in the Republic of Ireland,, the Post Office may pay compensation
to die sender or to die addressee under and in accordance with paragraph 47 (but subject as therein provided) in
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respect of any (article of pecuniary value enclosed in or forming part of that packet if satisfied that such article has
been lost or damaged -whilst in the custody of the Post 'Office or its agents and that <no compensation has been or will
be paid in the case of such packet 'by the postal administration of the Republic of Ireland. No compensation shall
be paid for the loss of or damage to any such packet as described in paragraph 47(1) which has been posted in the
'Republic of Ireland for transmission to am address in the British postal area.

Cash on delivery packets to and from the Channel Islands or ito and ifrom the Isle of Man

68. The following modifications shall have effect in the application of tihis Scheme to cash on delivery packets posted in
the British postal area and addressed to places in the Channel Islands or the Isle of Mian and to packets correspondS-
ing to such packets posted1 in, those Islands and addressed to places in ithat 'area, that is to say:

(1) For ithe definition of " cash om delivery packet" in paragraph 3(1!) there shall be substituted the following definition:
"' Cash on delivery packet' means a registered letter, a registered! newspaper or >» parcel with respect to which the
(sender has requested the Post Office or the Postal Administration, of any of the Channel Islands or :the Isle of Man
•to secure -the collection of a sum of money (ih this .Scheme referred' to as a • trade charge *) op his behalf from the
addressee of the packet as a condition of delivery, and has -paid the fee for the cash on delivery jservice: "

(2)For paragraph 5Q there shall be substituted the following paragraph:
" 50. The Post 'Office .shall upon 'receiving the trade charge frbdi ithe addressee remit the same to the sender of the
packet, or a person- named by him to receive it, by means' of a .trade charge money order or by such other means
as the 'Post Qffice may think fit."

Postage not prepaid1 or insufficiently prepaid

69. Where the postage payable on any postal packet (other 'than a parcel) transmitted between the 'British postal area
and the Channel Islands, die Isle of Man or the. (Republic of Ireland has not been, or has b'een insufficiently, prepaid!
by the sender, there shall be payable 'by the addressee on fflhe delivery of <che packet, 6r if the packet be refused or
cannot for any other reason be delivered, by .the' sender, an amount equal ito 'twice" the ainount of the postage, or as
the case may be, of the deficiency-

Customs regulations, (prepayment of duty and clearance of incoming packets

70.—(1) -Postal packets intended to be (transmitted by post between the British postal area and1 the Channel Island's, ithe
Isle of Manor the Republic of'Ireland shall not be postedi forwarded, conveyed or delivered except subject to such
regulations as are referred1 to in section 16 of the Act.

(2) Where the sender of a parcel addressed' to a place in the Channel Islands or in- (the Republic of Ireland desires
that the parcel should be delivered to the addressee free of all customs, duty and! other charges thereon;, the follow-
ing rules shall apply to the parcel:
(a)The sender shall mark oa the cover of the parcel the words "To be delivered free of charges ".
(b)The sender shall pay at the time of posting suda sum as the Post Office may* require as a deposit in respect

of .the customs duty and other charges which may "be due on the -parcel at the time of delivery,
(c) The sender shall sign a mtndertaking in the prescribed form to pay (to the Post Office on demand the amount

of the customs duty and the said other charges, less -the amount of the deposit paid.
(d)The Post Office shall furnish to the sender a certificate of posting bearing an acknowledgement that .the said

deposit has 'been paid,
(e) -if the deposit paid exceeds (the amount of the customs duty and the said other charges, the Post Office shall

•repay the balance to the sender ' ' '

(3) With respect to the clearance through customs of an incoming postal packet, the Post Office may. charge ithe follow-
ing fee:
(a)*-the fee of 27p 011 each incoming postal packet (other ithan a parcel) which is produced! to the proper officer

of Customs and!Excise;
(b) 'the fee of 27p on each incoming parcel;
and) any such fee $£ charged) shall be paid (by the addressee if the packet shall be delivered to him

(4) Payment of the sums or amounts referred to in sub-paragraph (2) may be denoted by means of impressions made
by postal franking machines ajs if such sums <pt amounts were postage pr fees payable under this 'Scheme.

Incoming packets in bond1

71.—(il)The >Ppst (Office may, on application toeing made in such manner as thfe Post Office may direct by the addressee
of any incoming postal packet in bond':
(a) make a< search (for the packet or providte any other service in order that it may, if possible, receive expedited

customs examination; or
(b) (permit -the addressee or his authorised agent, attending at the place where the packet is, to inspect the .packet; or
(c) re-address the packet to any person either within or outside the British postal area; or
(d) permit the addressee or his authorised agent, attending at the place where the .packet is, to re-address the

packet to any person, either within or outside the British postal'area; or
(e)'transfer the packet (if it is> a packet with (respect to which a customs notice has been sent to the addressee)

'frQtri the'appointed! place where the packet is io some other appointed place nominated by'the addressee.

(2) There shall be charged and' paid in respect of the facilities provided ifor in sub-paragraph (1):
(i) for each of the facilities mentioned in (a), (b), (c) and (e) of that sub-paragraph, the fee appropriate to $he

number of packets, comprised in the application, according to the scale of fees set out in. Columns 1 and 2
of the table following;

(ii)for the facility mentioned m l(d) of that sub-paragraph the fee appropriate jto the number of packets comprif»d
in the application, accp.rdiirjig to the scale of fees set out in Coliumns I and 3 of the table following:~
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Number of packets TABLE
Column 2 Column 3

Column 1 £ £
1 1.50 0.75
2 1.75 0.85
3 2.00 1.00
4 2.25 1.10
5 2.50 1.25
6 to 10 inclusive 3.00 1.50

11 to 20 inclusive 4.00 2.00
21 w> 90 inclusive 5.00 2.50
31 to 40 inclusive 6.00 3.00
41 to 50 inclusive 7.00 3.50

Every additional 25 or part thereof 1.50 0.75

(3) Any fee changed! under paragraph 70(3) on a packet which is re-addressed utnder sub-paragraph (1) shall be paid
<by the original addiressee.

(4) There •shall 'be charged and paid by the original addressee in respect of each packet which is re-addressed under
sub-paragraph <1) to an address outside the British postal area, the1 same postage and1 fees as would have been
payable thereon if it had been posted as a fresh packet for transmission to the new address.

(5) With respect to the clearance through customs of a pared or 'parcels stored in 'bond, the Post) Office may charge
a fee as follows:
(ai) Where a parcel or, parcels are stored for a period mot exceeding 28 days, the fee shall be £1.25 for each parcel,

except where (two or more parcels are posted simultapeously by a sender to the .same addressee, when .ths fee
shall be:

(i) Where there are not more than 5 parcels :
£1 for 'each parcel,

(ii) Where there are more than 5 parcels but mot more than 30:
£1 for each of the first 5 parcels and (then 60p for each additional parcel,

(iii) Where there are more than 30 parcels:
ifor the first 30 parcels the fee for each as in (ii) and them 35p for each additional parcel.

(b) Where a •paircel or parcels are stored for a period1 of imore than 28 days, the fee for each parcel shall be as in
(a) with an additional sum for each parcel calculated at the rate of 5p for each working day (or residual part
of such day) of storage after the first 28 days.

(6) The fees charged under sub-paragraph (5) with respect to each parcel (other than a parcel which is returned' ,tb
to its sender) shall be paid by the addressee if the parcel shall be delivered to 'him, or by ithe original addressee if
<he parcel shall be re-addressed m accordance with (o) or (d) of sub-paragraph 1(1).

(7) For the purposes of this paragraph j

(a) a parcel shall be deemed to be in bond when and so long as it is in the custody of the Post Office at a place
appointed by the Post Office and the Commissioners of Customs and Excise as a place for tous-toms examination j

(b) " appointed place " means a place so appointed for that purpose;
(c) a parcel shall (be deemed' to be stored in bond 'by the Post Office while it ate in an appointed place, if and so

long as:
(i) after a customs notice has been sent to the addressee with respect 'thereto, it is awaiting customs clearance,

or is waiting to be re-addressed in pursuance of an application in -that behalf under KC) or (d) of sub-para-
graph (1); or

(ii) being a parcel conveyed by air addressed to a registered trader iwith respect tot which the necessary docu-
ments for the purpose of making an entry or delivering ap account of the goods therein were not delivered
to 'the proper officer of Customs and Excise on or before its arrival at such place, it is awaiting customs
clearance, or is waiting to be re-addressed in pursuance of such an application;

and the period of such storage 'shall be deemed to have 'begun at the beginning of the day on which (the customs
notice was sent or, in the case of such la parcel as is mentioned in (ii) (above), at the beginning of the day
on which the parcel was brought into an appointed place, and that period shall be deemed to terminate at the end
the day on which customs clearance is granted, or, if later, (in the case of a parcel which was waiting to be re-addres-
sed m pursuance of such an application) at the end of the day om which the parcel is re-addressed: and in the
case of a parcel which has been transferred under (e) of sub-paragraph (1), the period of storage shall be deemed
to have continued unbroken, while it was in course of tra&sic to the nominated.! place;

(d)" customs notice " means a notice sent by an officer of (Customs and (Excise requiring entry to be madte of
goods contained in a pared in bond, or requiring an account of diem to be delivered;

(e)" registered trader" means a trader who is for the time (being registered with the Commissioners of Customs
and Excise under the Advance Documentation .Scheme; amd

(f) " working day " means a day on which the appointed place in which a parcel is stored is open for .public-business.

Postings in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Mae or the Republic of 'Ireland

72.—(1) This paragraph applies to oncoming postal packets addressed to (persons at 'addresses within the British postal
area which were posted in the Channel Islands, 'the Isle of Man or the Republic of Ireland by or on (behalf of
any one person resident or carrying on business in that .area, not being packets addressed to that person or to an
agent of ithat person.

(2) If within any period of 30 consecutive days (inclusive) the Post Office (receives more than 250 incoming postal
packets to which this paragraph applies, teeing packets posted 'by or on behalf of any one person-, all or any of
such packets so received1 within that period1 may, if the Post Office so determines, be either:
>(a) detained and' returned to .the country or place of origin, or (at the discretion of the Post Office);
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<jb) forwarded charged, in the case of each packet, with such amount of postage as the Post Office may in the particular
case determine (not exceeding *he amount of pps tage which would have 'been prepayable (thereon if it had been
originally posted' in 'the British .postal area (singly) as a first class letter); and if a packet shall be so forwarded,
the amount charged thereon shall .be payable on or before the delivery of the packet, and the Post Office may
withhold the packet from delivery until -such am oumt 'has been paid.

(3)Without prejudice to the application! of paragraph 3(6), in this .paragraph "person" includes any corporation or
unincorporated association of persons or partnership and " any one person " shall be construed accordingly; and
for <the purposes of this paragraph a postal packet (by whomsoever amdi wheresoever made up) shall be deemed
to -have been -posited- by or on behalf of a person, corporation, 'association or partnership if it was posted for
the purposes of that person, corporation, association or partnership.

PART XIII

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS
Transitional provisions

73.—(1) Any rate of .postage fixed by the Post Office under any of the .provisions of the schemes revoked by 'this Scheme
which is in force immediately before this Scheme comes into operation shall continue in •force as if it had been
fixed -under the corresponding provision of this Scheme until superseded by a rate of postage fixed) under that
provision.

(2) Where immediately before (this Scheme comes into operation a contimiuous service or facility /was 'being provided
under any of the provisions of the schemes revoked by 'this 'Scheme and was due to be provided' -for 'the residue
of a .period of time then current, such service or facility shall continue to be .provided under the corresponding
provision of this (Scheme until the expiration of that period as of that provision had (been in force (when the applica-
tion for the .service or facility for that period was made and any fee or charge paid 'in respect of that period
pursuant to the revoked provision had been paid pursuant to (the corresponding provision; and where immediately
on the expiration of that period the .service or facility is continued for a further period that further period shall
be deemed1 mot to be an initial period (for the 'purpose of determining the amount of any fee or charge payable
under this Scheme.

PART XIV

COMPLAINTS PANEL
Complaints .panel

74.—(il)The Post Office may make arrangements -whereby the sender or addressee of a postal packet, who has applied
to the vPost Office for compensation in respect of any article of pecuniary value enclosed1 in or forming part of chat
packet which he claims was lost or damaged in the post and who is dissatisfied with ithe way in which his application
has been dealt with by the 'Post Office, may submit a complaint to a complaints panel (the members of which are
not members, servants or agents of the Post Office) so that a .member of the panel may advise the Post Office on
the merits of the complaint and submit to the Post Office by way of advice a recommendation! either that a sum
of Jtnoney be paid to the complainant, by way of compensation for such loss or damage or that compensation be
refused. Aby such arrangements shall include 'the provisions set out in sub-paragraphs (2) to (6) of this para-
graph.

(2) Before recommending payment to a complainant of any sum by way of compensation in respect of a postal packet
or any of its contents, the member of the panel who deals With his complaint pursuant -to such axrangemeiacs shall
satisfy himself that:—
(a) the packet was of the description' claimed by the complainant and had been properly addressed and* duly posted

as claimed' land the complainant was either the sender or the addressee thereof; and
(b) k was not so posted pursuant so any contract with the Post '.Office; and
(c)the proper .postage and any other charge or fee payable was .prepaid (or accounted for under credit facilities)

amd all the .prohibitions, requirements and conditions required by this Scheme or by any enactment to be ob-
served or complied with in relation to uch a packet or to the posting 'thereof were oberved or complied: with in
the case of the packetj and

(d) every article in respect of which compensation is sought was enclosed tin or formed1 part of the .packet and
lost or damaged1 while in the post; and

1*5*̂  IT "

(e) either—
(i) provision is made by this Scheme whereby ithe Post Office may pay such compensation as it thinks just for

•the loss of or damage to the packet or .those contents, or
(ii) the packet being a* registered inland packet, the complainant is legally entitled' .to recover compensation

ifrom (the Post Office in relation, thereto under section 30 of the Post Office Act -1969 ; and
(f)-that sum does not exceed the amount which might be paid 'by the Post Office under amd in- accordance with

the relevant provision of this Scheme (referred 'to in sub-paragraph 2(e)(i)) or in the case of a registered inland
parcel, the amount which the complainant would be legally estided to recover from the Post Office by way of
compensation in respect of the packet or those contents ; and

(g) the application for compensation was made to the Post Office by the complainant within the appropriate time
'limit under this Scheme and no compensation was paid by the Post Office to any other person in respect of
the packet or its contents) before <the Post Office received the complainant's application.

(3) The panel's secretariat will require every complaint in respect of each postal packet which is the subject of his
complaint:—
(a) to complete and submit in such form as the secretariat thinks fit a full statement of the facts and grounds of

the complaint, and of the amount! of compensation sought;
(b) to pay a -fee—

of £1 where the amount of compensation sought does not exceed £10.
£5 where the amount of compensation sought exceeds £10 but does not exceed £50,

£10 where .the amount of compensation sought exceeds £50 ;
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but so that any fee will Ibe refundable :
(i>) in a pase Where the panel member has recommended payment of a sum by way of compensation to the com-

plainant in 'respect of -the packet or its contents and either no compensation! in. respect thereof had been
offered by the Post Office to the complainant before the submission of hi1* complaini: to the panel, or the
sum recommended exceeds in amount any sun? which tihe' Post Office (had informed the coiriplainant before
such submission that it was prepared to pay (ex gratia) in respect of the packet ;

(ii)in iany ca>se in which the panel member expressly 'recoininands pefuflldment ; '

(c)ito submit ail relevant evidence in the form of written statements, together with such of .the following as may
be relevant: the certificate of posting; in a case /Where' loss 'of the packet is alleged;, a declaration by the ad-
dressee that the packet was 'not delivered to him or 'to the address 'on -that certificate ; in a. case where loss
of the packet is alleged, the cover of the packet, the damaged article, its packing material and any container
in Which the damaged article was enclosed; in a case where loss or abstraction of any of -the contents is
alleged, the cover of the packet.

(4) A complainit relating to a registered inland postal .packet or the contents thereof shall not be dealt with (or
proceeded further with) pursuant to such arrangements if the panel's secretariat is notified that legal proceedings
under section 30 of the Post (Office Act 1969 in respect of alleged; loss or of damage .to the packet have been
commenced! by any person.

(5) A copy of (the recommendation of the panel member shall in every case be sent by post to the applicant
(6) Any such arrangements may provide for other procedural matters an dfor time limits withi nwhich any procedural

steps air-e td be '
(7) The (Post Office shall consider the recommendation of the panel member 'before reaching its final decision whether

compensation should be pai dto the applicant (and if .so, as to the amount (thereof) or refused'. Except in a case
where 'the recommendation relates to compensation for loss of or damage to a .registered inland packet (in which
case ifehe applicant might seek to recover compensatioin as of legal righft under section. 30 of tfae Post Office Apt
1969), suctf decision 'fey .the Posit Office shall be final add conclusive.

Paragraphs 5,11

Column 1
Description <otf
Postal P&kpt

1. Letter
(a) preferred
letter1

SCHEDULE 1

RATES OF POSTAGE AND 'LIMITS OF SIZE AND WEIGHT

(jb) any other
•letter

Column 2
Rates of Postage

(a) (i) For transmission as a
first class letter ... 9p

(ii) For transmission as a
second class letter ... Tip

Cb) (i) For transmission as Such
as first class letter me,
— Weight not ex- not
deeding 60g exceed-

Ipg'jOp,
as the
Post
Office
may fix

Weight exceeding 60g,
but .not exceeding
lOOg .........
Exceeding lOOg, but
not exceeding ISOg
Exceeding 150g, but

16p

20pnot exceeding 200g
Exceedlmg 200g, bvit
not exceeding '2$Pg 24p
Exceeding 2SOg, bull
•not exceeding 300g 28p
Exceeding 300g, but
not exceeding 350g 32p
Exceeding 350g, but
not exceeding 400g 36p
Exceeding 400g, but
noli: exceeding 450,g 40p
Exceeding 450g, but
not exceeding" 500g 44p
Exceeding SOOg, but
not exceeding 750g 6.7p
iExceeding 750g, but
not exceeding l,000g 87ip
Exceeding l,000g:
For the . first l,000g 87p
For each additional
250g or part thefeof 20p

Column 3
Limits of Size

(a) Rectangular and oblong
the. longer side being
at least i;4i4 times'' the
shorter

Max. 235mm
. Min. l40inm .

Column 4
Limits of Weight

(a) Not exceeding 60g

120mm
Min. 90mm

(b) Maximum:
Length 610mm

Width or depth 460mm
In .roll form:

Length pli
" meter'•!.'
Greatest d
' 9'OOnthl

(b) (i) No limits
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2. Current
•registered
newspapei

3. Articles fer ttiie
•Mind

4. Parcel:
(a) National

5; Business reply
{packet

6. Postage forward
parcel

7. -Freepoit f&eket

8. Same day .packet

(ii) For transmission as Such
a second class leter rate,
—Weight, not ex- not
ceeding 60g exceed-

i-ng Sp,
as the
Post
Office
taay fix

Exceeding 60g, but
•not exceeding lOOg 9$p
Exceeding lOOg, .but
not exceeding ISOg 12p
Exceeding 150fc but
not: exceeding 200g ISp
Exceeding 200s, but
not exceeding 250g 18|p
Exceeding 250g, but
not exceeding 300g 22p
Exceeding SOOg, tout

exceeding 350g 25$p
iing 350& tout

not exceeding 400g 29p
Exceeding 400g, But
idiot exceeding 4SOg 32^p
•Exceeding 450g, but
not exceeding SOOg 36p
Exceeding SOOg, but
not exceeding 7SOg 54p

Weight hot exceeding.

(i£) Not exceeding 7SOg

Tip
Exceeding 60g:
The rate specified in
item l(bXii) which is
appropriate to its
weight

No Sate specified

Weight not exceed-
ing 1kg
Exceding 1kg but not
exceeding 2kg
Exceeding 2kg but not
exceeding 3kg
Exceeding 3kg but not
exte'edijn.g _4^ . ...
Excedipg 4kg 'biit not
exceeding 5,kgr... •••
Exceeding 5kg biit hot
exceeding î.kg
Exceeding 6kg ibiit hot
exceeding 7kg,
Exceeding ^kg but hot
,exceedi;ng 18kg _ t .i. £1.5i
Exceeding 8kg toiit not
exceeding S^cg,
Exceeding §kg but hot
exceeding lOkg

THe appropriate rate
i n paragraph (a )
minus lOp for parcels
not exceeding 3kg,
minus lip fqt pdf'qeis
exceedirig 3kg \$\ti
•not exceeding ibkg

66p

86p

£1.06

£1.16

£1.26 >

£L46

£1.56

appropnate rate
in kem i pliis ip

The appropriate rate
in item 4 plus 6p

The" appropriate rat6
in i"tem 1 (for •trans-
mission as a second
class letter) plus ip

Weight not exceeding
IQOg .. 60p
Exceeding lOOg' but
hot exceeding 1kg £1.00
Exceeding 1kg tout
not exceeding 2kg £1^5
Exceeding .2kg jydt . f ,.,
hot exceeding 10kg £1.75

As lor ifem l(b) Nbl elceeddfig 750g

f® fof ifcSrh 1(B)

Greatest length 1,070m

Greatest length and girth
combined 2m (the ginb to
toe . measured found the
thickest part)

Not exceeding 7kg

Not exceeding 10kg

As for item l(a) or (b), as&&&#&&
As for iteria 4

-As for itetii l(a) or (b), as
appropriate

As for item 4

As for item l(a) or (b), as
appropriate

Asfofiteih'4 '

As for item l(a) or
appropriate

As tor item 4
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SCHEDULE 7.
Paragraph 12(6)

POSTAL FRANKING MAQHiliNIES
Interpretation

1. (En this Schedule, except so far as the contrary is provided or the context otherwise requires, the following expressions
have the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them:
"control card" 'means a card supplied 'by the Post Office and designed to show such information as the Post Office
may from time to time specify, including the readings of the registers of a postal franking machine;
" controling post office " means the post office at which records relating to a postal franking machine are kept;
" date stamping die " means the die used in a postal franking machine to .srtamp an impression denoting the date and
place mentioned in paragraph 3(c) of this Schedule;
" fees " means postage which is payable on postal packets, -under any •Scheme from time to time in force, or under
any agreement made with the Post Office, relating in either case to -the post, and fees, charges and sums payable
under such Scheme or agreement as aforesaid or under any agreement made with the Post Office and relating to any
"postal franking machine;
" form " means a postal form on which the payment of fees may be denoted;
" franking die " means ithe die used in a postal franking machine to stamp an impression denoting 'the numbers, words,
characters, symbols and marks mentioned in paragraph 3{jb) of this 'Schedule;
" machine " means postal franking machine;
" meter " means a unit which contains the printing and recording mechanisms of a postal franking machine;
" meter setting post office" means the post office designated by the Post Office as the office at which .the meter of a
postal franking machine is to be set;
"record card" means a booklet, designated form P3342 or P3344, which is issued by the Post Office and1 which is
designed1 to record from time to time the amounts paid in respect of fees to the Post 'Office and the readings of the
machine's registers at the time of payment;
"supplier" means the person who has supplied the postal franking machine to the user, and includes the successor
or assignee of the supplier;
" user" has the meaning assigned to it by paragraph 2 of this Schedule;
"value card" means a card by means of which the setting of a postal franking machine may ibe effected, and which
represents a specific sum of money prepaid as fees to the Post Office.

Authority for the use of postal franking machines

2. Any authority which the Post Office may grant for the use of a postal franking machines does not extend) beyond the
use of a particular machine -by a particular person and is (granted! by the issue to such person of a record card on
which is stated the name of such person (such person so named .being in this Schedule called "-the user"), .the
address at which the machine may be used, the controlling .post office, the meter setting post office, (the model of
machine, the number of the franking die and (if different from that of the die) the (number of the machine or meter of
such machine.

Conditions on which authority is granted

3. Each such authority given allows the use of the machine Iby the user on and subject to the following conditions:

(a) Except in so far as the Post Office may otherwise allow, the machine shall not be used ito denote any fees other
.than fees which have been prepaid to the Post Office. Payment of fees shall be made in the following manner:

(i)In the case of any machine the setting of which is not effected by the insertion of a value card, and in die
case of any machine whatsoever which has not previously been used by -the user under any licence or authority
from ithe Post Office, the user shall pay to the Post 'Office at the meter .setting post office such amount in
respect of fees as the user wishes, and! shall at the same time present, at the meter setting post office, the
machine, or, if the machine has a detachable meter, the meter, for setting toy the Post 'Office so that the machine
may fee used for denoting .payment of fees of sums amounting in the aggregate to die amount so paid. No
seals on the machine shall be broken except by, or with the permission (and in the presence) of am< officer of
the Post Office duly authorised in .that behalf. There shall ibe no duplicate of any such seal. (Nk> register of
the machine may in any way be interfered with except by such officer as aforesaid.

(ii')In the case of any machine the set-ting of which is effected by the insertion of a .value card, then, on the
occasions arising after 'the presentation hereinbefore referred to im this sub-paragraph, the user shall effect
prepayment of fee's by purchasing value cards from the controlling post office or from such other post office as
the Post Office may from time to time direct.

(b) The impression made 'by the franking die shall denote (except where the 'Post Office otherwise directs) the amount
of fees paid (in such units as the 'Post Office may approve), together with .the word's "Postage Paid", the number
of the franking die, and1 such other numbers, words, characters., symbols and marks (if any) as the Post Office
may require or permit, the entire impression being of such design and 'tfhe numbers, words, characters, symbols
and marks thereof in such position and of such respective sizes as the Post Office may approve.

(c)The impression made by .the date stamping die shall denote the date referred to in. sub-paraigraph <f) of this para-
graph .and1 shall also denote such place as the Post Office shall direct and the entire impression shall be of such
design and -the numbers, words, characters., symbols and marks: 'thereof shall ibe i<n such position and of such res-
pective sizes as the Post Office may approve.

(d) Neither the franking die mar the date stamping die shall -be capable of stamping an impression of any numbers,
words, characters, symbols or-marks /which {have not been approved for die purpose by the Post Office.

(e) The impressions of the franking die and the date stamping die shall be red io colour and shall be legible and com-
plete, and 'the whole of such impressions shall 'be stamped either on the envelope or wrapper of a postal packet or on
an address label or addiress labels (of a 'type approved Iby die Post Office) to be affixed to the cover of a postal packet
or on a form (as the case may be).

(f) The date appearing in the impression of the date stamping die shall, if on a postal packet, be the date on which the
packet^ is posted, and shall, if on a form1, be the date on which the .form is handed- in at a post office or such other

- date as the Post Office may direct.

(g)All postal packets stamped with impressions by the machine shall be sorted and assembled by the user in such
manner, and shall be posted1 at such post offices or at such post boxes, as the Post Office from time to time directs.
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(h) The user or any person acting on his behalf bringing postal packets for posting or forms for handing in at a post
office shall, if required (by any officer of the Post Office, produce evidence as to his identity..

(i) The user shall, on such days and' at such intervals as the Post Office shall -from 'time to time direct, complete, and
deliver or send by .post, control cards >to the controlling post office or to such other office as itihe Post Office may
from titoe to time direct. Control cards shaft ait all times remain the property of -the Post Office,

G) The user shall permit officers of the Post Office to inspect ,tihe machine at the premises of -the user without notice
at all reasonable -times during the business hours of the user, and, whenever the Post Office so -requests, the user shall
bring ithe machine for inspection by officers of the Post Office, to the meter setting post office or to such other office as
the Post Office may from time ito time direct.

(k)T!he user shall keep the machine in good working order, and1 shall, not less than -twice in every period of six
•months, or otherwise as the Post Office may from time, to time direct, have the machine inspected and maintained
iby -the supplier (ox by an agent appointed for that pu rpose by 'the supplier) so 'that such repairs as may toe necessary
may be effected, and so that the supplier (or such agent as aforesaid) may furnish to the Post Office such certificate
of the good working order of the machine as may be required by the Post Office. The user shall not at any time
have the machine repaired or altered by anyone other than the supplier or such agent as aforesaid.

(1) In the case of a machine the setting of which is effe ated by the insertion of a value card:

(i) no value card other than- one purchased1 in accordance with sub-paragraph (a)(ii) of this paragraph shall 'be used
in conjunction! with the machine;

(ii) value cards shall at all times remain the property of 'the Post Office and shall, after use and not; later than the
time of purchase of new value cards, be surrendered to -the post office from which they were obtained or to
such other office as the Post Office may direct;

(iii) no value card1 shall be used more than once;

(iv)all impressions stamped on the reverse of the value card 'by -the machine shall <be legible and complete.

(m) The machine shall not be used in such manner nor shall there be stamped1 by means of itihe machine any impres-
sion of sudh mature as to cause embarrassment or inconvenience 'to the Post Office or to any officer of the Post
Office.

(n) Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Schedule, and except in so far as the Post Office may
otherwise in .writing allow, the machine shall not be used otherwise than by the user, or for any purpose other than
that of the business of the user.

(o) Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 2 of ithis (Schedule, the user shall, as soon as practicable, give to
the controlling -post office and the supplier notice in writing of any desired! change of the details shown on the record
card.

Unpaid -postage

4. For ithe purposes of paragraphs 13(1) and 69 of the Scheme., and subject to -the provisions of paragraph 12(8) thereof,
postage shall be deemed not to have .-been prepaid if in ithe opinion of the Post Office the impression made by the
franking die to denote the amount of postage paid is defective in any way or if itjhe complete impression does not
appear on die postal packet

Allowances for impressions stamped in error

5. The Post Office shall, after receipt of a written application by the user, make allowance for any impressions stamped
in error (less a deduction of 5 per cent, of the fees specified in those impressions, or 25p, whichever is ttoe greater), on
surrender of the envelopes, wrappers, labels or forms bearing those impressions; provided ithat the amounts shown
on these impressions are legible 'and that the envelopes, wrappers, labels OF forms are produced) and surrendered wfthin
six months of ithe dates respectively shown' thereon.

Refusal of mail

6. The Post Office may refuse to accept for posting, or may return to the user, any postal packet or form on which payment
of fees has 'been denoted' by the impression, made by a machine, if in relation to that machine there is a breach of
any of the conditions contained in .paragraph 3 of this Schedule, or if any of 'the following events occurs, namely:
(a) tihe machine is, in the opinion of .the Post Office, mechanically unsatisfactory ; or
(b) the (Post Office considers that the machine has been used improperly or in. such manner as to cause embarrassment

or inconvenience to the Post Office or to any officer of 'the Post Office; or
(c) if such .postal packet or form .bears any numbers, words, characters, symbols or marks which in its opinion are or

might be embarrassing '(whether to <Hhe Post Office or <to any officer of ithe Posit 'Office or to the addressee) and
which by reason of their appearance might be taken to have been impressed by means of a machine.

Determination of authority i

7. The Post Office may at any time determine any authority granted under the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Schedule,
by 'giving to the user not less than fourteen days' notice in writing to that effect.

•8. The Post Office may determine forthwith any authority granted under the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Schedule,
by giving to -the user, notice in' writing ito that effect, if
(a) in relation to ithe machine there is a breach of any of the conditions contained in paragraph 3 of this Schedule;

or
<b) any of the events specified in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 6 of this Schedule occurs; or
(c) tihe user, being an individual (or, where the user is afirm, any partner in 'that firm) (becomes bankrupt, or (has a

receiving order or administration order made against him (or if in (Northern- Ireland he presents a petition- to 'have
an arrangement with his creditors carried' out under the control of the (Court), or makes any composition with or
for the benefit of his creditors, or makes any conveyance or assignment for the benefit of his creditors, or purports
to do soj or if in Scotland he becomes insolvent or notour bankrupt, or any application is made under any
Bankruptcy Act for the time being in force for sequestration of his estate, or a trust deed is granted1 by him for
behoof of his creditors ; or
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(d!)'the flisefj being a company; has a (receiver or manager appoiiHtea of the" whole' or any part of its assets; or if an
order is made 'o!f a fesdlutibfli passed for winding up She* u§erj or If circumstances arise which entitle the RDourt or a
creditor to appoint a receiver or manager or vwhich entitle the Court to make a winding-up order.

9. 'If the user diesires ,tfc disbb-ritinue the Use of the machine; he; .shall* us ,sbon as fttactifeablg; give to lihe febnteolling
post office atttdl the Supplier notice in .writing of siieh desire ftfo disc'iSiitinnig, whereupoii any authority granted under
the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Schedule shall forthwith determine.

W. lit the; event & me determmatiioti; tteder the provisions oi p>aigf@ip 7j paragraph' 8 tfi paragraph 9 of this- Schedule
®f any aiifttdri'iy, -the usgr Shall immediately following siidi a^te'fmkatioh retUfiri to -the controlling post office any control
card's and value cards (in both cases whether used or unused!) ifUr'nMie'a trf tHS ilis^f for 1i§6 ifi 6dnfi§etio'n with the

machine, and1 after .receipt -thereof the Posit Office shall, subject to deduction of any fees due to -the Post .Office, refund
fo ''the User any sum of tiioiiey prepaid to the Post Office iino'ief the provisdons of paragrapli 3 of this iScheliuie.

&
4iiy jaSHce Inirn >cfiS $&& dfnce' itb tfee \isef tS ceas^ ifee uis .̂ of She mac3iwie skit fee lufnciently serWd if inibtified1, to
the .usef, in a letter or writing RVt at or tett B5f plist addressed to iirie addless re^efredi to in pariag.rapii 2 of this
Schedule.

:: ...... j.. SGHEDULK3
Paragraph 27 . .

POSTAL
1. Certificate of posting of an unregistered .posital packet, other thao a parcel ...... Ip
2. Certificate of posting a parcel :

(a) where a compensation fee paid .................. . No feefe^Mgiio^^Mn.feeSw^ '

(ij if no more ithafl id parcels posited .'together .................. lp per parcel
(M) for batch of more «haD 10 parcels posted together ......... . ...... lOp

3; DEiiplicate certificate <A : 'posting of a registered postal packet ...... ;.; ...... 6|p'

4. Advice of delivery of, or inability to deliver, a registered! postal packet
(a) if requested! at time oif pbsting ............... .:>

5. Advice of delivery of, or (inability to deliver, a recorded! delivery packet:
(a)ijf requested' at time of posting ........................ 12ip
(b) if requested! after posting ........................... 25p

6. Receipt for 'Bulk^postiJigsi iwhich have .been prepaid! » stamps:
IJor the .first 1,000 ilpems^ ..: . ..; . ........................
For each additional <IJDO or part thereof .....................

7. Private Posting Boxes. Collection 'by the Post Office of postal packets (other than parcels)
posted in a private posting box (provided1 by the person requesting the facility) ,6f a
.design and iki a position approved by the Post Office (not being a private roadside letter
'box in & rliral postal delivery area):
(l} For initial period1 ol ione year or 'less:

(a)'Fdf elch cX>ilestiohj t>ri six or fewer day^i of .Hhe week (except !Sunday§) ...... • ..-.. lAnnu'al fee £32:50
>(|b) Where the posting Ibox is above or below ground floor—for each floo* which the ...... t

collector has to ascend or descend1 ito make the collection 'Such fee not exceeding £20
as the Post Office ^may^ fix,
having regard to ibe facil-
ities available for ascent
and1 descent.

(c) Distance fee, payable where the private positing (box is in a,mrai pbStai delivery
area, and the collection i& tfce opinion ol the PoS Office involves Ir^vollini ̂
excess of the" b&fffiU foiite of tfie collecting officer : a. , Such f̂ e:. as. .-*e Post Office

may fix( haying, .regard to
•the .cost of the excess
tfavelli%

(2>For eabh" subsequerlit full year br par* th'ereof ;; ;;. ... The fe^es charg^afele under

8. iPriivate Boxes. Provision by the Post .Office of a private box (such box being, when
av&la'ble; a Jocfcable bbk for. which .the renter or his. agent, holds, the, key) at t a ̂ delivery
office serving a town postal delivery areaij br at,any ochsr P .̂t °^^ ^T.^ffi0^ ^Af?SJuJy
is available, in which {postal packets are placed! to await collection by the addreisee or
riis age£t ih^tedd oif 'Ming delivered fcy postfi&ni M fche .plll6b of aadfessj ,<i>r from which
postal packets can, at the .requesit of the addressee, ibe delivered to thfe addressee's
o'f a:ddt&s as an additional facility to the pr»visibri of a private 'box.*

A, For initial period! of oneyearorless:

earlier); _
(3)'Box for r^cep'tion tot postal packets b'tKef chad parcels', Or for ireceptioii ol

pifcels<iniy : . . • = • • -• -
(b) 'Box for reception of all classes of (postal packets
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(2) Additional fee for Day 'Box where 'the postal packets ace additionally to be made
available for collection by 'the addressee at or, after 6 a.m. and before the time
of commencement of the first delivery or the time of opening of the post office
to the public (whichever is the earlier) An amount equal to the fee

chargeable under (1).
(3);For Night Box, that is to say, where ithe .postal packets are to be made available

for collection after the time of closing the post office to thepufoHc and before 6 a.nt.

{Note: If '-the box is used both as a Day Box and as a Night Box, ithe fee
referred) to in (3) is chargeable in addition to the fee .referred to in (1) and
(where applicable) .the fee referred! to in (2))

(4) 'Diversion fee, payable in addition to the fees referred to in (1), (2) and1 (3) where
the holder of the box carries on business at different addresses and postal {packets
addressed to him at more than1 one address are 'to be placed in 'the box for collec-
.tion:

For each address (after the first) to which packets are addressed, and! for each
style (after -the first) in which packets are addressed' to each address (after
the first) £52

(5) Delivery fee, payable in addition to the fees referred to in (1) amd', where applicable
in <2), (3) and (4) where an addressee requests delivery by the Post Office at his
place of addlress of postal packets such delivery 'being in addition to the provision
of the box:

For one delivery per day on one or more days of the week in the usual course
of post of any postal {packets which would otherwise be due to be (a) placed
in the .box or <b) held? by the Postmaster ini accordance with -the note following
(6)iibelow £20

For each additional delivery per day as aforesaid £20

'Double the amount charge-
able under (1).

(6) Where-the ibox is lockable: Each duplicate or replacement key

(Note: In the case of a lockable .private box registered1 packets;, recorded delivery
delivery packets, packets on which a charge or fee is due, and packets which
for any reason cannot be placed in the ibox, if addressed to the -box number or
•the designated address, will be held by the Postmaster to await collection by
the addressee or his agent instead of -being placed! in the 'box for collection.

This note will not apply where delivery is made to the addressee's place of
address -under .(S) above.)

SOp

B. For each subsequent year or part thereof The fees chargeable under A
above.

*Im certain cases -no actual box will be provided and1 postal packets will be held (by the Postmaster in a suitable place
to await collection and in such cases the (following provisions will have effect as if the provision of such a suitable place
were the provision of a box.

9. Private Bags. Use of a private bag, that is to say, a bag or other receptacle (provided
by the owner with the approval of 'the Post Office) in which postal packets for or from
a particular adtiiress (i) in a town postal delivery area may either be collected by the
owner or his agent or at the request of 'the owner .be delivered at the place of address
by the Post 'Office, or may be posted by the owner or his agent, or (ii) in a rural postal
delivery area may either be collected and posted' toy the owner or 'his agent or be
delivered at ithe place of address and collected therefrom by the Post Office:

A. For an initial 'period1 of one year or less:

(1) Where the address concerned is in a town postal delivery area: .
Use of bag:

(a) For posting packets other than parcels or for posting (parcels only
(jb) For posting all classes of postal packets

(c) For posting and collecting postal packets

(d|) For delivery of postal packets by the Post Office at the place of address at
the owner's request. Fee for each delivery per day in the usual course of
post payable in addition to 'the fees referred* to in (a), <b) and (c) above

(2) Where the address concerned is in a .rural postal delivery area:
(a) Bag collected' and posted by the owner or his representativev

<i) Bag made up for one collection, on one or more days of the week
(ii) Bag made up for more .than one collection on one or more days of the

week

(iii) Additional fee where the 'bag is made available for collection at or after
6 a.m., and before -the 'time of commencement of the first delivery or the
time of opening of the .post office .to the public (whichever is the earlier) ...

(!b) Bag delivered and collected by *he Post Office:
(i) For one delivery or collection on one or more days of 'the week

(ii)For each additional delivery or collection on one or more days of the
week

£20
£40
The fee appropriate under

(a) or (b) plus the appro-
private fees under item
10A as if the bag were
a private box.

£20

£20

£20 plus £20 each
up after ithe first

£20

£20

£20
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<Mj-.re: The' fees referred to in <(b) arc payable even though the bag is
used only for The delivery of postal packets or only for itheif posting. If a
delivery and a collection are to be made at the same time orily one fee is
payable for such delivery and collection.)

(c) Distance fee, payable where the (bag is collected1 by the Post Office from an
address in a nural postal delivery area., and' the collection, in the opinion of the
Post Office involves travelling ito excess of the normal route1 of thdi collecting
officer Sudh fee as die Post Office

may fix,''having regard to
the cost of the excess
iftpa.yP 11 j TIP

(3) Diversion fee, payable, in addition to the fees chargeable under (1) or (2) in (the
circumstances referred to in item 10A(4) ' '.'.'. ... ... ... As item 1QA(4).

B.For each subsequent year or part thereof The fees chargeable under A
f f r , above.

10. Redirection by tihe Post Office. Redirection of postal packets frorri their original address
to 'the same addressee at anb'ther adidress in pursuance of the addressee's application:

A, Where the original address is a business address and the addressee has permanently
ceased to occupy the [premises to which the packets are addressed, or where the
original address is not a business adldiressi On an. application for 'redirection for any
Of the following periods:

(1) An initial period not exceeding one iflonith , £125

(2)1A period not exceeding three months commencing before the first 'anniversary
of redirection ... ... ... ... ... £3

(3) A period not exceeding one year commencing before the anniversary of redirection £7.50

(4) A period not exceeding one year commencing on or after the first anniversary of
redirection : £15

{Nate: (i) Where the original address is a private residence and postal packets
addressed >to several members of one family bearing the same surname are all
to be redirected to one other address, the addresses are to be regarded together as
consti'tating one addressee for the purpose of the fee payable.

( (ii) See also paragraph 7 of the Scheme as to additional postage on parcels.)

'B. Where the original address is a business address and! the addressee has temporarily
ceased to occupy the premises to which the packets are addressed:

For each continuous period' not exceeding 114 days £1

11. Diversion of Postal Packets. Delivery of .postal packets addressed to addressee's private
address at his business address, or of postal packets addressed to one or more business
addresses at another business address of the same addressee or at his private address,
where the fee mentioned in item 12 is not applicable:

For each address from which, packets are diverted, and1 for each style after the first in
which packets are addressed to each such address:

(For each period of $he year or less* £52

i!2. Delivery at post office. -Retention at a delivery office of postal packets (other than those
addressed to a post office to be called for hi accordance with paragraph 34) and delivery
•to the addressee or his agent on his calling therefor:

(l)For postal .packets of all classes where 'the appropriate delivery office is in a niral
postal area: annual fee ... ... ••• £20

(2) 'For registered postal packets and' recorded delivery packets only:
(i)If ithe appropriate dlelivery office is in a rural postal area: aiinual foe £5
(ii) If the appropriate delivery office is in a towo postal area: annual fee £5

(ATqee:
(a) These annual fees are not charged if the addressee is the holder of a Private Box

at the pbst office concerned, or the holder of a Private Bag used for the collection
of postal packets from tfiat post office,

(fo) The addressee may at his option* instead of paying the annual fee, pay (the search
fee under item 13 for each separate search.

(c) The facility is not available for packets other than registered' packets and .recorded
delivery packets where the appropriate delivery office is in a town postal area,)

13. Search Fee. Search made at a. delivery office at the request of the addressee of his agent
to ascertain whether any pdstal pickets for a particular address are available for delivery:

for each seardi l°&

!(NOTE: this Fee is not charged':
(a) iif the search, is for postal packets addressetj to a post office to be called for in

accordance with pafagrap'h 34;
(b) if the addressee is the holder of a Private Box at the ppst. office concerned, or the

holder of a Private Bag used' for the collection of postal packets from ithat post
office; or

<c) if the addresses has paid! the annual fee under item 14 in respect of the period
within which the search is made.)
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14. Temporary (Retention. Withholding of postal packets from delivery at 'the request of
the addressee for a period .not exceeding two months ... " £5

15. Floor Fee. For delivery of postal packets for a business address at a floor other 'than
the 'ground floor, or (where the addressee is not in occupation of the ground floor) at a
floor other than, the floor occupied1 toy the addressee which is mearest .to the ground
floor:

For each extra floor to which the delivery officer has to ascend or descend to make
the delivery, per annum ...

16. Selectapost. For separating postal packets addressed to the same address according
to such codes, private .box numbers, descriptions, words, figures, characters or marks used
with the address as may have been' approved for the purpose' by die Post Office*.

A For 'the basic facility, that is to say the separation of postal packets with either:

(i) delivery iby postman to a single point, or

<ii) the use of a private day box as in item ilOA(l)(a):
(I) For initial period of one year or less

Such fee not exceeding £20
as the Post 'Office may fix,
having -regard to die facil-
ities available for ascent
and descent.

(2) For each .subsequent fall year

Such lee as uhe Post Office
may fix for a Tn.i«iitmim
period of one year in the
particular case.

Such fee as the Post Office
may fix for that year in
the particular case.

(3) For a subsequent part only of a year A rateable proportion of die
fee which would be fixed
under (2) for one year, or
one quarter of such fee,
whichever be tihe greater.

B. (For any other of additional facility or facilities referred to in. item 10 'required by -the
addressee in connection with a private day 'box provided under A ... '

C.For delivery by postman of separated postal .packets to more than one point:

<1) For initial period- of one year or less

<2) For each subsequent full year

(3) For a subsequent part only of a year

17. Special Collections.
"A. From an address in a rural postal delivery area :

For each period of one year or less :
(a) For one collection, on six or fewer days of the week

The appropriate fee or fees
chargeable under item 10
for such other or addi-
tional facilities.

Such fee as iche Post Office
may fix for a minimum
period of one year in the
particular case.

Such fee as the Post Office
may fix for that year in
itihe particular case.

A rateable proportion of the
fee which would be fixed
•under (2) for one year, or
one quarter of such fee,
whichever 'be -the greater.

(b) For each additional collection, on six or fewer days of the week

(c) Distance fee, payable where the collection in the opinion of the Post Office
involves travelling in excess of the normal route of 'the collecting officer ...

Annual fee £32.50

Annual fee £32.50

Such fee as the Post Office
maq fix, having regard to
the cost of the excess
travelling^

B. From at} address in a town, postal delivery area or from an address in a rural postal
delivery area, where such collections are occasional Such fee as (the Post Office

•may fix, having regard to
the number of items in-
volved, and (the cost of
excess travelling in rural
areas.

18. Private Roadside' Letter Boxes. Delivery into or collection from a locked private
roadside letter ibox in i rural postal delivery area, or iboth delivery and collection:
(1) For initial period of one year or less:

(a) Where the box does -not have to be unlocked' Delivery.
CD) Where the box has to foe unlocked1:

(i)Fpr one visit on six or fewer days of the week for .the purpose of making
delivery; collection or delivery and collection £3.75

£3.75

No fee.

(ii) For one additional collection on six or fewer days of the week
<2) For each subsequent full year The fees chargeable under

(3) For a subsequent part only of a yearv ' • - m * J A rateable proportion of the
fees chargeable under (1).
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SCHEDULE 4

EXPRESS DELIVERY -SERVICES

Column 1

Service

1. Conveyance by special mes-
senger throughout (the whole
course of the packet in die
post.
A. Where collection and

delivery of idle packet
are both to take place
within such area as (the
Post Office may desig-
nate.

B. Where collection of die
the packet takes place

within an area desig-
nated by the 'Post Office
and delivery of the
packet -takes place with-
in another such area.

C. Cases not falling with-
in die circumstances
and limits referred to
in column's 1 and 3 of
AandB.

CoL2

Fees

Such fees as the Post Office
may .fix.

Col. 3

Lirmtr of Size
afrd Weight

Maximum weight 1kg.
Maximum length 375

CoL4

Maximum width 250

Maximum depth 100

Such fees as the Post Office
may fix.

50p a mUe or part of a mile
in addition to any fees or
other sums ordinarily pay-
able.

Packe t s exceeding
(these limits may
be accepted at the
discretion of the
Post Office).

As for Item 1A,
above.

2. Conveyance 'by special mes-
senger from the office of
delivery at the request of
the addressee.

50p a mile or part of a mile
in addition to any postage,
fees or other sum* ordin-
arily payable.

As specified in Sched-
ule 1.

(1) The distance on which the mile-
age fee is charged includes the
distance between -the express
delivery office which provides
the service and the point
where the conveyance of the
packet begins.

(2) When the special messenger has
to deliver for the same sender
two or more postal packets for
the same or different addressees
at the same or different addres-
ses, the sum of 4p is charged
for each packet after the first,
in addition ito a single mileage
fee for the whole journey.

(3) The service is not available on
•Sunday, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day or (except in Scot-
land) on Good Friday.

(1) When an addressee requests the
delivery by special messenger
of more than one postal packet
from the normal postal delivery
office an additional charge of
2£p is made for every 10 pack-
ets (or less than 10 packets)
after the first The Post Office
may at its discretion include in
the delivery all postal packets
which may be held for the ad-
dressee and in such case 'the
same additional charge shall be
paid by the addressee as would
have been payable if such postal
packets had 'been included in
the delivery at the request of
the addressee.

(2) Where more 'than one search has
to be made at the office of
delivery for the packet or pack-
ets to which the request relates,
a charge of lOp is payable for
each search after the first

(3) If no postal packet to which the
request relates is found, and a
messenger is sent to inform the
applicant to that effect, the fee
set out in Col. 2 is payable for
(this service, and is charged on
the single distance between the
office of delivery and the appli-
cant's address.

(4) Provision (3) of item 1 applies.
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3. Conveyance by special mes-
senger of a postal 'packet
from the office of delivery
at the request of >the sender.

4. Conveyance toy special mes-
senger of a postal packet
through part only of its
course in the post, in any
caae where neither item 2
nor item 3 applies.

5. Hire of cab or ether vehicle
for conveyance.

6. Packet charged for on an
omnibus, tramcar or trolley
vehicle by which it is con-
veyed,

7. Waiting fee.

8, Itailex

60p for delivery on week-
days in addition to any
postage* fees or other sums
ordinarily payable.

90p in addition to the above
for delivery on Sundays.

50p a mile or part of a mile
in addition to any postage,
fees or other sums ordin-
arily payable.

As specified' in Sched-
ule >L

As specified in Sched-
ule-L

The amount expended by
the Ppst Office.

The amount expended by
the Post Office. ""'

20p for each 10 minutes, or
part of 10 minutes, beyond
the first '10 minutes.

£4 If posted! in Northern
Ireland not exceed"
ing 60g; in all
other cases not ex-
ceeding 450g.

(1) For delivery on Sunday the ser-
vice operates for postal packets
(other 'than parcels) posted on
Saturday for .delivery on Sun-
day, but that service is available
only 'between certain places,.

(2) Second class letters will not be
accepted in this service.

(1) Provisions (1) and (3) of item 1
apply.

(2) When the service is used for the
conveyance of a postal packet
to an office of collection for
subsequent transmission toy
ordinary post the payment for
the express service shall be by
means of postage stamps affixed
to a postal form.

(3) Second class letters will not be
accepted in this service.

This charge may be incurred at the
request of the sender in respect
of items 1, 3 or 4 in this Sched-
ulej or at the request of the
addressee in respect of kern 2,
or at the discretion of the Post
Office, and is payable in addition
to any other sums payable in
respect of the packet.

This charge is payable in addition
to any other sums payable in* res-
pect of ithe packet.

This fee is payable when the mes-
senger is detained at the request
of the sender or the addressee or
in the course of the service the
messenger is performing.

('l)The charge covers conveyance
iby railway and service by Post
Office -messenger.

(2) Provision (3) of item 1 applies.

Paragraphs 37, 38, 41, 64

SCHEDULES

REGISTERED POSTAL PACKETS

PART 1

Regiswatfon fees find aprrespotndSng mtaximitm eompen$p(t$idn

Column 2
Maximum oomfien^ation According to fee pffid

£200
£400
£600

Column 1
Registrcjfian fee (m ddditfon tp postage)

4Sp (minimum registration: fee)
55p
50p

PART II
Conditions which must be Complied w..$th

•1. A packet) for transmission by registered jpost shall:

(a) be handed for registration to an officer of the Post Office on duty at a .post office; or
(b)'be -handed' for registration to an officer of the Post Office authorised to receive packets for registration though not on

duty at a post office,
and any registered1 postal packet which has been transmitted tq i|s original address, and which is redirected in pursuance
of paragraph 32 shall also be handed to such an officer as aforesaid.

2.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Scheme the fee chargeable for the registration of the packet, and any other sum
chargeable thereon, shall be prepaid.

(2) On the posting of the packet the person handing over the packet shall obtain a certificate bearing thereon an ack-
nowledgement chat the registration fee has been paid.

(3) Where a registered postal packet which has been transmitted to its original address, is redirected sub-paragraphs (1)
and (2) shall not apply, and, if the person tendering the packet for registration does not prepay any sum chargeable
on the packet^ a certificate of posting stating that the said sum has not been paid shall be obtained.

3.—(1) A packet for transmission by registered post shall be made up in a reasonably strong cover appropriate to its con-
tents:
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(2)'Except in the case of a packet consisting of articles for the -blind, or a current registered'newspaper:
(a) the packet shall be fastened1 with wax, gum or other adhesive substance, or where suitable, securely tied with
string which is sealed with wax or which is secured at each end by means of a lead, steel or strong metal seal crushed

with a press;
(b) where 'the packet is fastened by means of strips of adhesive paper or tape each strip shall have printed, stamped

or written on it "the trade mark, name or initials of 'the sender or the name or initials of 'the person who tenders
ithe packet for transmission;

(c) where the packet is fastened ^by means of strips of adhesive tape the tape shall (except as une Post Office may
otherwise permit) be transparent and uncoloured;

(d)the packet shall be so made up that no part of the contents can be removed) without, either breaking or tearing
: 'the case, wrapper or cover or forcing two adhesive surfaces apart or breaking a seal.

(3) Any article contained in the packet shall be adequately packed as a protection against damage in course of 'trans-
mission. In particular:
(a) an article which is of a fragile nature shall be packed in a container of sufficient strength and shall be surrounded

in that container with sufficient and suitable material to protect the article against the effects of concussion)
pressure and knocks to which postal packets are ordinarily exposed in transmission, and the packet shall bear the
words "FRAGELE WITH CARE1" written conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the
address;

(b) an article which is liable to be damaged by bending shall be packed in a container'of sufficient strength to pre-
vent tile article from being bent in transmission, and the packet shall bear the words "DO NOT BEND"
written conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover aibove the address.

(4) If the packet contains coin:
(a) the coin shall be packed in such a way that it cannot move about; and
(b)coin of a total value in excess of £5 shall not be enclosed in any one postal packet, except in a case where the

value of each coin exceeds its face value.

<5)The following articles, if tendered for transmission by registered post, shall (except as the Post Office may otherwise
permit) be enclosed in one of the registered letter envelopes sold by the Post Office:
(a) any 'uncrossed postal order in which the name of 'the payee has not been inserted;
(b)any cheque or dividend warrant which is uncrossed and payable to'bearer;
(c) any bearer security (including a share warrant, scrip or subscription certificate, bond or relative oouponi) j
(d) any bank note or currency note, being current in the British postal area or elsewherej
(e)any unobliterated postage or revenue stamp available for current use in the British postal area or elsewhere

(except a revenue stamp embossed or impressed on an instrument which has 'been executed);
(f) any National Insurance or Savings stamp;
(g) any coupon, voucher, token, card* stamp or similar document, exchangeable (singly or with any other such docu-

ment) for money, goods or- services;
(h) coin.

(6) The address of the person to whom the packet is ito be transmitted shall be written fully and correctly on the
cover or on a label securely affixed' to such cover by gum or other adhesive substance.

4. No packet for transmission by registered post shall contain any article or nhing which by or under any enactment of
this 'Scheme iit is unlawful to send by post.

5. Where a registered postal packet has 'been' delivered and it is alleged that loss or abstraction of or damage to the
contents or any of the contents of the packet occurred whilst it was in course of 'transmission by post, the follow-
ing things shall be produced on demand -for the Post Office'* inspection, in the condition as nearly as possible in which
they were when the packet was delivered:
(a) where loss or abstraction' is alleged, the cover of the packet j
<fo) where damage is alleged, the cover of the packet, the damaged article, its packing material, and any container in

which the damaged article was enclosed.

SCHEDULE 6
Paragraph 42

. -. PART I
Parcel compensdtvpn jee and maximum compensation

Column 1 Column 2
Compensation fee Maximum compensation payable

(in Addition to postage) according to fee paid (or charged)
15p £50
25p £100
40p £200

PART II

' :' Conditions which must be complied with
\

1. The sender of the parcel shall write on the prescribed form the name of the addressee and the address thereof, and
on the posting of the parcel the person handing over the parcel shall obtain on that form a certificate of posting on
which 'the amount of the compensation fee paid is denoted in manner provided by paragraph 12(3) or the amount of
the compensation fee charged to the sender pursuant to an arrangement for credit facilities is indicated.

. • 2. The parcel shall be made up in a reasonably strong cover appropriate to its contents and shall be securely tied,
stitched, sealed or otherwise securely fastened.

• 3. .Any article contained in the parcel shall be adequately packed as a protection against damage in course of transmis-
sion. In particular:
(a) an article which is of a fragile nature shall be packed in a container of sufficient strength and shall be surrounded

in that container with sufficient and suitable material to protect the article against the effects of concussion, pressure
and knocks to which postal packets are ordinarily exposed in transmission, and the parcel shall bear the words
" FRAGILE WITH CARE " written conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the address;
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(b) an article which is liable to be damaged by bending shall be packed in a container of sufficient strength to prevent
the article from .being bent in transmission, and the parcel shall bear the words " DO NOT BEND " written con-
spicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the address;

(c) a parcel containing any perishable article shall hear the word " PERISHABLE " written conspicuously in capital
leters on the face of the cover above the address.

4. The address of the person to whom the parcel is to be transmitted shall be written fully and correctly on the cover
thereof or on a label securely affixed or tied thereto.

5. There shall not appear on the cover of the parcel or on any label affixed) or tied thereto any word, phrase or mark
indicating or conveying the impression mat the parcel is, or is intended! to 'be, registered, or that a compensation fee
has -been, or is intended' to !be, paid.

6u The parcel shall not contain anything the posting of which in a postal packet is prohibited by or under any enactment
of this Scheme.

PART III

Articles for loss of, or damage to, which, no compensation' may be paid:
(a) any uncrossed postal order in which the name of the payee has not been inserted;
(b) any cheque or dividend warrant which is uncrossed and payable to 'bearer;
(c) any bearer security (including a share warrant, scrip or subscription certificate, bond or relative coupon);
(d)any bank note or currency note, being cur-rent in the British postal area or elsewhere;
(e) any unobliterated postage or revenue stamp available for current use in the British postal area or elsewhere (except

a revenue stamp embossed or impressed on an instrument which has been executed);
(f) any 'National Insurance or Savings stamp;
(g) any coupon, voucher, token, card, stamp or similar document, exchangeable (singly or with any other such document)

for money, goods or services;
(h) coin.

SCHEDULE?
Paragraphs 43, 44, 45 and 46

RECORDED DELIVERY PACKETS

PART I
Recorded Delivery fee and maximum compensatijgn

Column 1 Column 2
Recorded Delivery fee
(in addition to postage) Maximum compensation payable

9p £15

PART II

Oonditidns which must be complied with
1. The packet shall:

(a) be handed to an officer of the Post Office on duty at a post office; or
(b) be handed to some officer of the Post Office authorised to receive recorded delivery packets though not on duty at

a post office, and any recorded delivery packet which has been 'transmitted to its original address and -which is re-
directed in pursuance of paragraph 32 shall also be handed to such an officer as aforesaid.

2. The sender of the packet shall complete (and deliver up to that officer of the Post Office) such form, and shall attach
•to the packet such label in such position, as may be prescribed.

3. On the posting of the packet the person handing over the packet shall obtain a receipt therefor.

4. The address of the person to whom the packet is to be transmitted shall be written fully and correctly on the cover
thereof or on a label securely affixed or tied' thereto.

5. (a) The packet shall be made up in a reasonably strong cover appropriate to its contents, and (except in the case of a
packet consisting of articles for the blind or a current registered newspaper) so that no part of the contents can
be removed without either breaking or tearing the case, wrapper or cover or forcing two adhesive surfaces apart,
or breaking a seal.

(b) Any article contained in the packet shall be adequately packed as a protection' against damage in the course of -trans-
mission. In particular:
(i) an article which is of a fragile nature shall be packed in a container of sufficient strength and' shall be surrounded

in that container with sufficient and suitable material to protect the article against -the effect of concussion,
pressure and knocks to which postal packets are ordinarily exposed in transmission, and the packet shall bear the
words " 'FRAGILE WITH CARE " written conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the
address;

(ii) an article which is liable to be damaged by bending shall be packed1 in a container of sufficient strength to pre-
vent the article from being 'bent in transmission, and the packet shall bear the words " DO NOT BEND"
written conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the address.

6. No postal packet to be transmitted' as a recorded delivery packet shall contain anything the posting of which in a postal
packet is prohibited by or under any enactment or tihis Scheme.

7. (a) Where a recorded delivery packet has been delivered and it is alleged -that -loss or abstraction of or damage to the
contents or any of the contents of the packet occurred whilst it was in course of transmission by post, there
shall be produced on demand for inspection by the Post Office the receipt for the packet obtained on tihe posting
thereof and the following (in the condition as nearly as possible in which they were when the packet was delivered):
(i) where loss or abstraction is alleged, the cover of the packet;
(ii) where damage is alleged, the cover of the packet, the damaged article, its packing material, and any container

in which the damage article was enclosed.

(b) Where it is alleged' that a recorded- delivery packet has not 'been delivered, the receipt therefor obtained on the
posting thereof shall be produced1 on demand to the Post Office for inspection.
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PAST III

Articles for loss of, or damage to, which no compensation may be paid :

(a) any uncrossed postal order in which the Dame of the payee has pot beeii inserted ;
(b) any cheque or dividend warrant which is uncrossed and payable 'to bearer'; "
(c) any bearer security (including a share warrant, scrip or subscription certificate, bond or relative coupon) ;
(di) any bank note or currency note, being current in the British postal area or elsewhere ;
(e) any unobliterated postage or revenue stamp available for current use in the British postal area or elsewhere (except a

revenue stamp embjossed or impressed on an instrument which has been executed);
(f) any National Insurance or Savings stamp ;
(g)any coupon, voucher, token, card, stamp or similar document, exchangeable (singly or with any other such document)

fori money, goods or services ;
(h) coin ;
(i) jewellery.

SCHEDULE 8
Paragraph 47 . . .

QOMPB îAiTION FOR CERTAIN OTHER POSTAL PACKETS

PART I
C&nditfons which must be complied with

1. On the posting of <th6 packet a certificate; of posting shall tee obtained on which the fee paid as specified1 in items 1
or 2- of Schedule 3 is denoted in manner provided by paragraph 12(3) Or -the1 amount of fee charged to die sender pursuant
•to an arrangement lor credit 'facilities is indicated.

2. The packet shall (be made up in a reasonably strong cover appropriate to its contents and shall be securely tied, stitched
sealed or otherwise securely fastened.

3. Any article contained in the packet shall be adequately packed as a protection against damage in course of transmis-
sion. In particular:
(a) an article which is of a fragile mature shall be packed id a container of sufficient strength and shall be surrounded

in that container with sufficient and suitable material to protect the article against the effects of concussion, pressure
and knocks to which packets are ordinarily exposed in transmission, and the packet shall bear 'the words " FRAGILE
WITH OARE " wiitten> conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above (the address ;

<jb) an article which is liable to be damaged by bending shall be packed in a container of sufficient strength to prevent
•the article from being bent in transmission, and the packet 'shall bear the words " DO INOT BEND " written con-
spicuously in capital letters on the face of 'tile cover above the address ;

(c)a packet containing any perishable article shall bear the word "PERISHABLE" written conspicuously in capital
letters on the face of die cover above the address.

4. The address of the person to whom the packet is to be transmitted shall be written (fully and correctly on the cover
thereof or on a label securely affixed or tied thereto.

5. There shall not appear on <tihe cover of the packet or on any label affixed of tied thereto any word, phrase or mark
indicating or conveying the impression that the packet is, or is intended to be, registered, or 'that a compensation fee
has been, or is intended to be, paid.

6. The packet .shall not contain anything the posting of which in a postal packet is prohibited by or under any enact-
m&i/t or this Scheme.

PART II

Articles for loss of, or damage to, which no compensation may be paid :

(a) any uncrossed postal order in which the name of the payee has not been inserted ;
('b)any cheque or dividend warrant which is uncrossed and payable to bearer;
(c) any bearer security (including a share warrant, scrip or subscription certificate, bond or relative coupon) ;
(d) any bank note or currency note, being current in the British postal area of elsewhere ;
(e) any unobliterated postage or revenue stamp available for current use in the British postal area or elsewhere (except a
. revenue stamp embossed or impressed on an instrument which has been executed) J
(0 any' National Insurance of .Savings stamp;
(g)any coupon, voucher, token, card, stamp or similar document, exchangeable (singly or with dny other such document)

for money, goods or services ;
(h) coin ;
(i) jewellery.

SCHEDULE ?
Paragraph 2

Schemes revoked References Schemes revoked References

The Post Office Inland Post Post Office Scheme The Post Office Inland Post Post Office Scheme
Scheme 1975. 'P8/1975. ' ' lAmettdmeni' {&>. 4) Scheme PI/ 1977.

1977. ' '
The Post Office Inland Post Post Office Scheme

Amendment (No. 1) Scheme P13/1975.
1975. .

The Post Office Inland Post Post Office Scheme
Amendment (No, 2) Scheme P15/1975.
1975:

The Post Office Inland Post Post Office Scheme
Amendment (No. 3) Scheme PI/ 1976.
1976.

Dated 24th May -19J9.
Signed on behalf of the Post Office by Jf. S. NtewcOMB (a person authorised by the Post Office to act its that behalf).
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POST OFFICE

SCHEME P2/1979

: The Scheme which follows this note is made under section 28 of the Pps,t Office Afif }969 and amends the Post
0ffi'cp Overseas letter 'Post Scheme. 1977. The amending Scheme, whiclj cpmes, iptp operation; pn 7th June 1979, amends
the provisions for payment of compensation. The principal cjianges are :

1. the -introduction of compensation payments up .to £10 for unregistered postal .packets lost or damaged' whilst in 'the
custody eif the Post Office $

2. the maximum amount of coBtpeasatien payable for the loss of or damage to registered! postal packets is increased to£10; . . . . . . . . .

3. a procedure is iafcrodueedi ifop claims fop compensation for loss or damage occurring in the post which cannot readily
ibe KBolved to be submitted to an independent complaints panel for consideration.

(This note is not part of 'the Scheme)

T«E POST OFFICE OVERSEAS LETTER POST AMENDMENT (jNo. 1) ISOHBME 1979

Ma.de ........................... 29th May 19.79
Coming jnto operation ......... ' ......... 7ith June 1979

The, Ppsp Office, fey virtue of the powers cpnfe.rred, upon it 'tar f-eetiqrj 28 of $& Post Qffice Act 1969̂  and 9! all other
powers enabling it ip dus. belja.lf? hereby make§ tjie fpUpwmg . Scheme :

Commencement, citation and interpretation

his £cherne shall come into operation. on the 7itj}j day of June <i&J$ a$d> may ibe cited as $ie Post Office Overseas
Letter 'Ppst lAmendmenjt <Np, !•) Scheme 197??.

(2) This Scheme shall |be read as pne vjft the Post pffice Overseas. Letter iPpst Scheme J977 (Post Office Seheme
P5/I1977) (hereinafter called "die. §cheme").

<3)The Iflterpretaiiqn. Act 1978 applies, for the interpreta.tio.n. o.f this gcheme a$ it applies for the infcerpie&tion of an
Apt of 'Parlia,inent and; as if ithis. 'Scheme, were an Act qf 'Parliament.

Compensation for registered packets

2. For paragraph 33 of the Scheme there shall be substituted the following :

"33 — (1) Where ithe Post Office is satisfied -that any article of pecuniary value enclosed in or forming part of a registered
postal packet {other 'than an insured letter) is lost or damaged whilst in course of transmission by post, or l-hat
any registered postal packet (other phap an insured letter) is lost whilst in course of transmission by ppst, the
Post Office may (but subject \q and in accordance with -the provisions of .this paragraph) pay such sum as it 'thinks
just to any person who in its' opinion establishes a reasonable claim thereto, whether as the sender or as the
addressee.

(2) The tptal amount of qompens^tipa which .the 'Post Q$ce may pay lunder sMb-paragraph C'l) in respect of any one
registered' postal packet shall not in any case exceed £10. ' "

(3) 'No compensation may be paid under- siibrpar^graph (1) in fespect p.f any registered postal packet *>F its contents
•unless the. Pp^t gffice is satisfied uJjat the conditions «Jt put ip paragr^plis (2> fp <4) an4 {6) of ^e4ule 10 hereto
have beep complied' with in <phe case of rdjat postal packet.

(4) Ip the case of a registered postal pcket which was rediregted iinder .paragfapli .40 qf tqe Scheme after deKvery
' at -the place to whicii it wa^ addressed, np compensation may toe paid uxjdef siib-rpaiagraph (1) for joss of, or damage

to, the postal packet, or any of its contents, while in the course of -further transmission by postj unless the postal
packet was so redirected! by being posted anew and full postage was prepaid on such reposting, iq which case
compensation may be paid subject -to and in accordance with this paragraph, for any such loss or damage which
the Ppst Office is satisfied occurred -while the postal packet was in cpurse o,f 'transmissipn by post after such, -re-
pos.tin.g-

<5) No cpn>pepsqti.en inay bg pai(J) under puib-paragraph <•!) ;n respect of any registered postal packet or its contents
iif the packet has ibeen destroyed or otherwise dealt with or disposed of by the Post -Office pursuant to Section
8(3) of the Act or sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 18, or paragraph 19, of the Scheme, or by another Postal Admin-
istration under a provision of the law of the country or place of that Postal Administration.

(6) No compensation may be paid -under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any registered postal packet or ips contents
if the packet was lost, damaged or destroyed- in circumstances (beyond! the control of the Postal Administration., in
whose service the loss, damage or destruction occurred

<7) No compensation may be paid in respect of any postal packet Of its contents unless :
(a.) a claim for such compensation is intad'e by the sender or -the addressee within a period of 12 months beginning

•with the date on which the packet was posted ;
(b)i<n the case of an outgoing 'registered packet, the certificate referred !to in paragraph 32(lXd) of the Scheme is

produced and delivered up ,to the Post Office if the Post Office so requires ;
tc)in a case where the registered packet has been delivered and compensation is claimed for damage to all or any

of its contents, or for loss or abstraction of all or any of its contents, and the Post Office so requires, the follow-
ing things are produced for the inspection of the Post Office, OF of the Postal Administration of the country in
which the packet was delivered, io the condition as nearly as possible as which they were when the packet was
delivered-:
(i) where such damage is alleged, the epver of the packet, the damaged' artietei jtS Backing material, and any

container in which the damaged article was enclosed ;
(ii) where such loss or abstraction is alleged, -the cover of the packet."
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Compensation for insured letters

3. For paragraph 36 of the Scheme there shall Ibe substituted the following:

"36.—(l)If an insured letter, or any article of pecuniary value enclosed in or forming part of an insured letter, is lost or
damaged whilst in the course of. transmission by post, the Post Office may {jbut subject to and in accordance with
the provisions of -this paragraph) pay such sum as it may think just to any person who in its opinion establishes a
reasonable claim thereto, whether as the sender or as the addressee.

(2) In the case of an outgoing insured letter, the sum paid 'by way of compensation shall not exceed the sum of £600
or such smaller sum as, having regard1 to the amount of the compensation fee paid in respect of the letter accord-
ing to the scale set out in Schedule 6 in addition to the postage and registration fee may be from time to time fixed
in accordance with the terms of any (relevant postal arrangement with a Postal Administration.

(3) In the case of an incoming insured letter, the sum paid toy way of compensation shall not exceed £600 or such
smaller sum as, having regard to the amount of the compensation fee paid in respect of the letter in addition to die
postage and registration fee, may be from time to time fixed' dn accordance with the terms of any relevant postal
arrangements with a Postal Administration.

(4) Subject, to sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) the maximum amount of compensation which the Post Office may pay in
respect of any article enclosed in or forming part of an insured letter shall be such sum as, in its opinion, rep-
resents :
(a) in a case where the Post Office is satisfied' that the article has been lost or rendered valueless in the post,

the market value thereof (excluding the value of any message or communication) at the time of posting;
(b) in any other case, the amount by which such value has been diminished! by damage suffered in the post.

(5) Where the Post Office pays compensation in respect, of an insured1 letter in accordance with the foregoing sub-
paragraphs it may additionally pay an amount equivalent ito the amount of postage and' registration fee paid' by the
sender of the letter.

(6) No compensation may be paid in respect of any insured letter or its contents unless the Post Office is satisfied
that 'the conditions set out in paragraphs (3), (4) and (6) of Schedule 10 hereto, and in the case of an outgoing in-
sured letter paragraph 35(l)(c) of the Scheme, have been complied with in the case of that insured letter.

(7) In the case of an insured letter which was redirected under paragraph 40 of the Scheme after delivery at the place
to which it was addressed, no compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) for loss of, or damage to, that
insured letter, or any of its contents, while in the course of further transmission by post, unless the letter was so
redirected toy being posted anew and full postage was prepaid on such posting, in which case compensation may be
paid subject -to and in accordance with .this paragraph, for any such loss or damage which the Post Office is satisfied
occurred while the letter was in course of transmission by post after such reposting.

(8) No compensation may Ibe paid in respect of any insured letter or its contents if die letter has been destroyed or
otherwise dealt with or disposed' of by the Post Office pursuant to Section 8(3) of the Act or sub-paragraph (1)
of paragraph (18, or paragraph 19, of -the Scheme, or by another Postal Administration' under a provision of the
law of the country or place of that Postal Administration.

(9) No compensation may be paid in respect of any insured letter or its contents if the letter was lost, damaged or
destroyed! in circumstances 'beyond the control of the Postal 'Administration in whose service the loss, damage or
destruction occurred.

(10) No compensation may be paid in respect of any insured letter or its contents unless:
(a) a claim for such compensation is made by the sender or -the addressee within a period of 12 months beginning

.with the date o nwhich the leter was posted;
(b) in the case of an outgoing insured letter, the certificate referred to in paragraph 32(l)(d) of the Scheme is pro-

duced and delivered up to the Post Office iif the Post Office so desires;
(c)in a case where 'the insured letter has been delivered and compensation is claimed i£pr damage to all or any of

its contents, or for loss or abstraction of all or any of its contents, and! the Post Office so requires, the following
things are produced for the inspection of the Post (Office, or of the Postal Administration of the country in which
the letter was delivered, in the condition as nearly as 'possible as which they were when the letter was delivered:
(i) where such damage is alleged, the cover of the letter, the damaged article, its packing material, and any
container in which the damaged article was enclosed;

(ii) where such loss or abstraction is alleged, the cover of 'the letter.

(11) If compensation' has been paid to any person in respect of the loss of an insured! letter which .the sender has insured
for a sum exceeding the real value of the contents and packing and the letter subsequently comes into the posses-
sion of die IPost Office, then upon tender of the letter to that person (whether or not be accepts it), he shall repay
to die Post Office the sum paid by way of compensation or such part thereof as the Post Office may require."

Compensation^—general
4,—(l)For the heading "Compensation—general" and paragraph 37 of the Scheme there shall be substituted the follow-

ing:
" Compensation for certain other postal packets

37.—<1) Where the Post Office is satisfied that any article of .pecuniary value enclosed in, or forming part of, a postal
packet other than a registered leter, an insured- letter, or a postal packet consisting of or containing only literature
for the blind or an All-up Newspaper, has been lost or damaged whilst in ithe custody of the Post Office, it may
(but subject to and in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph) pay such sum as it may think just
by way of compensation for such loss or damage to any person who in its opinion establishes a reasonable claim
thereto, whether as 'the sender or as the addressee of ithe postal packet.

(2) The total amount of compensation which the Post Office may pay under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any one
postal packet and its contents shall not in any case exceed £10.

(3) Subject to sub-paragraph (2), the maximum amount o* compensation which the iPost 'Office may pay under sub-
paragraph (1) in respect of any article enclosed in °r forming part of a postal packer shall .be such sun* as, in
its opinion, represents—
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(a) in a case where the -Post 'Office is satisfied that the arti'cle has Ibeen lost or rendered valueless whilst in its
custody, ithe market value thereof (excluding ithe value of any message or communication) at the time of post-
ing > • .1

(b)in any other ca.se, the amount 'by which such value has been diminished by damage suffered whilst the packet
was in its custody.

(4) No compensation -may foe paid under sub-paragraph i(l) for loss of, or damage to, any such article as is described
•in sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 34 of the Scheme.

(5) No compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph '(1) in respect of any postal packet or its contents unless the
Post Office is satisfied that Dhe conditions set out in (Schedule >10 hereto have been complied with in the case
of 'that postal packet.

' -
(6) In the case of a postal packet which was redirected under paragraph 40 of ithe 'Scheme after delivery at the place

to which it> was addressed, no compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (I) for loss of, or damage to, the
postal packet, or any of its contents while in the custody of the Post Office, unless the postal packet was so re-
directed by being posted1 anew and full postage was prepaid on such reposting, in which case compensation may
:be paid subject to and in accordance with this paragraph, for any such loss or damage which the Post Office is
satisfied occurred while the postal packet was in its custody after such reposting.

(7) No compensation may ibe paid under sub-paragraph (I1) in respect of any postal packet or its contents if the packet
has been destroyed or otherwise dealt with or disposed of by the Post Office pursuant to Section 8(3) of the Act
or sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 18, or paragraph 19,, of the Scheme.

(8) No compensation may foe paid in respect of any postal packet or its contents -unless:
(a) a claim for such compensation is received from 'the .sender or the addressee within a period1 of 12 months

'beginning with the date on which the packet was posted ;
(fo) in the case of an outgoing packet, a certificate was obtained on the posting of (the packet and is produced and

delivered up to the Post Office if the Post Office so requires ;
(c)in a case where loss of the packet is claimed and the Post Office so requires, a declaration is made by the

addressee that the packet was not delivered to him or to -the place to which it was addressed ;
(d) in a case where the packet has been delivered and compensation is claimed for damage to all or any of its con-

tents, or for loss or abstraction of all or any of its contents, and the Post Office so requires, the following things
are produced for. 'the Post Office's inspection in the condition as nearly as possible as which they were when
the packet was delivered :
(1) where such damage is alleged, the cover of the packet, the damaged article, its packing material, and! any
container in which the damaged article was enclosed;
(2) where such loss or abstraction is alleged, the cover of the packet."

Advice of delivery and enquiries
5. — (1) The heading of paragraph 38 of the 'Scheme shall be deleted and the following substituted:

"Advice of delivery, enquiries and claims for compensation"
(2) The following shall be added to paragraph 38 of the Scheme :

" (3) The sender or addressee of a registered' postal packet or an insured letter shall, on making an application for
compensation under this Scheme hi the prescribed form, other than an- application for compensation in respect of
damage to the packet or letter or its contents, pay a fee of 25p, which fee will foe refunded1 to him in the event
of compensation 'being paid by the Post Office."

Application of 'Post (Office Inland' Post Scheme
6. For Schedule & to the Scheme there shall be substituted1 the following :

Paragraph 45
" SCHEDULE 8

APPLICATION; OF POST OFFICE INLAND POST 'SCHEME

The Post Office Inland Post Scheme 1979 (Post
Office Scheme PI/1979) Paragraph 14 .(Postmarks)
Paragraph 18 ((Treatment of packets addressed
to deceased persons).

Paragraph 21 ^Registration of newspapers).
Paragraph 27 (Postal facilities—general).

Paragraph 33 (Evasion of postage by redirection!).
Paragraph 34 <Poste Restante).

Paragraph 55 |(Variation of route).
Paragraph 74 (Complaints Panel).

Schedule 2 (Postal Franking Machines).

Schedule 3 (Postal facilities), items 1, 3, and 6
to 18 inclusive.

Schedule 4 (Express delivery services), items 2
and 4 to 7 inclusive.

7. The following new Schedule shall (be inserted:

The reference in paragraph 18(lXd) to "this Scheme" shall
be read as a reference to this Scheme and the words in para-
graph 18(2) "and paragraph 7 of this Scheme shall apply -to
parcels so redirected1" shall .be omitted.

This paragraph shall apply for the purpose only of the appli-
cation of die other provisions of the Post Office Scheme PI/1979
mentioned in this Schedule to postal packets transmitted under
this Scheme,
f
The reference in paragraph 34(h) to " this .Scheme " as Co Che
return of postal packets shall foe read as a reference to para-
graph 19 of this (Scheme.

The references to " this Scheme " shall be read as a reference
to this Scheme ; anything relating to a registered inland packet
and paragraph (4) shall be omitted.

As applied' by paragraph 16(6) of this .Scheme.

The facilities -referred to in items 6 to 18 inclusive shall extend
to postal packets transmitted under this Scheme, without
further charge.

The limits of size and weight in respect of items 2 and' 4
shall be those specified in this (Scheme."
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" SCHEDULE 10
Paragraphs 33, 36 and 37

COMPENSATION COl̂ DITJiONlS
Conditions which must be complied with

1. On .the posting of the packet a certificate of posting shall jbe obtained on which the fee paid! is denoted in manner
provided! toy paragraph 16(3) or the amount of fee char gedi.no the sender pursuant to aa arrangement for credit facilities
is indicated.

2. The .packet shall be made up la a reasonably strong cover appropriate to its contents and shall be securely tied, stitched,
sealed or otherwise securely fastened.

3. Any article contained in. the packet shall be adequately packed as a protection against damage in course of transmis-
sion. In particular;

(a) an article which fc of § fra,gije nature. $haU fee pack eg jn a. spntaiqef pf suffipien'ti $ixen®th< and shall he surrounded
ill tf&it container witi| sufficient and suitable material pg pro.tept the. article Sgajpsf t^e effects Q| concussion, pressure
and knocks to which packets ar-e ordinanjy exposed) ya tMnsmissjg.n and $ie packet shall (bear the words if FRAGILE
"WITH QARE " written conspicuously in capital letters on 'the face of die cover above the address;

(b)an article which is liable to be damaged by bending shall be packed in a container ctf sufficient strength -to prevent
the article from feeing .beat ia transmission and! the packet shall bear .the words "<D6 NOT BENiD" written con-
spicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the address;

<c)a packet containing any perishable article shall bear the word " PERTSIHIABILE " written conspicuously in capital
letters on the face of the cover above the address.

4. The address of the person to whom the packet is to be 'transmitted shall be written fully and coj-reetly on the cover
thereof or on a label' securely affixed or tied thereto.

5. There shall not appear oh the cover of the packet or on any label affixed or tied! thereto any word, phrase or mark
indicating or eerweyinlg the impression 'that the packet is, or is intended t» be, registered or "that g compensation fee
•Has been/or is intendedi to be, ipaid.

6. The packet shall not contain anything the posting of which in a postal packet is prohibited1 by op under any enact-
ment or ithis 'Scheme."

•Dated' '29th May 1979.

Signed on behalf of the Post 'Office by L. H. KINGSBURY (a person authorised by die Post Office to act in that behalf).

POST OFFICE

POST OFFICE SW3HEME P3/1979

NOTE : The Scheme which follows this note is made under Section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969 and amends the Post Office
Overseas Parcel Post Scheme 1977. The amending Scheme, which comes "into operation on 7th June 1979, "amends the pro-
visions for payment of compensation, and introduces a procedure for claims for compensation! for loss or damage occurring
in die .post which cannot readily be resolved, to be submitted to an independent complaints panel for consideration^

(This note is <not part of the Scheme)

THE POST OFFICE OVERSEAS PARCEL POST AMENDMENT GNo. 1) SCHEME 1979

Made ........................ 29th May 1979
Coming into operation ............... 1$% June 1979

The Po§t Qffice, ib,y virtue of the powe.rs conferred upon it by section 28 of the Post Office Act ,1969, and of all other
powers "e'nabjipg ;' it in'th'i§ behalf, hereby ma,kes' '&e Mowing Scheme:

Commencement, citation and1 interpretation
1.— <l)This Scheme shall come into operation on the 7th day of June 1979 and- may be cited as the Post Office Overseas

""''Parcel Post .Amendment (No. d) Scheme 1979.

(2) This Scheme shall he read as pne .with die POS* Office Overseas Parcel Post Scheme 1977 (iPost Office Scheme
P6/1977) Chereinafter called "'the Scheme'1)..

(3) The Interpretation Ac? .1978 Applies for the interpretation of fhis Scheme as it applies for the interpretation of an
Ate}; of 'P-arJiajnient; an4 *$ if thi sScl̂ ente were a^ ^cf of Parliament.

Packing
2. Paragrapih 7 of the Scherne shall be renumbered as " 7fl)" and a new siutb-paragraph 7(2) inserted as fqllows;

"(2) Without prejudice t© paragraph 220) any article contaiaied in a parcel shall be adequately packed as a protection
against damage in course of transmission. In particular:
(a) an- article" which is of a fragile nature shall be packed in a container of suffiGie.nl strength. a.nd shall be sur-

rounded in that container with sufficient and suitable material to protect the article against the effects of
cpwpjiission, pressure and knocks to which parcels are ordinarily exppsedj in iBansniission .and 'the parcel shall
'bear the words " FRAGILE' WTTH CARE'' wrtten conspicuously in capital letters on the face pi the cover
above the address ;

(to) an article which is liable to be damaged by bending shall be packed in a contained of sufficient strength to
"prevent the article from being bent in transmission and the parpel shall bear the words "DO. NOT BEND"

written conspicuously in capital letters on the face of the cover above the address ;
(c) a parcel containing any perishable article shall bear the word ".PERISHABLE " written conspicuously in capital

letters on the face of 'the cover above the address.9*
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Compensation
3. For paragraph 23 of the Scheme (there shall be substituted the following:

"23.—(1) Where the Post Office is satisfied that any article of pecuniary value enclosed iq, or forming part of, a parcel
{including an insured parcel) has been lost or damaged whilst in the course of transmission by post, it may (but
subject to and in accordance with 'the provisions of this paragraph) pay such sum as it may think just by way of
compensation for such loss or damage to any person who in its opinion establishes a reasonable claim thereto,
whether as the sender or as the addressee of the parcel

(2) The -total amount of compensation which the Post Office may pay (under sub-paragraph <1) in respect of:
(a) any one uninsured parcel and its contents shall not in any case exceed £23. iSuch payment shall be according

to the scale set out in Part 2 of Schedule 2, having 'regard to the weight of the parcel;
(b)any one outgoing insured parcel and its contents shall not in any case exceed £600 'having regard to the insu-

rance fee paid in respect of the parcel according to the scale set out in Pan *1 of .Schedule 2 and the terms of
any relative postal arrangement with a Postal Administration!;

(c)any one incoming insured parcel and its contents shall not in any case exceed £600 having regard to the insu-
rance fee paid in the country or place from which the parcel was transmitted and .the terms of any relative postal
arrangement with the Postal Administration of that country or place.

(3) Subject .to paragraph <2), .the maximum amount of compensation which the Post Office may pay under sub-para-
graph (1) in. respect of any article enclosed in or forming -part of a parcel shall foe such sum as, in its opinion,
represents—
(a) in a case where the Post Office is satisfied1 that the article has been lost or rendered valueless whilst in the course

of transmission by post, -the market value thereof (excluding the value of any message or communication) at the
time of posting;

(jb) in any other case, the amount by which such value has been diminished by damage suffered whilst the parcel
was in the course of transmission! by post

(4) No compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (l) in respect of an outgoing 'Uninsured parcel containing
any such article as is mentioned in paragraph 6(3) if the parcel is addressed to a country or, place to which,
-under the relative postal arrangement, insured parcels may be sent from .the British postal area.

(5>'No compensation may be paid1' under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any parcel or its contents unless the Post
Office is satisfied that the conditions set out in paragraph 7 and, in the case of an outgoing insured parcel, para-
graph 22(1) have been complied with.

(6) In the case of a parcel which was redirected under paragraph 24 after delivery at the place to which it was ad-
dressed, -no compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) for loss of, or damage to, (the parcel, or any of its
contents while in the course of further transmission by posit unless full postage and in the case of an insured
parcel a fresh insurance fee, where possible, was prepaid on such redirection, in which case compensation may be
paid subject to and 'in accordance with this paragraph, for any such loss or damage which the Post Office is satisfied
occurred while the parcel was in the course of transmission by post after such redirection.

(7) No compensation may be paid under sub-paragraph (1) in respect of any parcel or its contents if the parcel has
been destroyed or otherwise dealt with or disposed of by the Post Office pursuant to Section 8(3) of die Act or
sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 12, paragraph 16, or sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) of paragraph 22 or by another Postal
Administration -under a provision of the law of the cojuntry or place of -that Postal .Administration

(8)No compensation may be paid in respect of any parcel or its contents unless:
!(a) a claim for such compensation is received foam ithe sender or the addressee within a period of 12 months begin-

ning with the date on which the parcel was posted;
<jb) in the case of an outgoing parcel, a certificate was obtained on the posting of tihe parcel and is produced and

delivered up to the Post Office if .the Post Office so requires;
(c)in a case where loss of the parcel is claimed and the Post Office so requires, a declaration is made by the ad-

dressee that -the parcel was not delivered to him or to the place to which it was addressed;
(d)in a case where the parcel has been delivered and compensation is claimed for damage to all or any of its con-

tents, or for loss or abstraction of all or any of its. contents, and the Post Office so requires, die following
-things are produced for the inspection of the Post 'Office or of the Postal Administration of the country in which
•the parcel was delivered, in the condition as nearly as possible as which .they were when the parcel was delivered:
(i) where such damage is alleged, the cover of the parcel, the damaged article, its packing material, and any

container in which the damaged article was enclosed;
(ii) where such loss or abstraction' is alleged, the cover of ,the parcel.

(9) No compensation may be paid in respect of any parcel or its contents if it contains anything the posting of which
is prohibited by or under any enactment or this .Scheme.

(10) No compensation may be paid in respect of any parcel or its contents unless the address of the person to whom the
parcel is to be transmitted' is written fully and correctly on 'the cover thereof or on a label securely affixed or tied
thereto.

(11) No compensation may be paid in respect of any parcel or its contents of ithe parcel was lost, damaged or destroyed
in circumstances beyond the control of -the Postal Administration in whose service the loss, damage or destruction
occurred.

<12) If compensation has been paid to any person in respect of the loss of an insured parcel which the sender has
insured for a sum exceeding the market value of the contents and packing and the parcel subsequently comes into
.the possession of the Post Office, then upon tender of the parcel to that person (whether or not he accepts it),
he shall repay (to the Post Office 'the sum paid by way of compensation or such part thereof as the Post Office
inay require.

(13) Where the Post Office pays compensation in respect of a parcel in accordance with the foregoing sub-paragraphs
it may additionally pay an amount equivalent to the amount of postage paid by the sender of the parcel."

Advice of delivery (outgoing insured parcels only), enquiries and claims for compensation
4._(1) The heading of paragraph 25 of the Scheme shall be deleted and the following substituted ;

" Advice of delivery (outgoing insured (parcels only), enquiries and claims for compensation "
(2) The following shall be added to paragraph 25 of the Scheme: . . . .

"(3) The sender or addressee of an insured or an uninsured parcel shall, on making an application for compensation
under this Scheme in the prescribed form, other than an application for compensation in -respect of damage to the
parcel or its contents pay a fee of 25p, which fee will be refunded to him in the event of compensation being
paid by the Post Office."
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Schedule 2—Insurance and compensation
5. In Schedule 2, Part 2 of the Scheme the amount " £9 " 'shall toe deleted and " £10" inserted in its place.

Application of Post 'Office Inland Post Scheme
6. For Schedule 4 to the Scheme there shall 'be substituted':

Paragraph 29
"SCHEDULE 4

APPLICATION OF POST OFFICE INLAND POST SCHEME

The Post Office Inland Post Scheme '1979 (Post
Office Scheme PI/1979).
Paragraph 14 (Postmarks).
Paragraph IS (Treatment of packets addressed to
deceased persons).

Paragraph 27 postal facilities—general).

Paragraph 34 (Posite restante).

Paragraph 51 (Trade charge money orders cros-
sing); Paragraph 52 (Trade charge money
orders—payment 'to bankers); Paragraph 53 (Pay-
ment of out of date money orders).

Paragraph 55 '(Variation of route).
Paragraph 74 {Complaints Panel)

Schedule 2 (Postal Franking Machines).

Schedule 3 (Postal facilities) items 8 to 16 inclu-
sive, and 18.

Schedule 4 (Express delivery services), items 2,
and 4 'to 7 inclusive.

The Reference in paragraph 18(l)(d) to " this Scheme" shall
be read as a reference to this Scheme.
The reference in paragraph 18(2) to paragraph 7 of the Post
Office Scheme PI/1979 shall be omitted, and1 the additional
postage and fees referred to in paragraph 24 of this Scheme
shall be payable on each redirected parcel on delivery.

This paragraph shall apply for the purpose only of the appli-
cation of the other provisions of the Post Office Scheme PI/1979
mentioned in this Schedule to parcels transmitted by post under
this Scheme.

The reference in paragraph 34(h) to the provision of the Post
Office Scheme PI/1979 as to the return of postal packets shall
•be read as a reference to {paragraph 16 of this Scheme.

These provisions shall apply to trade charge money orders
used for the remission of 'trade charges under paragraph
20(2)(g) of this Scheme.

The references to " this Scheme " shall ibe read as a reference
to this Scheme. Anything relating to a registered inland packet
and paragraph (4) shall be omitted.

As applied iby paragraph 11(6) of this Scheme,

The facilities referred to in items <& to 16 inclusive and Ifi
shall extend to parcels transmitted by post under this Scheme,
without further charge, but the additional postage and' fees
referred to in paragraph 24 of 'this Scheme shall be payable
on the delivery of each parcel re-directed in accordance with
item 10.

The limits of size and weight in respect of items 2 and 4
shall be those specified in ithis Scheme."

Dated 29th May 1979.

Signed on behalf of the Post Office by L. H. KiNGSBURY (a person authorised by the Post Office to act in that behalf).

WAGES COUNCILS ACT 1979

CORSET WAGES COUNCIL

TOE Corset Wages Council hereby gives notice of proposals
for (1) increasing the. statutory minimum remneration set out
in the Wages (Corset) Order 1979 (Order K(89)) j and (2) the
revocation of Order K(89).

The Wages Council intends that 'the revised 'provisions shall
operate from llth May 1979.

Particulars of the proposals are contained in the Wages
Council's Notice K(91), copies of which may be obtained on
application to the Secretary of the Wages Council at the ad-
dress given below. The Wages Council will consider any
written representation with respect to the proposals if made
within 14 days from 5th June 1979. Any such representation
should 'bear the writer's address and signature and be sent to
•the Secretary, Corset Wages Council, 12 St. James's Square,
(London SW1Y 4LL. It is desirable that persons making ob-
jections should state the precise nature of their objections and
quote 'the number of the Wages Council's Notice of Proposals

YVONNE M. SIMMONS,
'Secretary.

FRESHWATER AND SALMON FISHERIES (SCOTLAND)
ACT 1976

TROUT PUSHING PROTECTION ORDER
RIVER TWEED CATCHMENT AREA-

REVISED PROPOSALS
(NOTICE OF PUBLIC LOCAL INQUIRY

NOTICE is hereb> given that in exercise of the powers con-
ferred on him by paragraph 5(2) of the First Schedule to the
Freshwater and Salmon Fisheries (Scotland) Act 1976 the
Secretary of State has appointed Arthur J. Hunt, O.B.E.,
F.R.I.C.S., F.R.T.P.I., to hold a Public Inquiry and to report
with respect to objections and representations lodged against
the above-mentioned revised proposals.

And Notice is Hereby Given that the Inquiry, will commence
at 10.30 a.m. on Monday, 25th June 1979 within the Tait Hall,
Kelso.

Mrs. A. E. STUDLEY.
Scottish 'Office Inquiry Reporters,
44 York Place,
•Edinburgh EH1 3JF.

4th June 1979. 24th May 1979.
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NATURALISATION

LIST OF ALIENS TO WHOM GERTIFICAiTES OF
NATURALISATION HAVE BEEN GRANTED

LIST of Aliens to whom Certificates of Naturalisation have
been granted by the Secretary of State and whose oaths of
allegiance have been registered in the Home Office during the
month of April 1979.

The date is the d'ate of Naturalisation.
Ip, David Man-Tin; Of uncertain nationality; Ground1 Floor

•Flat, 2 South Learmonth Gardens, Edinburgh. 2nd April
1979,

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Foodj
Block C Government Buildings,

Tolcarne Drive, Pinner,
Middlesex, HAS 2DT.

STATEMENT ISSUED PURSUANT TO THE CORN
RETURNS ACT 1882, THE CORN SALES ACT 1921,
THE AGRICULTURE (MISCELLANEOUS PRO-
VISIONS) ACT 1943, THE AGRICULTURE ACT 1970
AND THE AGRICULTURE (MISCELLANEOUS PRO-
VISIONS) ACT 1972.

The following are the QUANTITIES SOLD and AVERAGE PRICES
OF BRITISH CORN per tonne of 1000 kilograms computed from
returns received by the MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES
AND FOOD in the week ended' 24th May 1979. They are based
on purchases from growers during the week tnded 17th May
1979 by merchants carrying on business hi prescribed areas in
England and Wales.

British Corn

WHEAT
BARLEY
OATS
RYE
MAIZF.

Quantities Sold

tonnes

36,030.79
27,194.1-1

642.54__

Average price
per tonne

£

102.05
96.04
90.24__

S. CLAYTON.

STATEMENT showing the QuANTmBS SOLD and AVERAGE PBICBS
of BRITISH CORN per tonne of 1000 kilogrammes computed
from the Returns received by the Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries for Scotland in the week ended 31st May
1979, pursuant to the Corn Returns Act 1882. ahe Corn Sales
Act 1921, the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1943, the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1954,
the Agriculture Act 1970, and the Agriculture (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1972.

BRITISH CORN

WHEAT
BARLEY
OATS
RYB
MAIZE •

QUANTITY SOLD

Tonnes

178
757
78__

•"•

AVERAGE PRICE
PER TONNH

£

100.03
97.37
94.97_

— •

MOTE : —The above statement is based on returns received from
prescribed areas in1 Scotland in the week ended 31st May
1979. The prices represent the average for all sales returned
in these areas between growers and merchants during the week
ended 24th May 1979.

N, J. SCfflERLOH.

Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland,
Chenec House, 500 Gorgde Road, Edinburgh EHlfl 3IAJW.

HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL

NOTICE OF DEOISflDN TO ADOPT LOCAL PLAN

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND)
ACT 1972

DORNOCH LOCAL PLAN

THE Highland Regional Council have decided to adopt the
above-named Local Plan, as modified by them, on or after 12th
July 1979 unless, before the Plan has been adopted, the Secre-
tary of .State for Scotland directs that the Plan shall -not be
adopted until further notice or shall not have effect unless
approved by him.

Certified copies of the Plan have been deposited at the follow-
ing places:—

Office of Registrar of Births, etc., Cathedral Square,
•Dornoch.

Divisional Planning Office, Golspie.
Regional Buildings, Glenurquhart Road, Inverness.

The deposited documents are available for inspection, free
of charge, during normal office hours, Monday to Friday.

R. H. STEVENSON,
Joint Director of Law and Administration.

1st June 1979.

MORAY DISTRICT COUNCIL

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNBNG ((jSCOTLAND)
ACT 1972

THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(LISTED BU'ILD'IiNGS AND BUILDINGS IN

CONSERVATION AREAS) (SCOTLAND)
REGULATIONS 1975

NOTICE is hereby given that applications have been made to
Moray District Council for Listed Building Consent for the
undemoted developments.

A copy of the applications and' plan's and other documents
submitted with them may be inspected during normal office
hours at the office of the Director of Physical Planning and
Development, District Headquarters, High Street, Elgin, the
Moray District Sub-Office, 24 East Church Street, Buckie and
the Moray District Sub-Office, 9 High Street, Lossiemouth,
during the period of 21 days ending on 26th June 1979.

•Any person who wishes to make any objections or representa-
tions in -respect of. the applications should do so in writing
within that period to the Chief Executive, District Headquarters,
High Streeti Elgin.

JAMES P. C. BELL,
Chief Executive.

District Headquarters,
High Street,
Elgin.

Ref. No.

MP/343/79

MP/334/79

Location

68 Main Street,
Buckpool,
Buckie.

2/3 Yardie,
Buckie.
19/20 Clifton Road,
'Lossiemouth.

Nature of Proposal

Alterations including the
construction of a long
rear dormer roof exten-
sion.
Alterations to property.

Alterations and change of
use of house and store
forming part of the La
Caverna to form restau-
rant and function room.
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, HSBERIBS AND FOOD

Hook Rise South, Tolworth, Surbi'ton, Surrey KT6 TiNIF.
•*f April 1979.

DISEASES OF ANIMALS ACT 1950-GREAT BRITAIN
OUTBREAKS OF NOTIFIABLE DISEASES CONFIRMED BY

THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD DURING THE PERIOD

list - 15th April 1979

Period

1st to 15th April 1979
Corresponding [1978

period in {1977
11976

1st Jan. to 15th April 1979
Corresponding ( 1978

period in |1977
11976

Anthrax

Outbreaks
confirmed

3
2

19
2

4
124
50
27

Deaths

3
2

22
2

4
132
62
28

Equine
Infectious
Anaemia

Outbreaks
confirmed

—__

—

^ ̂

—
—I'

Fowl
Plague

Outbreaks
confirmed

2
_

-*-

2

—
—™" ~~

Newcastle
Disease

(formerly
listed as

Fowl Pest)
Outbreaks
confirmed

—
^^

—

—
—4

Swine Vesicular
Disease

Outbreaks
confirmed

4

.

—

32

—14
1

* Animals
slaughtered

2,145t
__

—

35,648t

4,057*
304*

Sheep
Scab

Outbreaks
confirmed

1

1

44
31
29
58

* Animals slaughtered as diseased or exposed to infection,
f Provisional figures.
$ Final figures.

NOTES :
1. The following diseases were efladTIcated from Great Britain in tfoe years indicated): cattle plague or rinderpest (pesnis-

bovina), 1887 ; epizootic lymphangitis (lympihangi'tiis epdzootica), 1906 ; footnand-nnoufCh disease (apfotae epizooticae), 1968 ;
fowl plague (pestifi avium), 1963; glanders (dndudong farcy) (malleus), 1928 ; pleuropneumonia (pleuropneumonia contagiosa
bovum), 1898; rabies (lyssa), 1970; sheep pox (variola ovina), 1866, and swine fever (pestis suum), 1971.

2. The following diseases have never been recorded in Great Britain: African horse sickness Qpestis equorum), African
swine fever (pestis seum africana), blue tongue (febris cacarrhalis ovium), dourine (exanthema coitale paralyticum), equine
encephalomyelitis (meningo-encephalomyelitis enzootica eq.), lumpy skin disease (dermatosis nodularis) and Teschen dis-
ease (encephalomyelitis enzootica suum).

3. No 'bovine animal was slaughtered as an " affected " animal within the meaning of Article 3 of the Tuberculosis Order
1964, during the period 1st January to 31st March 1979.

PERTH AND KINROSS DISTRICT COUNCIL

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND)
ACTS, ETC.

THE undernoted Planning Application has ben received and
ass, advertised in accordance with the provisions of the Town and
Country Planning (Scotland) Acts and related legislation, for
public inspection and submission of any representations.

A copy of the plans and documents submitted may be
inspected during normal office hours, Monday to Friday, at the
office of the Director of Planning, 16 Tay Street, Perth, and at
the Local Area Office as shown in Schedule below during the
21 days following the date of publication of this Notice.

Any parson who wishes to make representations about the
application should do so in writing to the Director of
'Planning, at the above address within 21 days of the date of
publication of this Notice.

DAVID R. PENMAN,
Director of Planning.

SCHEDULE OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Development—Location—
Developer

Change of use from shop to
office — Druminond Street,
Corririe — J.W. Wyllie &
Henderson.

Local Area Office and
reason for publication

Barnkittockj Comrie Road,
Crieff,

Listed1 Building Consent and
Development Affecting a
Conservation Area.

COMBALRiLJE NAN EHJEAN

WESTERN ISLES ISLANDS COUNCIfL

TOWN ANID COUNTRY PLANNfflNG (SCOTLAND)
ACT 1972

TOWINF AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(LISTED BUILDINGS AND BUILDINGS IN

CONSERVATION AREAS) (SCOTLAND)
REGULATIONS 1975-1977

Proposed development at
The ' Rodel Hotel', Rodel, Harris

NOTICE is hereby given that application has been made to
Comhairle Nan Eilean (Western Isles Islands Council) by Mr.
D. MacDonaldj op behalf of Mr. J. McCallum of the Rodel
Hotel, Rodel, Hams, for Listed Building Consent for the forma-
tion of an external fire escape, to comply with the Firemaster's
requirements.

The Rodel Hotel is included in the Statutory List of Build-
ings of Architectural and Historical Interest (Category "B").

Plans of the proposed development can be inspected at the
Department of Planning and Development, Council Offices,
Sandwick Road, S'tornoway, to whom any representations should
•be sent, within 21 days of the date of this notice.

DOUGLAS SINCLAIR,
Director of Administration.

30th May 1979.
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HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
LISTED BUILDINGS (iSICOTLAND) REGULATIONS

1975

APPLICATION1 has been received' for change of use, alteration
and extension to Harbour Buildings, Portmahomack.

Details can 'be seen at Divisional Planning Office, District
Council Offices, Dingwall, Ross-shire.

Representations may be made to the Clerk to Divisional
Planning Committee, District Council Offices, Dingwall, Ross-
shire, on or before 21 days from the date of this publication.

GOMHAIKLE NAN EEL'EAN

WESTERN1 ISLES' ISLANDS' GOUNOL

TOWN AMD COUNTRY PLANOSf-ESPG (SCOTLAND)
ACT 1972

(LISTED BUILDINGS' 'AND BUILDINGS, IN
CONSERVATION AREAS) (SCOTLAND)

(REGULATIONS 1975-1977

Proposed restoration, alteration and change of use of
" Black House'., to accommodate craft and exhibition

centre, 18 Callanish, Lewis.

NOTICE is hereby given that application has been made to
Comhakle Nan Eilean (Western Isles Islands Council) by Mr.
James Crawford, 12 Garynahine, on behalf of Mr. and Mrs.
Schulz, 25 Breasclete, for Listed Building Consent in respect
of the above-mentioned development.

The Black House, 18 Callanish, is included in the Statutory
(List of Buildings of Special Architectural and Historical
Interest (Category " B ")•

Plans of the proposed development can be inspected at the
Department of Planning and Development, Council Offices,
Sandwick Road, Stornoway, to whom any representations should
•be sent, within 21 days of the date of this notice.

30th May 1979.

DOUGLAS SINCLAIR,
Director of Administration.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY REGIONAL COUNiCIflL

THE HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
<MARTINTON ROAD, DUMFRIES)

(PROHIBITION OF USE) ORDER 1979

NOTICE is hereby given that Dumfries and Galloway Regional
Council in exercise of their powers under Section 1 of the
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1967 as amended by Part IX
of the Transport Act 1968, 'Section 133 and Schedule XIV of
the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, Section 1 of the
Heavy Commercial Vehicles (Controls and Regulations) Act
1973 and Schedule 6 to the Road Traffic Act 1974 and of all
other enabling powers and after consultation with the Chief
Officer of Police have made the above Order, the general effect
of which is to prohibit all heavy commercial vehicles over 3
tons unladen weight front proceeding along that length of road
known as Martinton Road, Dumfries, except upon the direction
or with the permission of a police constable in uniform or of a
traffic warden. Fuller details of exemptions are contained in
the Order which can be inspected free of charge during normal
office hours at Council Offices, Dumfries.

The provisions of this Order come into operation on Mon-,
day, llth June 1979!

DAVID A. LYLE,
Director of Administration and Law.

Council Offices,
Dumfries.

29th May 1979.

THE HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL

ONiVEDRNESS GENERAL TRAFFIC) ORDER
<|AMENDMENT No. 3) ORDER 1979

(A'LEiXANDER PLACE, INVERNESS—
PROHIBITION OF VEHICLES)

THE Highland Regional Council hereby give notice that they
propose to alter Schedule 12 of the Inverness (General Traffic)
Order 1978 by adding thereto Alexander Place, Inverness.

The effect of this amendment is to prohibit vehicles from
Alexander Place, Inverness except for access to premises situated
therein for the other purposes specified hi the principal Order.

Alexander Place, Inverness was prohibited to vehicles under
the previous Order which the said Order of 1978 revoked.

A copy of the said Amendment Order may be inspected at
Regional Buildings, Glenurquhait Road, Inverness on week days
from 9.00 a.m. DO 1.00 p.m. and 2.00 p.m. to 5.30 .pjn. (5.00 p.m.
on Fridays).

Any person .wishing to object to the proposed amendment
should do so in writing stating the grounds of objection to the
oimdersigned! not later than 29th June 1979.

F. F. BRUCE,
Joint Director of Law and Administration.

Regional Buildings,
Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness.

HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL

(ALNESIS^-VARJOUS ROADS)
(WAFTING RESTRICTIONS AND ONE WAY)

ORDER 1979

1. THE Highland Regional Council have made an Order
•under Section 1(1), (2) and (3) of -the Road Traffic Regu-
lation Act 1967 as amended by Part IX of the Transport
Act 1968.

2. This Order has the following effects: —
(a) No waiting between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. from Mondays

to Saturdays inclusive on PARTS of Ardross Street,
Caplich Road, Ardross Place, and Peirjns Road.

(b) Residents only waiting on PARTS of Averon Road
and Perrins Road.

<c)One way traffic, east to west on PART of Averon
Road and west to east on PART of Perrins Road.

3. Exceptions to 2(a) above will permit waiting for the pur-
pose of:
(a) Loading or 'Unloading goods ;
(ib) Picking up and setting down passengers;
(c) The maintenance of the lengths of road affected;
(d)The supply of gas, electricity and water or the main-

tenance of Post Office Communications equipment;
and

<e) Marriages or funerals in Rosskeen Parish Church in
respect of Perrins Road only.

4. A copy of the Order and a map showing the lengths of
road affected may be examined at Regional Buildings,
Glenurquhart Road, Inverness on week days from 9 ajn.
to 1 pjn. and 2 pjn. to 5.30 pjn. (5 p.m. Fridays).

5. Any person who wishes to question the validity of the
Order or of any provision contained in it on the grounds
that it is not within the -powers conferred by the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1967 as amended by Part IX of
the Transport Act 1968 or on the grounds that any re-
quirement of that Act or of any instrument made under
it has not been complied with in relation to the Order
may within 6 weeks from 5th June 1979 apply to the
Court of Session for .this purpose.

•Regional Buildings,
Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness.

F. F. BRUCE,
Joint Director of Law and Administration.
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HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL
(GRANTOWN-ON-SPEY—VARIOUS ROADS)

(WAITING RESTRICTIONS) ORDER 1979

1. THE Highland Regional Council have made an Order
under Section 1(1), (2) and (3) of the Road Traffic Regu-
lation Act 1967 as amended by Fart IX of the Transport
Act 1968.

2. This Order has the following effects:—
(a) No waiting at any time in parts of High Street, The

•Square, Chapel Road, Spey Avenue and Seafield Av-
enue.

<ib) No waiting between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. from Mondays
to Saturdays inclusive in parts of High Street and
iSpey Avenue.

(c) Maximum One hour waiting from 9 am to 6 p.m.
from Mondays to Saturdays inclusive in parts, of High
(Street.

3. {Exceptions to these waiting restrictions will permit wailing
for the purpose of: —
(a) Loading or unloading goods;
(ib) Picking up and setting down passengers;
(c) Maintenance of the lengths of road affected ,* and
(d) The supply of gas, electricity and water or the main-

itenanice of Post Office Communications equipment.

4. A copy of the Order and a map showing the lengths of
•road affected may be examined at the District Council
Branch Office, The Square, Grantown in office hours or
at Regional Buildings, Glenurquhart Road, Inverness on
week days from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5.30 pjn,
(5 pjn. Fridays).

5. Any person who wishes to question! the validity of the
Order or of any provision contained in it on the grounds
that it is not within the powers conferred by the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1967 as amended by Part IX of
'the Transport Act 1968 or on the grounds that any re-
quirement of that Act or of any instrument made under
it has not been complied with in relation to the Order
may within 6 weeks from 28th .May 1979 apply to the
Court of Session for this purpose.

F. F. BRUCE,
Joint Director of 'Law and Administration.

Regional Buildings,
Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness.

HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL
.(BEATON'S PLAGE, INVERNESS)

(WAFTING RESTRICTIONS) ORDER 1979

1. THE 'Highland Regional Council propose to make an
Order under Section' 1(1), (2) and (3) of the Road Traffic
Regulation Act 1967 as amended by Part IX of 'the
Transport Act 1968.

2. When this Order comes into effect vehicles will be pro-
hibited from waiting between the hours of 8 a.m. and
6 p.m. from Mondays to Saturdays both days inclusive
in the following lengths of Beaton's Place, Inverness':—
North-west Side:

From its junction with Friars Street north-eastwards
for a distance of 36 metres or thereby.

South-east Side:
From its junction with Friars Street north-eastwards to

its junction with North Church Place.

3. 'Exceptions will permit waiting for the purposes of:—
(a) Loading or unloading goods;
i(jb) Picking up and setting down passengers;
(c) The maintenance of the said Beaton's Place; and
(d) The supply of gas, electricity and water or the main-

tenance of Posu Office Communications equipment.

4. Full details of these proposals are in the dlraft Order
which together with a map showing the road affected by
the said proposals and a Statement of the Council's
reasons for proposing to make the Order may be examined
at Regional Buildings, Glenurquhart Road, Inverness on
week days from 9 ajn. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. DO 5.30 p.m.
(5 pm Fridays).

5. Any person washing to object to the proposed Order
should send details of the grounds of objection in waiting
ito the undersigned by 29th June 1979.

Regional Buildings,
Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness.

F. F. BRUCE,
Joint Director of Law and Administration.

ROADS (SCOTLAND) ACT 1970

NOTICE is hereby given that the Highland Regional Council
propose to make an Order under Section 12 of die Roads (Scot-
land) Act 1970 stopping up the roads described in the Schedule
hereto. The tide of the Order is " Highland Regional Council
(Eastgate CD-A., Inverness) (Stopping Up) Order 1979 **.

A copy of the draft Order and of the plan referred to therein
showing the roads to be stopped up together with a Statement
of 'the reason! for making die Order may be inspected at the
office of the Highland Regional Council, Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness without payment of fee at all reasonable hours between
25th May 1979 and 28th June 1979.

Any person may within 28 days from 25th May 1979 object
to the making of the Order by notice in writing to the Secre-
tary,, Scottish Development Department, New St. Andrew's
House, Edinburgh EH1 3SZ stating the grounds of objection.

Dated this 21st day of May 1979.
F. G. ARMSTRONG,
Chief Executive.

Regional Buildings,
Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness.

Road

First Street, Inverness

Second Street, 'Inverness

Third Street, Inverness

Fourth Street, Inverness

SCHEDULE

Length to be Stopped Up

The whole length between East-
gate and Fourth Street

The whole length between
Hamilton Street and Fourth
'Street.

The whole length between
First Street and Second
Street

The whole length betwen
Falcon Square and Eastgate.

THE TAYSIOE REGION
'(VARIOUS ROADS, NEW SCONE)

(PROHIBITION 'AND RESTRICTION OF WAFTING)
ORDER .1979

1. THE Tayside Regional Council propose to make an Order
under Sections 1(1), (2) and (3) and 84D(1) of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1967 as amended by Part IX of
the Transport Act 1968.

2. The effect of the proposed Order is set out in the
Schedule hereto.

3. Full details of the proposals are contained in the draft
Order which together with a map showing the lengths
of road affected1 and a Statement of the Council's reasons
for proposing to make the Order may be examined at
all reasonable hours at the following addresses:—
©The Administrative Offices of The Tayside Regional

Council, Tayside House (Second Floor), 28 Crichton
Street, Dundee;

(ii)The Office of the Area Director of Roads, Tayside
Regional Council, 12 Nelson Street, Perth.
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4. Any person wishing to object to the proposed Order
should send a written1 statement of his objections to the
Undersigned by 26th June 1979.

A. H. MARTIN,
Chief Executive.

Tayside House,
Dundee.

SCHEDULE

The effect of the proposed Order will be as follows, viz:—
L To prohibit (subject to certain exceptions*) the waiting

of vehicles at any time in certain lengths of the following
roads as the same are described' in Part I of the Schedule
to the draft Order and shown on the said map.

Abbey Road
Albert Road

Cross Street

Mansfield Road
Traffic Island

(Cross Street at Abbey Road)
Victoria Road

II. To prohibit (subject to certain exceptions*) the waiting
of vehicles:—
(i) for a period longer than 30 minutes; or

(ii)if a .period of less than 30 minutes has elapsed since
the termination of the last period of waiting (if any)
of the vehicle,

in certain lengths of the following road as the same as
described in Part- II of the Schedule to the draft Order
and shown on the said map.

Victoria Road

III. To vary the Joint County Council of the combined County
of Perth and Kinross and the County Council of the
County of Perth (Various Streets, New Scone) (Restriction
of Waiting) Order 1973, to the extent shown in the draft
Order.

•NOTES
1, Waiting will be •permitted for any of the following pur-

poses : —
(a) to enable a person to board or alight from a vehicle

and to load or unload personal luggage;
(b) building operations or operations relating to the main-

tenance, improvement or reconstruction of the roads or
the laying, erection, alteration or repair of sewers or
main pipes or apparatus for the supply of gas, water
or electricity or any telegraphic line;. •

(c) Police, Fire Brigade, Ambulance and certain other
statutory purposes;

(d) collection and delivery of postal packets by Post Office
vehicles;

(e) funerals (if the vehicle is in the service of a funeral
undertaking);

(f) delivering goods to or collecting goods from premises
adjoining affected lengths of road subject to a maxi-
mum waiting period of 30 minutes at any one place
(except in relation to the lengths of road specified in
Item I of the Schedule upon which lengths of road'
delivering or collecting goods is prohibited at all times) ',

(g) the removal of furniture.

2. Provision! will be made for the granting of exemptions
from the waiting restrictions to severely disabled persons.

THE TAYiSIDE REGION
(BRIDiGEND AND BARNHELL, PERTH)

(PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTION! OF WATTING)
iQRDER .1979

1. THE Tayside Regional Council propose to make an Order
under Sections 1(1), (2) and (3) and 84D(1) of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1967 as amended by Part DC of
the Transport Act 1968.

2. The effect of the proposed Order is set out in the
Schedule hereto.

3. 'Full details of the proposals are contained in the draft
Order which •together with a map showing the lengths
of toad affected and a Statement of the Council's reasons
for proposing to make the Order may be examined at
all reasonable hours at the following addresses: —

(i)The Administrative Offices of The Tayside Regional
Council, Tayside House (Second Floor), 28 Crichton
Street, Dundee;

(ii)The Office of the Area Director of Roads, Tayside
Regional Council, 12 Nelson Street, Perth.

4. Any person wishing to object to the proposed Order
should send' a written' statement of his objections to the
Undersigned by 26th June 1979.

A. H. MARTIN,
Chief Executive.

Tayside House,
Dundee.

SCHEDULE

The effect of the proposed Order will be as follows, viz:—
To prohibit (subject to certain exceptions*):—
I. the waiting of vehicles at any time and to prohibit peak

hour loading 8.30 a.m. - 9>.30 a.m, and 4.30 p.m. - 6 pjn.
Monday to Saturday;

II. the waiting of vehicles at any time;

ILL the waiting of vehicles at any time:—
(i) for a period longer than 30 minutes; or
(ii) if a period^ of less than 30 minutes has elapsed since

the termination of the last period of waiting of the
vehicle in that length of road,

in certain lengths of the following roads as the same as
described in the Schedule to the draft Order and shown
on the said map.

Dundee Road
Main Street, Bridgend

IV. To vary the City of Perth (Regulation of Traffic) (Waitings
and Loading) Order 1972, and the City of Perth (Regula-
tion of Traffic) (Waiting and Loading) (Amendment No. 1)
Order 1975, to the extent shown in the draft Order.

*NOTES
1. The restrictions described in Part H'l of the Schedule

will not apply on Sundays.

2. Waiting will be permitted for any of the following reasons:
(a) to enable a person to board or alight from a vehicle

and to load or unload personal luggage;
(b) building operations or operations relating to the main-

tenance, improvement or reconstruction of the roads or
the laying, erection, alteration or repair of sewers or
main pipes or apparatus for the supply of gas, water
or electricity or any telegraphic line;

(c) Police, Fire Brigade, Ambulance and certain other
statutory purposes;

(d) collection and delivery of .postal packets by Post Office
vehicles;

(e) funerals (if the vehicle is in the service of a funeral
undertaking);

(f) licensed taxi-cabs at appointed stances;
(g) delivering goods to or collecting goods frond premises

adjoining the said roads subject to a maximum waiting
.period of 30 minutes at any one placej

Oh) the removal of furniture.

3. Provisions will be made for the granting of exemptions
from ithe waiting restrictions to severely disabled persons.

THE TAYSHDK REGION
{GOWRIE STREET, PERTH)

(STREET PARKING PLACES AMENDMENT)
ORDER 1979

1. THE Tayside Regional Council propose to make an Order
under Sections 28(1), 31(D) and 84D(1) of the amended
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1967 the effect of which
will be to provide that the maximum period for which
vehicles may wait in the parking place on the east side
of Cowrie Street, Perth, from a point SO feet south of the
south kerbline of Back Wynd southwards for a distance
of 265 feet will foe altered from 72 hours to 2 hours.
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2. Full details of the proposals are contained in the draft
Order which together with a map showing the length of
road affected and a Statement of the Council's reasons
for proposing to make the Older may be examined at all
reasonable hours and without payment of fee at 'the fol-
lowing addresses:—
(i)The Adtninistta'tive Offices of Tayside Regional

Council Tayside House (Second1 Floor), 28 Crichton
•Street, Dundee; and

(ii)The Office of the Area Director of Roads, Tayside
Regional Council, 12 Nelson Street, Perth.

3. iAny person wishing to object to the proposed Order
should send details of the grounds for objection Ho the
Undersigned by 26th June 1979.

(A. H. MARTIN,
Chief Executive.

Tayside House,,
Dundee.

GEORGE CAMERON BELL LIMITED

(Members' Voluntary Liquidation)

NOTICE is hereby given, pursuant to S. 279(1) Companies
Act 1948, that at the General Meeting of the Company, held
on 23rd May 1979, the Members agreeing to dispense with
Notice of Meeting and Notice of Intention to pass a Special
Resolution by Minute, the undernoted Special Resolution was

"That the Company be wound up voluntarily, and that
John Yule Craig, Chartered Accountant, 9 Orr Square,
Paisley, be and hereby is appointed Liquidator for the
purposes: of such winding up."

A, A. TATT,
Director.

GEORGE CAMERON BELL LIMITED

(Members' Voluntary Liquidation)

I, JOHN YULE CRAIG, Chartered Accountant, 9 Orr Square,
Paisley, hereby give notice that I have been appointed
Liquidator of the above Company by Special Resolution dated
23rd May 1979.

J. Y. CRAIG,
Liquidator.

9 Orr Square,
Paisley.

28th May 1979.

Extraordinary Resolution of

INGRAM UPHOLSTERY COMPANY LIMITED

AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the above Company,
duly convened and held at 40 Carlton Place, Glasgow, G5
9TR, on 31st May 1979, the subjoined Extraordinary Resolution
was duly passed:—

"That the Company cannot, by reason of its labilities,
continue its business and it is advisable to wind up the
Company, and accordingly that the Company be wound up
voluntarily, and that Mr. W. W. Richmond, Chartered
(Accountant, be nominated Liquidator and that such nomina-

• tion should be laid before the Creditors for approval."

R. MUIR,
Director.

INGRAM UPHOLSTERY COMPANY LIMITED

(In Creditors' Voluntary Liquidation)

I, WILLIAM WHITE RICHMOND,, Chartered Accountant,
40 Carlton' Place, Glasgow, G5 9TR, hereby give notice that I
have been appointed Liquidator of Ingram Upholstery
Company Limited by a Resolution of a Meeting of Creditors,
duly convened and held on 31st May 1979.

All parties claiming to be Creditors of the Company are
requested to submit their claims to me, in the prescribed form
at the above address, and the parties indebted to the Company
are requested to make payment to me forthwith.

WILLIAM WHITE RICHMOND,
Liquidator.

40 Carlton Race,
Glasgow, G5 9TR.

31st May 1979.

JOHN B. KING LIMITED

(In Creditors' Voluntary Liquidation)

NOTICE is hereby given, pursuant to Section 299 of the
Companies Act 1948, that General Meetings of the Members
and Creditors of the above-named Company will be held
within the offices of Messrs. Peacock & Henry, Chartered
Accountantsr, 111 Union Street, Glasgow, on Friday, 29th June
1979, at 11.30 a.m. and 12.00 noon respectively for the purpose
of receiving an account of the Liquidator's acts and dealings
and of the conduct of the winding up during the 12 months to
5th April 1979.

BERNARD JOHN FRIEND, ,CiA.,
Liquidator.

Ill Union Street,
Glasgow, Gl 3SS.

The Companies Act 1948

DAVID KLRKWOOD & SONS (1966) LIMITED

(Members' Voluntary Winding. Up)

I, THOMAS PETER COWAN TAYLOR, of 65 Renfield
Street, Glasgow, hereby give notice that I have been appointed
Liquidator of David Kirkwood & Sons (1966) Limited by
Special Resolution of (the Company dated the 25th. day of
May 1979.

All Creditors have been' or will be paid in full. Any out-
standing claims should be lodged with the Liquidator forth-
with.

T. P. G TAYLOR,
Liquidator.

25th Miay 1979.

The Companies Act 1948

DAVID KliRKWOOD & SONS (1966) LIMITED

(Members' Voluntary Winding Up)

AT an' Extraordinary General Meeting of the Members of
David Kirkwood & Sons (1966) Limited, incorporated under
the Companies Act 1948, duly convened and held within the
offices of Spicer Watson & Co., Chartered Accountants, 65
Renfield Street, Glasgow, on the 25th day of May 1979, the
following Special Resolution was duly passed: —

"That the Company be wound up voluntarily, and that
Thomas Peter Cowan Taylor, Chartered Accountant, of
65 Renfield Street, Glasgow, is hereby appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of such winding up."
All Creditors have been or will be paid in full. Any out-
standing claims should be lodged with the Liquidator forth-
with."

•Dated this 25th day of May 1979.

Registered Office:
65 Renfield Street,
Glasgow, G2 INS.

A. Y. KIRKWOOD,
Chairman.
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M & M (PROPERTY) LIMITED

AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the above-named
Company, duly convened and held at 80 Argyll Street, Duncon*,
Argyll, PA23 7NE, on the 1st June 1979, the following Special
Resolution was duly passed: —

"That the Company be wound up voluntarily, and that
Keith Wilfrid Dodgson, F.C.A., of 80 Argyll Street, Dunoon,
Argyll, PA23 7NE, be and he is hereby appointed Liquidator
for the purposes of such winding up."

JAMES MANUEL,
Director.

To the Creditors and other persons intersted in the succession
of .the deceased, CHARLES IRVINE, S.S.C., formerly of
12 Queen Street, Edinburgh, and residing at 37 Gillespie

Crescent there, and who died on 23rd October 1929.

ALASTAIR ANDREW GRAHAM, C.A., Judicial Factor on
the Estate of the said deceased Charles Irvine, S.S.C., hereby
intimates that he has prepared and lodged in Court a state
of funds and scheme of division of the said Estate, to be
considered and approved of by the Court, of which all con-
cerned are hereby required 10 take notice.

4 Forres Street,
Edinburgh, EH3 6BJ.

1st June 1979.

ALASTAIR A. GRAHAM.

M & M (PROPERTY) LIMITED

Nature of business—Builders and Contractors.
Address of Registered Office—37 John Street, Dunoon, Argyll.

Liquidator's name and address—Keith Wilfrid Dodgson,
F.C.A., 80 Argyll Street, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7NE.

Date of appointment—1st June 1979.
By whom appointed—Members.

Dated 1st June 1979.
KEITH W. DODGSON.

MEADOWS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,

2 Commercial Road, Oldmeldrum, Aberdeenshdre

NOTICE is hereby given that HERBERT NICOL WEBSTER,
residing at Westbury, Cowgate, Oldmeldrum, ceased to be a
partner in' the business known as the Meadows Development
Company, 2 Commercial Road, Oldmeldrum, Aberdeenshire,
as at 16th day of May 1978.

MESSRS. STEWART & WATSON,
Solicitors.

59 High Street,
Turriff,
Aberdeenshire.

MRS. MARGARET CAROLINE (or CAROLINA)
GEORGETTE MACKENZIE (or McKENZIE)

NOTICE is hereby given that a Petition has been presented to
the Sheriff of Lothian and Borders at Edinburgh at the instance
of Margaret Caroline (or Carolina) Georgette Mackenzie (or
McKenzie), formerly residing at 2 Gloucester Place, Edinburgh,
thereafter residing at 12 Glencairn Crescent and now of 43
Heriot Row, Edinburgh, for her discharge as a bankrupt.

KlLGOUR McNEILL & SlME, W.S.
46 Charlotte Square,
Edinburgh.

To the Creditors and other persons interested in the succession
of the deceased MRS. HELEN LORIMER, 25s Abercorn

Terrace, Edinburgh

AUSTIN MORRISON ANDERSON, C.A., 17 Dublin Street,
Edinburgh, Judicial Factor on the Estate of the deceased, Mrs.
Ellen Lorimer, has presented a Petition to the Court of Session
for his discharge of the office of Judicial Factor, of which
notice is hereby given, and that the Petition will be again
moved in Court on or after the 18th day of June 1979.

A. M. ANDERSON.
17 Dublin Street,
Edinburgh.

28th May 1979.

IN a Note presented to the Court of Session by William Mc-
Nicol Brbwnlie, Chartered Accountant, 175 West George Street,
Glasgow* Official Liquidator of CALEDONIAN FOUNDRY
(LIMITED, incorporated1 under the Companies Acts 1908 to
1913 and having its Registered1 Office formerly at Kilblain
Engine Works, 46 Trafalgar Street, Greenock and now at 175
West George Street, Glasgow the following Deliverance w^s
pronounced on 29th May 1979 by Lord Grieve:—
"The Lord Ordinary having considered the Note No, 17 of
process and proceedings dispenses with settlement of a list of
contributories: authorises the appointment of Messrs. Mac
Robert Son & Hutchison, Solicitors, Glasgow to assist the
Official Liquidator in the performance of his duties; fixes 13th
July 1979 as tine date by which Creditors of the Company shall
lodge their claims and grounds of debt or be excluded from
the benefit of any distribution made before -their debts are
proved and appoints advertisement of such order for claims
to be made once in the Edinburgh Gazette and once in each
of the Glasgow Herald and Greenock Telegraph newspapers."

" W. R. GRIEVE."
Of all which intimation is hereby given.

BRODIES, W.S.,
7 Rothesay Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Solicitors for Noter.

IN a Note presented ito the Court of Session, by William Mc-
Nicol Brownlie, .Chartered Accountant, 175 West George Street,
Glasgow, Official Liquidator of JOHN HASTIE & COMPANY
LIMITED, incorporated under the Companies Acts 1862 to
1890 and having its Registered Office formerly at Kilblain
Engine Works, 10 Princes Street, Greenock and now at 175
West George Street, Glasgow the following Deliverance was
pronounced on 29th May 1979 by Lord Grieve:—
"The Lord Ordinary having considered the Note No, 17 of
process and proceedings dispenses with settlement of a list of
contributories: authorises the appointment of Messrs. Mac
Robert Spa & Hutchison, Solicitors, Glasgow to assist -the
Official Liquidator in the performance of his duties; fixes 13th
July 1979 as the date by which Creditors of the Company shall
lodge their claims and grounds of debt or be excluded from
the benefit of any distribution made before their debts are
proved and appoints advertisement of such order for claims
to be made once in the Edinburgh Gazette and once in each
of the Glasgow Herald and Greenock Telegraph newspapers."

" W. R. GRIEVE."
Of all which intimation is hereby given.

BRODIES, W.S.,
7 Rochesay Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Solicitors for Noter.

IN a Note presented to the Court of Session by William Mc-
Nicol Brownlie, Chartered Accountant, 175 West George Street,
Glasgow, Official Liquidator of BARR AND COMPANY
CBRASSFOUNDERS) LIMITED incorporated under the Com-
panies Act 1929 and having its Registered Office formerly at
Orchard Street, Greenock and now at 175 West George Street,
Glasgow the following Deliverance was pronounced on 29th
'May 1979 by Lord Grieve: —
"The Lord Ordinary having considered the Note No. 17 of
process and proceedings dispenses with settlement of a list of
contributories: authorises the appointment of Messrs. Mac
Robert Son & Hutchison, Solicitors, Glasgow to assist the
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Official Liquidator in the performance of his duties; fixes 13th
July 1979 as che date by which Creditors of the Company shall
lodge their claims and1 grounds of debt or 'be excluded from
the benefit of any distribution made before their debts are
proved and appoints advertisement of such order for claims
to be made once in die Edinburgh Gazette and once in each
of the Glasgow Herald and Greenock Telegraph newspapers."

"W. R. GRIEVE."
Of all which intimation is hereby given.

(BRODIES, W.S.,
7 Rothesay Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Solicitors for Noter.

Sequestration of
DAVID GEORGE AIMERS ANDJSON

5/7 Allardice Street, Stonehaven

AiLASTAiIR WILLIAM DUTHEE, Advocate, at .12 Bon-Accord
Square, Aberdeen, has been elected Trustee in the Estate and
Robert Alexander Cameron Sommerville, The Royal Bank of
Scotland, Holburn Junction Branch, Aberdeen, has been elected
Commissioner. The Examination of the Bankrupt will take
place in the Sheriff Court House, Dunnottar Avenue, Stone-
haven, on Tuesday, 12th June 1979 at 2.00 p.m. The Creditors
will meet in the Sheriff Court House, Dunnottar Avenue, Stone-
haven on Wednesday, 20th June 1979 at 2.30 p.m.

IALASTAIR WILLIAM DUTHIB,
Advocate,

12 Bon-Accord Square,
Aberdeen.
Trustee.

Aberdeen:
29th May 1979.

.Sequestration of
IAN CHARLES CHALMERS

AS Trustee on the .Sequestrated Estate of IAN CHARLES
CHALMERS, Valeoch2 Longmom, by Elgin, I hereby intimate
that the Account of my intromissions with the funds of the
Estate brought down to 26th May 1979, has been audited by
tile Commissioner who has .postponed payment of a dividend
until the recurrence of the next statutory period.

IAN A. CAMERON,
Solicitor,

Royal Bank Buildings,
139 High Street,

Elgin.
Trustee.

Dated: 31st May 1979.

ON behalf of and as instructed by STEPHEN ALEXANDER
SMITH, residing at 35 Jedworth Avenue, Glasgow G15 7QE,
We hereby intimate that the Partnership of the said STEPHEN
(ALEXANDER SMITH and ALEXANDER KENNEDY, resid-
ing at 87 Auckland Street, Glasgow, in the Firm of BEARS-
DEN RADIO TAXIS, having their principal place of business
at 6 Kirk Road, Bearsden, Glasgow is disolved with effect from
2nd June 1979. The said business of Bearsden Radio Taxis
will be carried on solely by the said Stephen Alexander Smith
from that date.

MILLER, SAMUEL & Co.,
Agents for

Stephen Alexander Smith.
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